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En el capitulo introductorio de esta tesis, se establece el ámbito de este trabajo: el
comercio electrónico. Nadie duda que uno de los elementos que han influido en el
rápido desarrollo de Internet es el comercio electrónico. Éste engloba a distintos tipos de
usuarios (vendedores, compradores, instituciones, bancos,...) y, por consiguiente, a
distintos tipos de aplicaciones (C2C, B2B, B2C,...). Se trata pues de un conglomerado
de aplicaciones. Pero para que este conglomerado funcione de forma correcta y segura
para todas las entidades participantes es necesario, como sabemos, el soporte de
distintos elementos y protocolos. Muchos de estos protocolos están estandarizados y
otros, que también sirven como elementos base, no lo están, sobre todo por su mayor
orientación al usuario y por la diversidad de soluciones existentes. Es el ejemplo de los
protocolos de pago en Internet, que pueden ser integrados en distintos tipos de
aplicaciones y negocios. También es el ejemplo de los protocolos de no-repudio.
Veamos en que consisten estos.

Con la importancia del comercio electrónico, no es de extrañar que los distintos
gobiernos diseñen y ejecuten planes para el desarrollo de éste entre sus fronteras. En
Europa, el programa eEurope 2005 constituye la base para este tipo de aplicaciones, y
en este programa, como en cualquier otro, tiene especial importancia la seguridad. Y es
que los aspectos de seguridad se han transformado en el principal elemento
diferenciador para el éxito o fracaso de las aplicaciones en Internet. Es por ello que los
servicios y protocolos de Seguridad adquieren especial importancia.
El documento X.805 de la ITU [1] define la arquitectura de seguridad para
proporcionar seguridad punto a punto en una red independientemente de la tecnología y
topología escogida. Esta arquitectura se define en capas y planos tal y como podemos
observar en la siguiente figura. Se definen 3 capas y 3 planos que derivan en ocho
dimensiones o servicios de seguridad. Entre ellos, el más importante en el ámbito de
esta tesis, y quizás el que menos atención a suscitado entre la comunidad científica y
académica, es el servicio de no-repudio.

Destrucción
Corrupción
Supresión
Revelación

Intemipción

8 dimensiones de seguridad

Fig. 1 Servicios X.805

Aun cuando un apretón de manos es suficiente en algunos negocios tradicionales,
para la mayoría de las transacciones de negocio, la confianza no es suficiente.
Desafortunadamente, los sistemas informáticos de hoy requieren a menudo que
confiemos en el resto de entidades participantes. Sería mejor si pudiéramos demostrar
cuando una entidad está intentando engañar en una transacción. Particularmente en
ambientes complejos tales como Internet. Los mecanismos de no-repudio nos proveen
con los medios para generar evidencias irrefutables para nuestras transacciones. Pueden
ser utilizadas para probar quién ha participado, sobre qué versaba la transacción, y si
una transacción ha terminado con éxito para todos los participantes.
El servicio de no-repudio puede ser considerado como un servicio de intercambio
justo (el problema de intercambio justo no requiere un servicio de no-repudio por
definición) en el que las entidades pueden resolver disputas típicas que pueden surgir en
una transacción electrónica:
•
•
•

A afirma haber enviado M a B mientras que B niega haberlo recibido;
B afirma haber recibido M de A mientras que A niega el envío;
A afirma haber enviado M antes de un tiempo T mientras que B niega
haberlo recibido antes del límite de tiempo T.

Una solución sencilla sería forzar a las entidades simplemente a incluir un token
digital de evidencia en todas sus comunicaciones (en origen pero también en respuesta).
No obstante, esta solución no evitará situaciones injustas cuando se produzcan fallos en
la red y comportamientos fraudulentos. Es necesario el diseño de nuevos protocolos que
cubran todas las situaciones posibles. Y soluciones con diversas características existen
para Alice y Bob.
En un escenario típico, Alice desea enviar un mensaje (contenido digital, pago,...)
a Bob tal que Bob puede consumir (leer, procesar,...) el mensaje únicamente si Alice
consigue evidencia de recepción. Al mismo tiempo, Bob podría también requerir
evidencia de origen para demostrar que en efecto, Alice ha enviado dicho mensaje.
Desafortunadamente no existe una solución determinista sin la intervención de terceras
partes confiables (TTP). Aquí, otra vez, es posible una solución directa. Cada entidad
envía la información necesaria (los mensajes y evidencia) a una TTP y ésta distribuye la
información solamente cuando su visión del intercambio para ambas entidades es
completa.
Estas evidencias digitales pueden ser generadas por los usuarios participantes de la
aplicación de intercambio o con la ayuda de terceras partes confiables. Su formato
depende de los mecanismos criptográficos seleccionados por la política de no-repudio
del servicio. Los formatos más utilizados y a su vez definidos por los estándares son la
firma digital (criptografía asimétrica) y los sobres seguros (criptografía simétrica).
Cualquiera que sea el formato elegido, esta evidencia debe de constar de una serie de
componentes comunes que identifiquen de manera inequívoca una transacción, y que
permita resolver posibles disputas de una manera determinista.
No obstante, para que el servicio de no-repudio sea completo, es necesario que se
produzcan una serie de fases en su desarrollo, tales como la generación, transferencia,
verificación y almacenamiento de las evidencias digitales. A su vez, éstas constituirán
los únicos elementos a utilizar por los usuarios en caso de producirse alguna disputa
sobre el intercambio (envío de un mensaje, pago electrónico, correo electrónico,...). Al
proceso que se inicia en este caso se le denomina proceso de resolución de disputas y ha
de estar definido por la política de no-repudio que describe perfectamente el servicio y
que respeta todos los requerimientos obligatorios y deseables de este tipo de servicio. Y
no por mencionarse en último lugar menos importante, el servicio de no-repudio debe
restringirse dentro del marco legal existente.
La TTP puede desempeñar distintas funciones de acuerdo a su participación en los
protocolos. En cualquier caso, la utilización de una TTP de manera in-line (en cada
ejecución del protocolo distribuye todos los mensajes) presume demasiada confianza y
carga de cómputo y de la red sobre la TTP. Se han estudiado soluciones en las cuales se
intenta reducir la participación de la TTP al mínimo posible. Cuando esto se consigue,
hablamos de soluciones optimistas. Siempre se ha asumido la existencia de dos
entidades en la aplicación. Pero innegablemente, existen muchas aplicaciones diseñadas
para la participación simultánea de varias entidades. En este caso no sólo los requisitos
previamente definidos cambian, sino que, al mismo tiempo, los métodos anteriores se
tornan ineficaces. Por consiguiente, es necesario un nuevo paso en el servicio de norepudio: el diseño de protocolos de no-repudio con una abstracción en el número (n) de
participantes.

De esta forma definimos nuestra visión de un escenario MNR como:
En un escenario MNR, nln>2 usuarios acuerdan el uso de un protocolo de norepudio para el intercambio de mensajes (de propósito general o específico) y la
obtención de evidencias digitales que permiten demostrar a posteriori la existencia de
dicho intercambio.
Esta nueva definición de protocolos de no-repudio introduce cambios, que no
deben pasar desapercibidos en los requerimientos definidos para los protocolos de norepudio con sólo dos entidades. Aunque pocas soluciones existían para protocolos MNR
general cuando se inició dicha tesis, sí existían diseños para aplicaciones que forman
parte del servicio de no-repudio (CEM) o que pueden contenerlo (intercambio justo
multiparte, firma de contratos digitales con varios firmantes, etc....). Así, inicialmente,
se han identificado los distintos tipos de servicios multiparte así como su estado del arte.
Muchas de estas aplicaciones, bien en una topología 1-N (un origen y N receptores; más
frecuente del servicio de MNR) o N-N, presentan problemas en el cumplimiento de los
requisitos que hemos identificado. Además, la eficiencia de este tipo de soluciones
puede ser mejorada. Con esto en mente hemos acometido el diseño de nuevas
soluciones.
De entre los distintos requerimientos que son obligatorios en un servicio de norepudio multiparte encontramos:
• Justeza o equitatividad: Un protocolo multiparte es justo si al final de éste, todas
las entidades honestas reciben la información esperada (incluyendo evidencias) o
ninguna de las entidades reciben ninguna información que las coloque en una
posición ventajosa con respecto a las demás.
• Política de uso: Un protocolo de no-repudio multiparte necesita una política
completa que tenga en cuenta la participación de varias entidades tanto en el
protocolo como en posibles procesos de resolución de disputas posteriores
Además de estas propiedades, existen otras que son igualmente importantes en el
desarrollo de un servicio de no-repudio, pero que no son obligatorias sino opcionales.
Se tratan de propiedades de confidencialidad del mensaje, eficiencia (en el que la TTP
no necesita intervenir para asegurar la propiedad de equitatividad si todas las entidades
se comportan de forma honesta), timeliness (todas las entidades honestas pueden
terminar el protocolo en un periodo de tiempo finito sin que ninguna de las entidades
quede en una posición ventajosa con respecto a las demás), verificabilidad y
transparencia del comportamiento de la TTP, etc.
En la topología 1-N, encajan a la perfección aquellos servicios que conlleven la
notificación (y prueba de recepción de la misma) de múltiples usuarios de forma
simultánea de un mismo o distinto mensaje. Es el caso del servicio de no-repudio
general (intercambio de un mensaje y evidencia de origen por la evidencia de recepción)
y las aplicaciones CEM (en el que la evidencia de origen no es obligatoria). Kremer y
Markowitch proporcionaron la primera generalización de protocolos de no-repudio
existentes [55, 56], como el protocolo consolidado con una TTP que interviene de forma
ligera presentado por Zhou y Gollmann en [20].

Haciendo un estudio de las aplicaciones y protocolos existentes en la literatura
científica, encontramos propiedades susceptibles de ser mejoradas tanto para el servicio
de no-repudio multiparte en general como en aplicaciones algo más específicas como
CEM o la firma digital de contratos. A continuación se relacionan esas propiedades, y
se exponen las posibles soluciones que hemos encontrado.
1. Eficiencia. Algunos protocolos pueden ser claramente mejorados en el
número de pasos, ciclos u operaciones criptográficas. Nuestros objetivos
han sido mejorar siempre la eficiencia de la TTP y poder ajustar los tiempos
límite (deadline) que se establezcan en el diseño del protocolo. Para ello
hemos desarrollado un modelo de simulación dirigido por eventos que
permite estudiar la incidencia de estos parámetros temporales.
2. Comparaciones. No existen comparaciones entre las distintas soluciones
que son similares. Nosotros escogemos una pseudo-unidad de comparación
para facilitar la elección entre distintos protocolos que son similares y la
utilizamos para medir la eficiencia.
3. Diseño de los protocolos. Revisamos las soluciones existentes para
encontrar posibles errores o debilidades en el diseño, y aplicamos las
lecciones aprendidas al diseño de nuestros protocolos.
4. Timeliness. Lograr esta propiedad en un escenario de intercambio justo es
muy importante. No obstante, al mismo tiempo, esta propiedad puede ser
síncrona o asíncrona. Timeliness síncrona se define como la posibilidad
para cualquier participante en el protocolo de finalizar la ejecución del
mismo en un tiempo finito y conocido. Se consigue mediante la imposición
de un deadline. Por otra parte timeliness asíncrona se define como la
posibilidad para cualquier participante en el protocolo de finalizar la
ejecución en cualquier instante sin que ello suponga perdida de la
equitatividad. La consecución de esta última es más dificil, y hay que
alcanzar un equilibrio con el coste que supone. Proponemos una solución
(umbral) interesante para aplicaciones de firma digital multiparte de
contratos. No se trata de una solución determinista, pero el umbral nos
permite adaptar la posibilidad de éxito en nuestro diseño.
5. Verificabilidad y Transparencia de TTP. Éstas son características deseables
para todos los protocolos diseñados pero desafortunadamente no es posible
tener ambas propiedades de manera simultánea. La razón es que cuando una
TTP es transparente no deja pruebas de su participación en el protocolo y
así, no será posible verificar que intervino correctamente. Es nuestra
responsabilidad seleccionar la característica más importante en cada caso y
estudiar si la característica seleccionada merece la carga de cómputo que
conlleve. Por supuesto, el razonamiento estará condicionado por el
escenario en cuestión.
Aparecen también una serie de deficiencias específicas observadas en soluciones ya
existentes que intentamos resolver del siguiente modo:

6. Diversos mensajes. Como hemos mencionado, Markowitch y Kremer
propusieron una generalización del protocolo bipartito de no-repudio con
una topología 1-N. Generalizamos aún más su protocolo multiparte de
forma que el origen puede enviar diversos mensajes (modificados para
requisitos particulares) a los recipientes, y más importantemente, con una
solución optimista.
7. Accesos en linea. En el protocolo optimista existente de MNR descrito, la
TTP necesita tener acceso de nuevo a un directorio público mantenido por
el origen para poder resolver el protocolo. Además, el origen necesita ser
notificado del acceso por parte de la TTP y parar el protocolo
inmediatamente. Esto es un requisito fuerte, puesto que un ataque de DoS
podría ser realizado tal que o el autor no puede actualizar apropiadamente el
directorio o la TTP no puede tener acceso a él cuando lo necesita.
Proponemos que el TTP que cuenta con más recursos debe mantener este
directorio público. Un canal resistente unidireccional es más fácil de
desarrollar que un canal resistente bidireccional.
8. Intermediario. Podríamos utilizar un agente intermediario para el servicio
de no-repudio, liberando así al origen del protocolo de parte de la carga que
supone obtener evidencia de que una determinada transacción tuvo lugar.
Dado que el no-repudio es un servicio de seguridad agregado a los ya
existentes, trasladar algunas tareas de este servicio, cuando esto es posible y
seguro, es una buena solución para las aplicaciones en Internet. Se estudia
las implicaciones de seguridad de esta solución y su extensión a múltiples
participantes.
9. Correo Electrónico Certificado. Es un servicio de valor añadido del e-mail
ordinario, en el cual un remitente desea obtener un recibo del recipiente.
Hemos estudiado varias soluciones para múltiples entidades y hemos
intentado mejorar la propiedad de timeliness de soluciones ya existentes.
10. MPCS. Los protocolos multiparte de firma digital de contrato necesitan la
participación de todas las entidades y, debido a su naturaleza (el contrato
puede tener un valor de millones de euros), es muy importante asegurar la
imparcialidad, y así, analizar las diversas soluciones existentes. Sin
embargo la eficacia debe también ser optimizada y cuando sea posible,
puede hacerse uso de soluciones con umbral no deterministas para contratos
que no son de gran valor o entre participantes entre los cuales se presupone
cierta confianza a priori.
11. Aplicaciones relacionadas. Es necesario traducir todas las características
definidas y los protocolos diseñados a aplicaciones existentes para estudiar
su viabilidad y conveniencia.

Una vez identificados los puntos a tratar en esta tesis, el siguiente paso es describir
el modelo que utilizaremos en el diseño de nuestras soluciones. Para poder definir
nuestro modelo precisamos de una serie de términos que han sido rescatados de la
literatura existente y refinados de forma que los términos no presentaran ambigüedad

alguna. Es el caso de términos como protocolo asíncrono o síncrono, paso o ciclo de un
protocolo, etc. El modelo, inspirado en [61], es el que se puede observar en la figura 2.
El usuario utilizará el estándar TCP/IP, de manera que nuestras soluciones multiparte se
situaran sobre la capa de seguridad del sistema (por ejemplo SSL).
Contract signing, Web access

User
system

Fig. 2 Servicio de no-repudio (multiparte)

De la misma manera, como cualquier otra tesis presentada en el área de seguridad
de la información, las primitivas criptográficas que se usaran en la descripción de los
protocolos de no-repudio multiparte; principalmente firmas digitales, así como el
modelo previsto para un posible atacante (modelo de Dolev-Yao) se exponen con
anterioridad.
Las primeras soluciones presentadas en esta tesis, aparecen para el servicio de norepudio multiparte. Ampliamos un protocolo existente de MNR para permitir que un
autor envíe diferentes mensajes a varios recipientes en una sola transacción (ver figura
3). Proponemos además un protocolo optimista de no-repudio multiparte para el
intercambio de mensajes distintos. El funcionamiento de nuestros protocolos con
funcionalidades mejoradas todavía promete en comparación con protocolos anteriores
existentes. Pero en algunas aplicaciones, la eficacia necesita ser equilibrada con la
funcionalidad. Con este principio de diseño en mente, introducimos un intermediario en
los protocolos de no-repudio multiparte. Finalmente, exploramos un modelo de
simulación orientado a eventos para realizar valoraciones de los distintos parámetros
temporales que existen en nuestros protocolos MNR.

Fig. 3 Protocolo de no-repudio con múltiples mensajes y recipientes

Algunos protocolos de no-repudio no definen los escenarios concretos en los cuales
serán desarrollados, pero por su orientación más específica hacia un tipo de aplicación
(por ejemplo protocolos CEM para correo electrónico certificado o cualquier sistema de
notificación electrónica multiparte), presentan características diversas. Como hemos
apuntado anteriormente, en esta tesis mejoramos una aplicación CEM con propiedad
timeliness y multicasting (ver figura 4) y estudiamos el problema de firmas digitales de
contrato multiparte con un análisis y nuevas soluciones.

Fig. 4 Protocolo CEM multiparte

Por último, estudiamos escenarios susceptibles de integrar el servicio de no-repudio
multiparte. Muchos son los posibles candidatos, pero entre ellos seleccionamos una
aplicación de DRM basada en la plataforma OMA (ver figura 5) en la que por añadidura
implementamos el protocolo que ha sido diseñado; un protocolo práctico de pago para
la distribución de contenido en redes P2P que incorpora la propiedad de no-repudio a
través de un intermediario y también analizamos esta propiedad en una solución de
defensa contra el truncamiento de los resultados acumulados por un agente móvil.
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Más detalles acerca de las soluciones desarrolladas en esta tesis, aparecen en la
sección siguiente de conclusiones.

Conclusiones
El servicio de no-repudio no ha sido considerado como merece; éste necesita
definitivamente más atención si realmente deseamos hablar de la "era digital".
Simplemente no prevemos un futuro en el cual los intercambios digitales no requieran la
generación de elementos o evidencias, tal y como se realiza hoy en día en las
transacciones basadas en papel. Y en este caso, otra vez, como ocurre en las
transacciones tradicionales, el servicio de no-repudio no substituye las soluciones y
plataformas basadas en la confianza (trust), sino que las complementa.
Cuando se ha estudiado este servicio y se han propuesto soluciones, generalmente
se asume la existencia de dos entidades en la aplicación; sea ésta Correo Electrónico
Certificado (CEM), firma de contratos, etc. Pero innegablemente, existen muchas
aplicaciones diseñadas para la participación simultánea de varias entidades. En este caso
no sólo los requisitos previamente definidos para protocolos con dos entidades cambian,
sino que, al mismo tiempo, los métodos anteriores se tornan ineficaces. Por consiguiente,
es necesario un nuevo paso que nos permita generalizar el servicio de no-repudio: el
diseño de protocolos de no-repudio con una abstracción en el número (n) de
participantes.
En este capítulo proporcionamos las conclusiones y los resultados que se pueden
extraer de este trabajo de investigación. Y al mismo tiempo, se identifican las
actividades futuras de investigación, de tal forma que se dibuja claramente la línea que
extiende este trabajo. El núcleo principal de este trabajo se basa en los protocolos de norepudio multiparte, aunque otros protocolos multiparte más específicos para
intercambio equitativo, CEM y protocolos de firma digital de contratos también se han
estudiado, y se han diseñado soluciones para ellos.
Nuestras soluciones a los protocolos de no-repudio multiparte han venido
principalmente elaboradas de tres maneras:
1. n entidades participan en el protocolo
2. dos entidades participan en un intercambio pero buscan la ayuda de un
intermediario
3. n entidades participan en el protocolo con la ayuda de una tercera parte
intermediaria
A continuación, presentamos y discutimos los resultados principales obtenidos y el
trabajo pendiente de ser realizado:
Protocolos de no-repudio multiparte

Hemos diseñado nuevos protocolos y hemos analizado sus características en
aplicaciones multiparte, porque el caso bipartito de este servicio parece ser demasiado
pesado en este tipo de aplicaciones, si se considera el número de los mensajes de red así
como la cantidad de evidencias que las entidades finales tienen que manejar.
En esta tesis, hemos definido las características que un protocolo de no-repudio ha
de respetar. Después de la primera investigación conducida sobre protocolos de norepudio multiparte propuesta en [55, 56], hemos extendido ese escenario de forma que

sea posible enviar diversos mensajes a diversas entidades en solamente una transacción.
Este protocolo utiliza una TTP que participa en cada transacción de forma eficiente. Sin
embargo, existen situaciones en las cuales las entidades finales podrían estar dispuestas
a lanzar un protocolo sin la ayuda de la TTP (porque el servicio de la TIP es costoso o
porque las entidades tienen cierta confianza entre ellas) a menos que ocurra una error o
fallo en el canal. Para estas situaciones diseñamos un protocolo optimista que utiliza
solamente tres pasos en su protocolo principal. Discutimos además el proceso de
resolución de conflictos así como la eficacia y eficiencia de cada diseño.

Protocolos de no-repudio con intermediario
Recoger, verificar y almacenar evidencias de las transacciones son tareas
adicionales requeridas como parte del servicio de no-repudio, pero pueden resultar
indeseables para los usuarios finales cuando estas transacciones se emprenden con
numerosas entidades. Por lo tanto, las entidades intermediarias pueden resultar útiles en
dichos escenarios si ayudan a las entidades finales a realizar tus transacciones
electrónicas. Además, estas entidades intermediarias pueden actuar como
"concentradoras", aumentando el mercado y oportunidades para clientes y comerciantes.
Por tanto, analizamos una nueva entidad que participa en el protocolo de norepudio. Esta entidad intermediaria puede ser simplemente otro módulo en un sistema
ya existente, facilitando y ayudando a las entidades a realizar transacciones electrónicas.
Proporcionamos distintos escenarios en los cuales nuestra solución puede ser adaptada
fácilmente, y demostramos las ventajas para los usuarios finales en el uso del servicio
de intermediario en la reducción de almacenamiento de evidencias y contacto con
diversos recipientes. En nuestro protocolo con intermediario, el origen puede
permanecer anónimo con respecto a los recipientes, y viceversa, ya que el origen y los
receptores no necesitan verificar mutuamente sus evidencias. Incluso sin depositar una
confianza completa sobre el agente intermediario, nuestra solución mantiene los
requisitos de seguridad definidos para una transacción electrónica no repudiable.
Generalmente, la entidad intermediaria no puede conspirar con la entidad que inicia el
protocolo si a la otra entidad se le proporciona un item de valor a cambio de la
evidencia de recepción. No obstante, a lo largo de la tesis demostramos que no se trata
de una suposición irreal.

Simulación para la estimación de parámetros
Es indudable que el papel de la TIP es esencial para muchos protocolos seguros en
Internet. Por otra parte, hemos visto que la mayor parte de los protocolos de no-repudio
incluyen parámetros cuyos valores no son fáciles de especificar, y algunos de esos
parámetros se relacionan directamente con la operación de TIP. Hemos demostrado
cómo la simulación orientada a eventos se puede considerar como herramienta para
estimar los parámetros temporales de los protocolos de no-repudio. Hemos propuesto un
modelo de la simulación para estimar valores apropiados para el uso eficiente de una
TIP en protocolos de no-repudio multiparte. Además, el modelo se ha probado con
algunos tests que nos han ayudado a estimar los valores para los parámetros simulados.

CEM Multiparte Extendido

Todos sabemos el valor de una aplicación de correo electrónico certificado.
Realizando una extensión que soporte múltiples entidades, se obtendría una aplicación,
entre otras, en los sistemas de notificación (certificada y con la propiedad timeliness) de
usuarios. Por lo tanto, persiguiendo este objetivo, hemos ampliado un protocolo CEM
con la propiedad timeliness y la participación de múltiples entidades. Aunque se agrega
un nuevo subprotocolo de cancelación, el protocolo principal no cambia. Los mensajes
adicionales incluidos mejoran la característica de timeliness de una manera eficiente y
elegante. Al mismo tiempo la extensión para la distribución del mismo correo (mensaje)
a varias entidades de una manera certificada se hace de tal manera que solamente los
que contestan con la evidencia de recibo obtendrán el mensaje. La propiedad timeliness
también se considera aquí y aunque la TTP (u oficina de correos) tiene que tratar con
varias entidades si se produce un error, no se introduce ninguna complejidad
significativa.

Firma de Contrato Digital Multiparte
La firma digital de contratos es un servicio fundamental para el negocio digital. El
trabajo hasta ahora realizado se ha centrado principalmente en contratos digitales en los
que participan dos entidades. En algunos usos, sin embargo, un contrato puede necesitar
ser firmado por distintos usuarios. De hecho, firmamos diariamente documentos l , y en
muchas ocasiones, estos documentos necesitan las firmas de varias entidades como por
ejemplo las firmas de un comité distribuido que examina la discusión o la conferencia
en línea (por ejemplo usando el software e-lecture del e-laboratorio en Warwick
University [122]) de una tesis para la obtención del grado de doctor.
En esta tesis presentamos un nuevo protocolo síncrono de firma digital de contratos
con múltiples entidades, óptimo en el numero de pasos necesarios. En el caso de que
todas las entidades se comporten de forma honesta se necesitan 3(n-1) mensajes y en el
peor de los casos (es decir, todos los usuarios entran en contacto con la TTP) se
necesitan 4n-2 mensajes. El resultado mejora el límite más bajo hasta ahora existente de
4(n-1) mensajes en el mejor de los casos y de 6n-4 mensajes en el peor [32]. Por
consiguiente, nuestro protocolo es el protocolo síncrono multiparte de firma electrónica
de contratos más eficiente en términos de número de los mensajes requeridos.
Adicionalmente, en nuestro protocolo consideramos características adicionales
típicas de este tipo de aplicaciones, como la falta de abuso y la propiedad timeliness. En
relación con el timeliness, introduciendo el concepto de subprotocolo umbral de
cancelación, alcanzamos una propiedad timeliness que depende de un umbral
establecido. Aunque no se ha desarrollado en esta tesis, la otra trayectoria posible para
lograr timeliness, cuando se puede considerar que al menos una entidad se comporta de
forma honesta, es mediante el uso de aplicaciones p2p. En un primer esquema de esta
idea, el cliente debería compartir no sólo su compromiso pero también cualquier otro
compromiso recibido ya en el protocolo de firma. Evidentemente, los usuarios que
pueden tener acceso a este espacio común se limitan a los que participen en el protocolo,
y la aplicación cliente ha de integrar características de seguridad que así lo permitan.
Sin embargo, esta idea tiene la desventaja inicial de la conspiración entre varios
usuarios, que provoca que elaborarla sea costoso. Es pues uno de los caminos a
desarrollar en un futuro cercano.
Al firmar, nosotros confiamos en el contenido del documento y lo transformamos automáticamente en
un contrato que significa: "Comprendo el documento y convengo totalmente en su contenido".

Sin requisitos especiales y, aun más importante, sin introducir pasos adicionales en
el protocolo, logramos una propiedad de falta de abuso que es muy importante en este
tipo de aplicaciones. Esta propiedad consiste en que ninguna entidad puede demostrar a
una entidad externa al protocolo que la salida del protocolo depende exclusivamente de
las acciones que lleve a cabo.
Además, analizamos un protocolo optimista de firma digital de contratos para
múltiples entidades, y hallamos graves debilidades. Esto demuestra claramente que, si
queremos que un depósito bancario con varios beneficiarios pueda realizarse a través de
Internet, investigación adicional es necesaria en protocolos equitativos de intercambio
con múltiples usuarios, y más concreto en protocolos asíncronos de firma digital de
contratos multiparte.
Este hallazgo nos anima a estudiar y mejorar soluciones de firma digital de
contratos existentes en entornos multiparte. Especialmente, existe un mayor trabajo por
hacer en la mejora de la eficacia en redes asincrónicas pero sin por ello perder en
seguridad, de forma que estas aplicaciones puedan obtener la confianza del usuario.
Nuestros próximos pasos buscarán encontrar una solución en la cual la mediación
de la TTP sea tan transparente como sea posible, puesto que la característica de la
transparencia llega a ser más importante para los protocolos de firma digital de
contratos. El reajuste del subprotocolo de la TTP cuando se considera un modelo
asincrónico de la red parece ser un comienzo lógico. La obtención de la verificabilidad
de la TTP mientras que mantiene la propiedad de transparencia es un problema abierto
que se investigará más a fondo. El trabajo por realizar también incluye un análisis
formal de nuestro protocolo.

Integración de servicios de No-Repudio en un Marco DRM basado en OMA
Tal y como evoluciona la tecnología, la descarga de contenido se ha transformado
en una operación común. Con el objetivo de proteger la propiedad intelectual, aparece
una solución eficaz denominada DRM (Digital Rights Management) distribuido, que
muchos fabricantes de terminales móviles incorporan en sus dispositivos (por ejemplo
la mayor parte de los teléfonos móviles Nokia implementa al menos la versión 1.0 de
OMA DRM). Aún más, las plataformas DRM se enriquecerán con la implementación
de servicios de seguridad desde el principio. No-repudio es uno de ellos.
Hemos diseñado un protocolo de no-repudio para una plataforma de DRM en la
cual se considera todos los participantes durante la adquisición de derechos, a saber, el
usuario, el Operador de red y el emisor de derechos digitales, proveyendo así a todos
con suficiente evidencia que se utilizará en caso de que se presente un conflicto durante
la adquisición. Al mismo tiempo, el protocolo ha sido implementado, probado e
integrado en el marco móvil de DRM diseñado para el proyecto europeo UBISEC.

Protocolo práctico de pago para la distribución de contenido en redes P2P
Con la aparición de la tecnología sin hilos, grid computing, y otras tecnologías
donde el almacenaje y la transmisión de datos se realizan sin un servidor centralizado,
está claro que los nuevos modelos de pago y distribución deben no sólo conformar con

los requisitos de esta nueva topología sino también proporcionar una solución eficiente
y práctica. Por lo tanto, introducimos una entidad nueva que sin ser totalmente confiable
actúa como enlace de la topología, ayudando a los distribuidores en la recolección de
pagos posiblemente pequeños y en el anuncio de dicho contenido digital.
Hacemos uso de un protocolo subyacente de pago en redes P2P y lo aplicamos a
nuestro escenario de distribución de contenido en redes P2P donde la carga de trabajo
de la entidad que actúa como origen del contenido recae en gran parte sobre un agente
intermediario, de forma que cada entidad puede así estar implicada fácilmente en
distribuir contenido digital y en la recepción del pago a través del agente. También
discutimos la confianza que se presume a cada una de las entidades en nuestro modelo e
integramos un servicio de seguridad de no-repudio en el diseño del protocolo. Nuestra
solución depende en gran medida de un protocolo de pago anónimo, por tanto, hacer
nuestra solución más general y abstracta de soluciones particulares de pago en redes p2p
es el paso siguiente a realizar.
Agentes móviles

A lo largo de esta tesis, hemos hablado de intermediarios y agentes. Aunque
omitimos los detalles de la implementación, una posibilidad es ponerlos en ejecución
como agentes móviles (de hecho su funcionalidad es independiente de cómo se
implementen). Concluimos que en el desarrollo de agentes móviles, es precisa mayor
atención en el diseño de protocolos para satisfacer las características deseadas. Como
consecuencia de la selección dinámica de los anfitriones seleccionados en la trayectoria
de un agente free-roaming, un anfitrión pueden ser revisitado, y por tanto, debemos
asegurarnos de que la información que posee no es bastante para realizar un ataque de
truncamiento conspirando con otro anfitrión del agente móvil, o de otra manera,
características como el no-repudio que se ha considerado en el diseño inicial serán
también erróneas. Además, como la evidencia digital podría ser truncada, el usuario
podría negar el envío de una oferta específica (o de un mensaje).
Hemos propuesto un esquema nuevo que es eficaz contra el ataque de truncamiento.
También proporcionamos un análisis para demostrar que nuestro esquema satisface los
requisitos en la protección de datos del agente.
El trabajo que se ha presentado en esta tesis, ha recibido el reconocimiento
internacional mediante su publicación y exposición en diversas conferencias, reuniones
y revistas de seguridad donde los expertos han proporcionado sus valiosos comentarios
y enriquecedoras críticas [123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 74, 132, 133,
134, 135]. Al mismo tiempo, durante la trayectoria de esta investigación, una petición
de patente se encuentra actualmente pendiente:
Autores: Jose A. Onieva, Jianying Zhou, Javier Lopez, Jose M. Troya, Roberto
Deng, Feng Bao.
Título: Un protocolo de No-Repudio del Multiparte para el intercambio de
mensajes diversos.
Dirección: Instituto de Investigación infocomm, Singapur.
Número del acceso a la invención: P2002049

Sin embargo, debemos precisar que aun cuando se han hecho contribuciones en
este campo, sigue existiendo una necesidad de investigación adicional (especialmente)
en la adaptación de no-repudio a los nuevos escenarios que aparecen en la actualidad
(escenarios de computación ubicua en los cuales participan usuarios altamente
dinámicos) para transformar el servicio tal y como es propuesto por la ITU en un
servicio más eficiente y robusto.
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

This chapter sets the scope of the thesis, beginning with an introduction to ecommerce. Then, security issues and services which arise from e-commerce systems
are defined and identified, giving special attention to non-repudiation. A complete
study in the state of the art about standards and elements of this service is given.
Finally, it establishes the main goals that were identified when the thesis began.
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1.1 Introduction to E-commerce
A crucial factor in the rapid growth of the Internet is electronic commerce: the ability
to advertise goods and services, search for suppliers, compare prices and do payments,
all being conducted at the click of a few clicks and without the existence of frontiers'.
In November 2004 [50], 88.8% of the Spanish Small and Medium Enterprise (SME)
with more than 10 employees had Internet connectivity. Futherrnore, e-cornmerce
experienced a growth of 33% with respect to previous year. With these numbers,
it is not too difficult to support that c-commerce is not a new concept or a virtual
technology any more.
Electronic commerce could be defined in several ways and it is difficult to find
out which of them is the most appropriate. We could define e-commerce as any commercial activity which is performed (at least partially) making use of open networks;
as Internet. E-commerce embrace all the aspects of commerce such as catalogues,
on-line purchases, customer service, products specification, etc. The user perceives
that all the services it needs are just a few seconds further after switching on its
computer thanks to the integration of e-commerce. New concepts like e-payment,
e-banking, e-lottery, etc., belong to this area. These areas include signing contracts,
fund transfers or distribution of intangible digital goods.
What seems to be clear is that e-commerce helps businesses to expand their
strategy and market, getting global presence and, because of that, most of them are
being shifted to the Internet or taking advantages of other digital sources. That is,
traditionally paper-based transactions must be transformed into digital procedures.
Such traditional documents are contracts, payment invoices, certified mails, cheques
and any other documents related with business transactions.
Not only enterprises, but also customers are being profited from e-commerce.
These customers can be other businesses (B2B) or final users (B2C and C2C). From
their side, e-commerce allows them to interact with companies in a more fast and
economic way than ever, since digital networks are faster and do not have to pass
frontiers.
Another area often classified inside e-commerce is e-government. In this area citizens access to government institutions and Administration in order to perform their
daily activities as taxes income, property information management, etc. Hence, relationship among administration and citizens is improved in the same way as businesses
is. E-government does not mean putting scores of government forms on the Internet.
It is about using technology to its fullest to provide services and information that
is centered around citizen groups. Like its father e-commerce, e-government is not
a new technology any longer, as more and more institutions are taking advantage
of services offered by the Internet, and implementing these activities in a regulated
'At least while purchasing or distributing the product, since the shipping and billing can be
subject to national laws.
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P2P streamlines busicause productivity being increased and costs being decreased.
ness supply chains digitally simulating the existing traditional channels.
that every action that can be performed
In the very beginning we can imagine
can be translated into a digital world,
in traditional commerce and administration
in the processes run to achieve
and in most of the cases there are few differences
due to the apparently inverse
this objective. One of these differences is security,
relation between distance and trust.

In the actual e-commerce place, users can access Internet in order to make pur-

chases, bid for products and buy cinema tickets. Soon, more legal activities as
contract signing could be speeded up by the Internet. As it is widely known, one
of the main factors for achieving successful e-commerce procedures is trust; that is,
e-business will never succeed without the trust from clients. We can analyze the example of eBay [1], which is possibly the most popular bidding site in the Internet. A

strong reason for this is its reputation system, which establishes certain trust among
users (besides other properties, like applying a secure payment process as Paypal [2],
a complete process policy of the site, etc.).
However, it is obvious that this will not last forever. As more companies come
into play and P2P networks spread over the Internet, it is not easy to guarantee trust
among participants beforehand. All the users will demand more and more control
and security in their communications and transactions. Therefore, there is a need for
the existence of protocols that guarantee that the lack of trust between participants
does not stop the success of e-commerce.

1.1.1 E - commerce in Europe
One of the main current European policy initiatives for e-commerce is eEurope 2005.
The objective of this Action Plan is to develop modern public services and a dynamic
environment for e-business through widespread availability of broadband access at
competitive prices and a secure information infrastructure. It covers different domains:
• Citizens' access to (and use of) the Internet
• Enterprises' access to (and use of) Information and Communication Technology

(ICT).
• Internet access costs
• e-government
• e-learning
• e-health
• Buying and selling on-line

• e-business readiness
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In the e-Government report on the on-line availability of Public Services, done in
October 2003 [131], a grade of sophistication is used for measurement purposes. This
unit evaluates how sophisticated the on-line public service offered is. Different levels
are: just provides information (25-49%), one-way interaction exists (50-74%), twoway interaction exists (75-99%) or there is a fully electronic case handling (100%).
This measurement resulted in an overall sophistication score of 67% (see figure 1.2 extracted from from the report aforementioned). Over the last two years, development
of public services in Europe has improved 22 %.

fully available

on lie

O Oct

2003

• Oct

2002

• Oct

2001

online sophistication

0%

25%

Figure

50%

75%

100%

1.2: Overall Results

Additionally, the European Commission launched the e-Business W@tch Market
Observatory [3] to monitor the growing maturity of electronic business across the
European Union. The observatory covers a total of 17 sectors of the economy, of
which seven are from manufacturing and eight are financial and service sectors. The
ICT services sector ranks first regarding online purchasing and e-procurement
usage compared to the other sectors studied by the e-Business W©tch. From the
regional point of view, companies in Germany, the Czech Republic and Finland have
a high propensity towards online purchasing, while companies in Spain, Poland,
France and Ireland seem to be more hesitant (see figure 1.3 extracted from a study
done by the e-Business W@tch Market Observatory).
Nevertheless, due to obvious reasons, figures about Internet usage for companies
are higher than for individuals as perceived in [57]. On the other hand, individuals make purchases on-line more often than companies 2 (see figure 1.4 and 1.5 for a
comparative between individuals and enterprises). Interaction of users with governmental bodies is also a good indicator of the Information Society in Europe (more
figures can be found for the eEurope 2005 Action Plan). It can be seen that there is
still further work to be done in Europe regarding the interaction of individuals with
public authorities compared with the enterprises.
2 0bviously,

this study does not take into account the number and spent amount of purchases.
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Make online purchases

Of those:
online purchase of direct
production goods

Of those:
online purchase
of MRO goods

Sector total (EU-5)
% of employment

74

70

59

% of enterprises

75

70

62

0-9 employees

74

70

62

10-49 employees

80

72

62

50-249 employees

71

69

55

250+ employees

73

70

58

% of employment

46

62

50

% of enterprises

31

60

53

DE Germany
ES Spain

92

76

55

51

71

60

FR France

60

66

65

IE Ireland

58

74

42

IT Italy

72

67

63

NL Netherlands

84

78

53

Fl Finland

90

46

58

UK United Kingdom

80

70

57

CZ Czech Republic

92

70

63

EE Estonia

77

52

35

PL Poland

55

59

69

SI Slovenia

75

46

52

All (9) Sectors (EU-5)

Figure 1.3: Online purchasing activities by companies

1.2 Security issues and importance in E-commerce
Until recently, telecommunications and information technology security has been
mainly of concern to niche areas such as banking, aerospace and military applications [83]. However, with the rapid and widespread growth in the use of data
communications, particularly the Internet, security has become a concern to almost
every Information Technology (IT) system and, thus, to e-commerce.
As explained before, one of the advantages of e-commerce is the possibility of
doing business or purchasing goods anytime and anywhere regardless the distance of
participants. But this also supposes a disadvantage because traditionally, principals'
security has been based on trust got from the physical contact among them, plus
other related mechanisms such as hand-written signatures or contracts, often signed
in presence of all parties involved. As this is not possible any more (or at least
not convenient), security in transactions is not only of paramount importance but
also the obstacle that has being continuously delaying e-commerce steps towards a
worldwide reality. There are three main points in which e-commerce has to be aware
of security: platform, service and network security. The first one depends mainly on
the Operating Systems (OS) upon which the application is running, and has been
widely studied. So far, the other two points constitute the main security core over
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which e-commerce has to be deployed and different solutions and standards have
been designed.
This core affects the complete security of a remote transaction, beginning with
the availability of a reliable transmission network. Therefore, the first step is to ensure that the communication network is continuously available, which means physical
protection of the network medium, correct routing of messages and appropriate operation of the network management. Secondly, it is needed to ensure the authentication
and authorization of participants, so as to provide them with services to which they
have subscribed and to guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of the exchanges.
It is also necessary to preserve evidence that can help resolve disputes and litigation.
Next section formally defines these issues.
All these measures are oriented to prevent threats that arise from distribution and
openness of actual networks. As summarized in [124], the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) identifies the following threats:

• Interception of the identity of one or more of the participants by a third party
with a mischievous intent;
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• Masquerade, whereby one entity pretends to be another entity;
• Replay of a previous message, entirely or partially;
• Defective or fraudulent manipulation of the content of an exchange by substitution, insertion, deletion or reorganization of user's data exchange in a
communication by an unauthorized third party;
• User's repudiation or denial of their participation in part or in all of a communication;
• Denial of service and the impossibility of accessing the resources usually available to authorized users;

• Misrouting of messages from one user to another;
• Analysis of the traffic in order to get identities, data type and volume, etc.
Therefore, all these threats along with the fact that open networks, over which
e-commerce needs to be implemented, are co-managed by distinct administrative
entities which are often unknown to individuals (lack of trust), cause the need for
security solutions that address these problems and particularly e-commerce.

1.3 Security Services and Protocols
Recently, a fresh look was taken at security architecture for networks. The result
is Recommendation X.805 [84], which defines a security architecture for providing
end-to-end network security. The architecture can be applied to various kinds of
networks where the end-to-end security is a concern independent of the network's
underlying technology. The general principles and definitions apply to all applications, even though details such as threats and vulnerabilities and the measures to
counter or prevent them vary based on the needs of an application. As we saw in
our introduction, e-commerce lumps a wide range of end-to-end applications, making
this general security architecture fully applicable to e-commerce.
This security architecture is defined in terms of two major concepts, layers and
planes. The first axis, Security Layers address requirements that are applicable to
the network elements and systems that constitute the end-to-end network. A hierarchical approach is taken in dividing the requirements across the layers so that
the end-to-end security is achieved by building on each layer. The three layers are
Infrastructure layer, Services layer arid Applications layer. One of the advantages
of defining the layers is to allow for reuse across different applications in providing
end-to-end security. The vulnerabilities at each layer are different and thus countermeasures are to be defined to meet the needs of each layer. The Infrastructure
layer consists of the network transmission facilities as well as individual network elements. Examples of components that belong to the Infrastructure layer are individual
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routers, switches and servers as well as the communication links between them. The
Services layer addresses security of network services that are offered to customers.
These services range from basic connectivity, such as leased line services, to value
added services, such as instant messaging. The Application layer addresses requirements of the network-based applications used by the customers. These applications
may be as simple as email, contract signing, data exchange or as sophisticated as
collaborative visualization where very high-end video transfers are used in oil exploration, designing automobiles, etc. This thesis fits mainly in this layer though the
non-repudiation service is defined for all of them.
The second axis addresses the security of activities performed in a network. This
security architecture defines three Security Planes to represent the three types of
protected activities that take place on a network. The Security Planes are: (1) the
Management plane, (2) the Control plane, and (3) the End-User plane. These Security Planes address specific security needs associated with network management
activities, network control or signalling activities, and end-user activities, correspondingly. The Management plane, is concerned with Operations, Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning activities such as provisioning a user or a network, etc. The
Control plane is associated with the signalling aspects for setting up (and modifying)
the end-to-end communication through the network irrespective of the medium and
technology used in the network. The End-User plane addresses security of access and
use of the network by customers. This plane also deals with protecting end-user data
flows. With Security Layers and Security Planes as the two axes (3 Security Planes
and 3 Security Layers), the architecture also defines eight Security Dimensions
that are designed to address network security (see next section).
Traditionally, e-commerce and e-government used paper-based transactions in
which security issues or dimensions are enclosed using different elements as contracts,
hand-written signatures, notaries, manual audit systems, etc. What the security
services do is to translate these properties to the digital and networked world.
X.805 builds on some of the concepts of X.800 arid the Security Frameworks
(X.810-X.816), naming these security services as dimensions. In particular, the functionalities of the basic security services of X.800 (Access Control, Authentication,
Data Confidentiality, Data Integrity and Non-repudiation), match the functionalities of the corresponding Security Dimensions of X.805. In addition, Communication
Security, Availability and Privacy Security Dimensions of X.805 offer new types of
network protection.
From an architectural perspective, these dimensions are applied to each cell of
the 3-by-3 matrix formed between the layers and planes that the ITU defines, so
that appropriate countermeasures can be determined. Figure 1.6 extracted from [83]
depicts security planes, layers and dimensions of the security architecture.
These services are defined below:

• Access Control security service protects against unauthorized use of network
resources.
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Destrucción
Corrupción
Supresión
Revelación
Interrupción

8 dimensiones de seguridad

Figure 1.6: Security Architectural Elements in X.805 ITU-T Recommendation

• Authentication helps to confirm the identities of communicating entities.
• Non-repudiation security service provides means for preventing an individual
or entity from denying having performed a particular action related to data
by making available proof of various network-related actions (such as proof of
obligation, intent, or commitment; proof of data origin, proof of ownership,
proof of resource use). It ensures the availability of evidence that can be presented to a third party and used to prove that some kind of event or action has
taken place.

• Data Confidentiality protects data from unauthorized disclosure.
• Communication Security ensures that information flows only between the authorized end points (the information is not diverted or intercepted as it flows
between these end points).

• Data Integrity ensures the correctness or accuracy of data.
• Availability ensures that there is no denial of authorized access to network
elements, stored information, information flows, services and applications due
to events (as for instance an attack) impacting the network.
• Privacy provides protection of the desired information. Examples of this information include particulars, a user's geographic location, etc.
Non-repudiation is related to authentication but has stronger proof requirements.
The major difference is that authentication only needs to convince the other party
involved in a communication of the validity of an event while non-repudiation should
prove to a third party the truth of the event. Its primary purpose is to protect
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users' communications against threats from other legitimate users, rather than from
unknown attackers.
The realization of these security services in electronic commerce applications
comes up as well-known or standardized protocols. In some cases, a sole protocol
covers different security services and often different protocols, with different or alike
features, address the same security services. In information technology, a protocol is
defined as the special set of rules that end points in a telecommunication connection
use when they communicate. Protocols exist at several levels in a connection and
both end points must recognize arid observe the same protocol.
Once the concept of protocol is defined, we extract that a security protocol
is a communication protocol that encrypts and decrypts a message for online transmission. Generally, security protocols provide authentication too. Major security
protocols that have emerged on the Web are Netscape's Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
and NCSA's Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTPS).
In the research area, as well as in the industry arena, most of the security services
identified by the standards have been implemented in the form of different protocols, but non-repudiation has not received such attention. As it is demonstrated in
following chapters, despite non-repudiation for two entities have been studied in the
last years, multi-party environments in which several users are involved in a specific
e-commerce application (e.g. digital contract signing) have not received sufficient
attention.

1.4 Foundations of a Non-Repudiation Service
Repudiation is one of the fundamental security threats existing in paper-based and
electronic environments. Dispute of transactions is a common issue in the business
world. Transacting parties want to seek a fair settlement of disputes, which brings
the need of non-repudiation services in their transactions. The motivation for nonrepudiation services is not just the possibility that communicating parties may try
to cheat each other. It is also the fact that no system is perfect, and that different
and unexpected circumstances can arise in which two parties end up with different
views of something that happened. Network failures during the protocol run is a
representative example.
We define a basic transaction as the transferring of a message M (e.g. electronic
goods, electronic cash or electronic contracts) from user A to user B, and represent
this event with the following flow: A B : M. Thus, typical disputes that may
arise in a basic transaction with a deadline T could be
• A claims that it has sent M to B while B denies having received it;

• B claims that it received M from A while A denies sending it;
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• A claims that it sent M before T while B denies receiving it before T.
Non-repudiation can be considered as an extended fair exchange problem in which
non-repudiability is made an integral requirement of the exchange (in general it is
not required). Exchange of one data item for another between mutually distrusted
parties is usually the difficult part of an electronic transaction. We can find various
instances of the general exchange problem in different types of commercial activities:
a purchase, contract signing, certified mail or, more generally, in any barter conducted
by means of digital networks. An exchange is said to be fair if at the end of the
exchange, either each player receives the item it expects or neither player receives any
additional information about the other's item. For instance, in payment protocols,
fair exchange can ensure that a customer receives a digital good from a vendor if and
only if the vendor receives payment from the customer.
Non-repudiation acts as a parameter which modifies different requirements in
fair exchange. At the same time, non-repudiation augment fair exchange collecting,
processing and resolving disputes over the evidence.
The transaction's features decide the type of non-repudiation services to be deployed. For any non-repudiation services, evidence is a crucial object. The processing
of evidence usually involves the assistance from trusted third parties. There are different activities at each phase of processing. The non-repudiation policy defines the
behavior of these activities. Finally, the eventual success of non-repudiation depends
upon technical and legal supports.
Non-repudiation is, thus, one of the essential security services in computer networks as identified in section 1.3. Here, we establish the characteristics of this security
service and survey the progress of standardization of non-repudiation.

1.4.1 Specific Non - repudiation Services
Non-repudiation services help the transacting parties to settle possible disputes over
whether a particular event or action has taken place in a transaction. Depending on
the scenarios of an electronic transaction, different non-repudiation services will be
employed. In an electronic transaction, message transfer is the building block of its
protocol and there are two possible ways of transferring a message (see figure 1.7).
1. The originator 0 sends the message to the recipient R directly; or
2. The originator 0 submits the message to a delivery agent D which then delivers
the message to the recipient R.
In the direct communication model, because the originator and the recipient
potentially do not trust each other, the originator is not sure that the recipient will
acknowledge a message it has received. On the other hand, the recipient will only
acknowledge messages it has received. In order to facilitate a fair exchange of a
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Indirect communication

>—

Direct communication

Figure 1.7: Models of message transfer

message and its receipt in which neither party will gain an advantage during the
transaction, a Trusted Third Party (TTP) will usually be involved. As a particular
case of fair exchange, a message (and non-repudiation evidence of origin) has to be
bartered with an evidence of receipt. Of course, the extent of the trusted third party's
involvement varies among different protocols, and as we will see in subsection 1.4.3,
this allows to provide a protocol distinction.
To establish the accountability for the actions of the originator and the recipient,
the following non-repudiation services are required:
Non-Repudiation of Origin (NRO) is intended to protect against the originator's false denial of having originated the message. Evidence of Origin (E00)
is generated by the originator or a TTP on its behalf, and will be held by the
recipient.
Non-Repudiation of Receipt (NRR) is intended to protect against the recipient's false denial of having received the message. Evidence of Receipt (EOR)
is generated by the recipient or a TTP on its behalf, and will be held by the
originator.
In the indirect communication model, a delivery agent is involved to transfer a
message from the originator to the recipient. In order to support the settlement
of possible disputes between the originator and the delivery agent or between the
originator and the recipient, the following non-repudiation services are required.
Non-repudiation of Submission (NRS) is intended to provide evidence that the
originator submitted the message for delivery. Evidence of submission (EOS)
is generated by the delivery agent, arid will be held by the originator.
Non-repudiation of Delivery (NRD) is intended to provide evidence that the
message has been delivered to the recipient. Evidence of Delivery (EOM is
generated by the delivery agent, and will be held by the originator. Similarly,
we should be aware that evidence provided by this service cannot be used
to make further deductions about the delivery status without some sort of
assumption on the communication channel.
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EOS and EOD are provided by the delivery agent to the originator and could be
used in two possible contexts. They could be used for resolving disputes over the
service provided by the delivery agent. In this case, the delivery agent is a party to the
dispute and does not act as a TTP, and EOS and EOD establish the accountability
for the delivery agent's actions. On the other hand, when EOS and EOD are used
outside disputes between the originator and the delivery agent, e.g. for testifying the
time of submission and delivery, the delivery agent has to be a trusted third party
which will not collude with the originator to provide bogus evidence. We will further
discuss this and other problems in Chapter 3, in which a non-repudiation protocol
with an intermediary or delivery agent is designed.

1.4.2 Evidence
This is the data that can be used if a dispute arises. It can be either generated and
stored by the local user or by a third party. Its format depends on the cryptographic
mechanisms agreed in the service. Typically, examples are digital signatures (public key cryptography) and secure envelopes (secret key cryptography). Whichever
the format, this evidence has to be composed on common information that helps to
clearly identify a transaction and thus resolve a possible dispute in a more deterministic way. Some of these common elements are:
Non-repudiation service to which evidence is related
Non-repudiation policy identifier
Originator identity
Recipient identity
Third party identity if evidence generator differs from the originator
Message or a digital fingerprint
Message identifier
Information needed for verifying evidence (i.e. digital certificate, symmetric
secret key info) if it is not publicly available

TTP's identifier and role (see section 1.4.3) when involved in the service
Unique evidence identifier
Time information (time and date in which evidence was generated, expiry
date, ... ). If this data is certified by a Time-Stamp Authority (TSA) it could
include a time-stamp service identifier.
When a secure envelope is used to provide evidence, data is stamped with a
secret key known only by the TTP, thus being the generator and verifier of evidence
as requested by the users. TTP participation can be relaxed through the use of
smartcards or manipulation-resistent modules [86] in which secret keys are properly

installed. The smartcard of the generator is used for evidence generation and the
verifier's one only for validation. The latter one can not be used to generate evidence
with the secret key (even if it is the same one), such that only the user who owns the
generator smartcard could have created the evidence. This is achieved by correctly
installing the secret key and the module which controls whether the user can use its
smartcard for generation or verification. The secure envelope maintains integrity of
the information using a digital fingerprint (i.e. a hash function) and confidentiality
(e.g. symmetric cipher with the secret key).
When a digital signature is used to provide evidence, information is enclosed in a
data structure digitally signed such that only the generator can sign the data and the
rest of participants (recipients and TTP) can verify it. Unforgeable digital signatures
provide a clear statement of the essential components of handwritten signatures;
namely, a user's ability to sign by itself, a universally agreed verification procedure
and the assertion that it is unfeasible (or at least very hard) to forge signatures in a
manner that pass the verification process without being detected.
In order to bring all of this into reality, digital signatures used as evidence in
a non-repudiation service need an infrastructure lying behind. As we mention in
section 1.4.3 there will be a third party certifying participants' link between their
identity and public key. Only in this way any recipient can verify the digital signature.
Digital signatures introduce a new disrupting element in the non-repudiation service,
as the link certified by the TTP (often referred as digital certificate) has an expiry
date. This fact has to be checked when evidence is verified either by the recipient or
a TTP (e.g. an adjudicator). If this link has expired, evidence will be valid only if
it was generated before. For this reason, time information has to be included in the
evidence generated.
In general, it is more efficient for users to use secure envelopes with symmetric
techniques. Nevertheless, in this case:
a) Principals have to unconditionally trust a third party for evidence generation
and verification;

b) TTP's on-line availability is needed in order to participate in the service when
requested;
c) If users are to relax the TTP participation as stated previously, then they need
to use dedicated hardware to avoid the TTP being a bottleneck.
So, users would likely prefer to use digital signatures because:
a) in this case there is also an implicit trust over the TTP computing the digital
certificates and an implicit cost derived from the continuous revocation info
update needed (see section 1.4.3 for further reference), but this trust can be relaxed with legal agreements between users and authorities, audited registration
processes and a quite advanced standardization [85];
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h) trust imposed over the TTP is less critical than in the former case, since the TTP
certifies the existence of a binding between a user and a public key, verifying
at the same time that this uniquely corresponds to a private key. But this
TTP does not need to know the key itself. So, there is no danger of this
entity accessing the content or even being able to generate it (as with secure
envelopes).
Additionally, Maurer [105] proposed a novel view of digital evidence called digital
declarations, based on a digital recording of a willful act indicating agreement to a
document or contract. This proposal tries to address some of the problems mentioned
above that digital signatures bring with them. It also includes new elements in the
digital evidence (as willful acts) to augment the concept of evidence, bringing it nearer
to the one used in human judgements. Among all the concepts introduced by Maurer,
the semantic of certificates is very important . He proposes that when registering the
public key, the user must explicitly commit to be liable for signatures with respect to
that public key. Evidence confirming this commitment, designated as commitment
declaration, is generated and stored by the Certification Authority (CA) and can
be presented by it if the need arises. This simple change has several important
implications for us:
• The certificate has absolutely no value as evidence in court, only the commitment declaration does.
• Only the recipient of a signature (evidence) must trust the CA.
• An expiration date stated on the commitment declaration must be interpreted
differently. It specifies until when evidence can be presented as valid, regardless
on when it was generated. In other words, evidence expires, not public keys.
As a consequence of this view, the validity period of evidence should be kept
short.
• A commitment declaration cannot be revoked. Revocation of a public key is
impossible (not needed).
Actually, with these definitions, the signature seems to be more insecure than in
the traditional view when revocation is possible while the commitment declaration is
valid. But, on the other hand, it seems to be closer to the business model if we consider the discussed users' liability in the traditional approach 3 . Maurer proposes the
concept of delegation signatures (digital signatures assisted by TTPs) to strengthen
its security.
Furthermore, this digital declaration and commitments are a new approach to
digital evidence with no implications on how non-repudiation protocols handle the
evidence.
3 1n the current digital signature laws, the main "hot potato" does not come from the technical
aspects but from the users' liability when it does not understand the technical process or this is
done without its knowledge.
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1.4.3 Roles of the TTP
One of the main features which allows us to classify the TTPs is its role on a
non-repudiation service. A TTP which does not participate actively in the nonrepudiation service; i.e., it will be invoked only when there is something wrong in
a transaction, is referred to as off-line TTP. An on-line TTP participates in the
generation and verification of evidence throughout the protocol instance. An in-line
TTP acts as an intermediary in all the interactions among the users. The difference between third parties that are used only in case of exceptions and third parties
that are actively involved in a protocol was first explained in [51]. Obviously, the
first type is preferred if efficiency is the major concern, but in some situations and
e-commerce applications, to have a delivery agent or intermediary could be the best
practical solution.
Other roles have appeared as a consequence of research achieved in exchange
protocols. These new approaches aim at eliminating the involvement of the TTP
completely but need strong requirements; either all involved parties must have the
same computational power as in gradual exchange or fairness depends on the number
of protocol rounds [102] as in probabilistic protocols.
At the same time there are additional TTPs which provide services needed by
the non-repudiation one. These parties are:
• Certification Authority: It provides authentication information. This information will be needed for authentication purposes (e.g. prior to the beginning of
the protocol), binding a public key to an identity as described in ITU X-509
Recommendation [85] for digital certificates. It allows to digitally sign messages
as well as their verification. It also provides frequent revocation information
of these certificates, since if a user accepts a revoked certificate as valid, all
security services based on digital certificates can be bypassed. In summary, it
provides the needed infrastructure for digital signatures and authentication.
• Time-Stamp Authority: The time in which an event occurs can be as important
for the e-commerce application as whether it took place or not. It can be used
for Quality of Service (QoS) purposes (e.g. to see whether the delivery agent
fulfilled its promise to deliver the message in a timely way, reason for which
time information should be included in the evidence of delivery), or just because
it is needed for the dispute resolution process. Since digital signatures can be
revoked it is important to specify the time (slot) in which the signature was
generated [104, 73]. If it was generated prior to the revocation of the certificate,
then evidence has to remain valid, at least, till its expiration (defined by the
non-repudiation policy in effect). This time could be provided by the originator
of the evidence. Nevertheless, if it is one of the principals participating in the
protocol, as trust is not often assumed among their clocks, then a TTP has
to do this task. This entity is the Time-stamp Authority, which includes a
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time-stamp to evidence arid encloses it in a way that maintains its integrity
and authentication information (e.g. digital signature).
• Electronic Notary: A notary is trusted by the entities to provide correct evidence on their behalf or verify evidence correctly as well as for registering
it [98]. A registration token can be provided to the entities such that they can
access and refer to the evidence using the audited information. This audited
information can be composed by time, identities of the parties involved, a digital fingerprint of the message and non-repudiation policy used. In practice, a
TTP acting in-line or on-line in the protocol earl notarize the evidence.
• Adjudicator: This is the party which drives a resolution process to a conclusion
depending on evidence presented by the entities and optionally contacting the
TTP which participated in the protocol. In order to facilitate its task, a well
defined dispute resolution process in accordance with the non-repudiation policy must exist. This dispute resolution process has to take into consideration'
the legal framework in which it is defined. New or established On-line Dispute
Resolution (ODR) processes can be used [44].

1.4.4 Non- repudiation Phases
Non-repudiation services establish accountability of an entity related to a particular
event or action to support dispute resolution. Provision of these services can be
divided into different phases such as: generation, transfer, verification, storage and
dispute resolution.
1.

4. 4. 1 Evidence Generation

Evidence generation is the first phase in a non-repudiation service. Depending on
the non-repudiation service being provided and the non-repudiation protocol being
used, evidence could be generated by the originator, the recipient, or the TTP. The
elements of non-repudiation evidence and the algorithms used for evidence generation
are determined by the non-repudiation policy in effect. When non-repudiation of
origin and receipt services are required, evidence of origin and receipt are usually
generated by the originator and the recipient, respectively, if digital signature is used
for evidence generation. When non-repudiation of submission and delivery services
are required, evidence of submission and delivery will be generated by a TTP like a
notary or a delivery authority. If a secure envelope is used for evidence generation,
it should always be generated by a TTP on behalf of the originator or recipient.
A TTP may also generate and provide supporting evidence in a non-repudiation
service. For example, in a fair non-repudiation protocol [134], the notary will digitally
sign the message key provided by the originator and make the confirmed message
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key available to both the originator and the recipient. The confirmed message key
will serve as part of non-repudiation evidence to prove that the message key was sent
from the originator (via the notary), and is available to the recipient.

1. 4. 4. 2

Evidence Transfer

Evidence transfer is the most challenging phase in the provision of a non-repudiation
service. It mainly consists of the sending and reception of evidence among participants. Actually, it represents the core of a non-repudiation protocol. It is greatly
influenced by communication channel properties. The different options are as follows:
1. The communication channel is unreliable. In this case, data can be lost.
2. The communication channel is resilient (also called asynchronous network). In
this case, data is delivered after a finite but unknown amount of time.

3. The communication channel is operational (also called synchronous network).
In this case, data is delivered after a known, constant amount of time.
An unreliable channel will in most cases be transformed into a resilient channel
by the use of the appropriate transport protocol (e.g. retransmissions).

/.

4. 4. 3

Evidence Verification

Newly received evidence should be verified to gain confidence that the supplied
evidence will indeed be adequate in the event of a dispute arising. The verification
procedure is closely related to the mechanism of evidence generation. Evidence
generated through a digital signature can be verified by any party to which the public
key certificate and the revocation information (e.g. the CRL 4 or OCSP server 5 )
are available. According to the requirements on non-repudiation evidence defined
in Section 1.4.2, the origin, integrity and validity of a digital signature should be
verified. In order to verify the integrity of a digital signature, the verifier needs to
use the verification key to check whether the digital signature is the result applied
to the expected message. For verification of the origin of the digital signature, the
verifier needs to check whether the verification key is bound to the identity of the
expected signer in the public key certificate. To verify the validity of the digital
signature, the verifier needs to check whether the verification key had not expired
and not been revoked at the time that the signature was generated. The last step
implies that the verifier needs to check:

1. the trusted time stamp which is applied on the digital signature to identify the
time of signature generation;
Revocation List is a file which maintains reference to all the revoked certificates.
Certificate Status Protocol is an Internet protocol used for obtaining the revocation
status of an X.509 digital certificate.
4 Certificate
5 0n-line
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2. the expiration date of the verification key specified in the public key certificate;
3. the revocation information of the public key certificate.
If evidence is generated through a secure envelope, it should be verified by a
trusted third party at the request of the user because the secret key for evidence
generation and verification is only held by the TTP. Obviously, the extra communication between the user and the TTP will cause a substantial delay which might be
unacceptable for many online electronic transactions.
1.

4. 4. 4 Evidence Storage

Because the loss of evidence could result in the loss of future possible dispute
resolution, the verified evidence needs to be stored safely. The duration of storage
will be defined in the non-repudiation policy. For extremely important evidence
aimed at long term non-repudiation, it could be deposited with a TTP.
1.

4. 4. 5 Dispute Resolution

Dispute resolution is the last phase in a non-repudiation service. This phase will
not be activated unless disputes related to a transaction arise. When a dispute arises,
an adjudicator will be invoked to settle the dispute according to the non-repudiation
evidence provided by the disputing parties and the non-repudiation policy in effect.
This policy should be agreed in advance by the parties involved in the service.
The adjudicator needs to verify the evidence, probably with the assistance from
other TTPs, e.g. from a notary when evidence was generated through a secure
envelope. Nowadays, different on-line arbitrator platforms 6 exist which allows for
dispute resolution processes through document and evidence transactions as well as
the cooperation of on-line parties [53, 10, 9]. The dispute resolution process can
either be registered in one of these platforms and use its services or use its own rules
for the definition of an on-line arbitrator.

1.4.5 Non - repudiation Requirements
Different targets of each non-repudiation service may influence the protocol design.
Nevertheless, there are several common requirements on the design of a good nonrepudiation protocol:

- Fairness: Repudiation can only be prevented when each party is in possession of proper evidence and no party is in an advantageous position during a
transaction. The reliability of communication channels affects evidence transfer. Moreover, a dishonest party may abort a transaction, which could leave
6 Note

that these platforms themselves may need to implement a non-repudiation service.
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another party without evidence. Various fair non-repudiation protocols with
different features have been proposed. Some of them can be found in [95, 72].
Non-repudiation requirements are compliant with those necessary for fair exchange protocols. For a complete and fair non-repudiation service, strong fairness as defined by Asokan [26] is needed unless otherwise stated by the application itself (e.g. a contract signing application in which the contract cari
be revoked by an electronic notary). In this case, the exchange is said to be
completed if A at least can prove to an arbitrator that B has received (or can
still receive) the item, without any further intervention from A. From now on,
and through the thesis, this will be the concept of fairness that we will make
use of. On the other hand, weak fairness only ensures that when the exchange
is completed for A, it can prove to an arbitrator that B has received (or can still
receive) the item, or otherwise an affidavit can be presented to demonstrate
that B misbehaved or a network failure occurred.
- Efficiency is another criteria. TTPs will usually be involved in non-repudiation
services and its involvement will be essential in order to determine the efficiency
of the protocol. Fair non-repudiation protocols proposed in [31, 30, 135, 117, 27,
103, 107] meet the criteria of efficiency and are often called optimistic protocols.
Some authors define this property as effectiveness; that is, if no error occurs

and no party misbehaves, then the TTP should not intervene.
- Timeliness is also desirable in evidence transfer. For various reasons, a transaction may be delayed or terminated. Hence, the transacting parties may not
know the final status of a transaction on time, and would like to unilaterally
bring a transaction to completion in a finite amount of time without losing

fairness.
Policy. This has to perfectly define all the parameters needed by the service,
some of which can be: rules for evidence generation and verification, rules for
evidence storage, evidence use and the dispute resolution process. More specific
parameters to be defined by the non-repudiation policy in effect are identified
throughout this chapter as, for instance, the algorithms needed for evidence
generation and verification or what to do in a dispute resolution process if
evidence has been compromised or revoked.
In [132], a general criteria is presented as a set of questions that can be used
as a guideline. Here, we refine this set with more questions that should be
addressed by the non-repudiation policy.

Related to evidence generation:
- What evidence should be generated in the non-repudiation service?
- Which TTP should be involved in evidence generation?
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- What elements should be included in the evidence?
- Are all of them mandatory?
- Which cryptographic algorithms will be used?
- What is the encoding format?
- What is the length of cryptographic keys?
- Which are the parties involved in the generation process?
Related to evidence transfer:
- Which non-repudiation protocol will be used?
- Which TTP will be involved in evidence transfer?
- Which are the channel assumptions?
Related to evidence verification and storage:
- What mechanism will be used for maintaining the validity of evidence?
- Which TTP will be involved in evidence verification?
- How long should the evidence be stored?
- Which cryptographic algorithms will be used for verification?
- Under which circumstances is the evidence regarded as valid?
- Does the evidence need to be confidential?
- Which are the access control rules for accessing the evidence?
Related to dispute resolution:
- Which entity will play the role of adjudicator?
- Which parties should be involved in dispute resolution? And which TTP?
- What evidence should be provided?
- What are the rules and steps followed in the resolution process itself?
- What is the expiry date of evidence?
- Which law should be referenced to enforce the arbitration?
All of these requirements will be further discussed and used as guidelines on the
design and analysis of the different multi-party protocols developed in this thesis.
Nevertheless, there are optional requirements which fulfillment depends on the application itself. If the application requires them, they turn out to be as critical as
the common ones previously defined. These are as follows:
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-

Verifiability of TTP: This property adds one level of security to the protocol
itself when it does not exist a strong trust relationship among participants with
the TTP which collaborates in the protocol. If the TTP misbehaves resulting
in a loss of fairness for any participating entity, all harmed parties will be
able to prove it to an arbitrator or verifier. It can be very useful during the
initial setup of a non-repudiation infrastructure as well as in those scenarios in
which the TTP has to be selected by the entities on the fly (e.g. in an ad-hoc
network). It usually assumes that when the TTP misbehaves, the rest of the
entities are honest.
Transparency of TTP: It also appears in the literature as invisible TTP. If
the TTP is contacted to help in the protocol, the resulting evidence will be
similar to the one obtained in case the TTP is not involved. This is especially
important in practical cases, in which an institution does not wish to change the
existing processes to accommodate the new signatures or affidavits generated
by TTPs. At the same time, this property helps in the privacy of users with
respect to the use or not of a TTP during the protocol run.

Unfortunately, these last two properties are more often incompatible (achieving
one of them increases the difficulty to fulfill the other one) and a trade-off has to be
assumed when designing the protocols.

1.4.6 Analysis of Standards
The International Standarization Organization (ISO) and ITU standards provide a
guideline for engineering and should reflect the state-of-the-art of science and technology. Non-repudiation is one of the security services in the ISO/OSI security
framework, and is especially important for securing electronic commerce. Many
efforts have been devoted to the standardization of non-repudiation services and
mechanisms. However, some issues have not yet been well addressed.
There are two international standards dealing with non-repudiation: ISO/IEC
10181-4 [78] 7 and ISO/IEC 13888 [81, 80, 79]. The first one refines and extends
the concept of non-repudiation services as described in ISO 7498-2 and provides a
framework for the development and provision of these services. In this framework, the
goal of non-repudiation and types of non-repudiation services are defined. The basic
mechanisms for non-repudiation services and general management requirements for
these services are identified. The roles that a TTP plays in non-repudiation services
are listed. The relationship of non-repudiation services to other security services
is explained. As a general framework, this standard does not include specific nonrepudiation mechanisms. This remains as an open issue treated in [80, 79].
7 Revised by 10181-4:1997 Information technology — Open Systems Interconnection — Security
frameworks for open systems: Non-repudiation framework.
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ISO/IEC 13888 "Information technology - Security techniques - Non-repudiation"
is composed of three parts. The first one [81] 8 serves as a general model for subsequent
parts specifying non-repudiation mechanisms using cryptographic techniques. It establishes two main types of evidence, the nature of which depends on cryptographic
techniques employed: the secure envelopes generated by an evidence-generating authority using symmetric cryptographic techniques, and digital signatures generated
by an evidence generator (which can be the user itself) or an evidence generating
authority using asymmetric cryptographic techniques.
Non-repudiation mechanisms generic to the various non-repudiation services are
described first. The different parts of this international standard provide nonrepudiation mechanisms for the following phases of non-repudiation (see 1.4.4): evidence generation, transfer, verification, storage and retrieval, and dispute resolution.
The non-repudiation mechanisms are then applied to a selection of specific nonrepudiation services (see 1.4.1) such as non-repudiation of origin, non-repudiation
of delivery, non-repudiation of submission, and non-repudiation of transport. Nonrepudiation mechanisms provide protocols for the exchange of non-repudiation tokens specific to each non-repudiation service, where tokens consist of secure envelopes
and/or digital signatures and, optionally, of additional data. The standard also recommends how a smartcard (which is called a manipulation-resistent module) earl be
used to generate, store and validate evidence.
In [80, 79] a set of non-repudiation mechanisms based on symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic techniques are identified. All of them are final international
standards in the different phases that ISO/IEC apply to its documents. The history of this multipart standard which is being developed by ISO/IEC JTC1/SC27
dates back to August 1991 [77]. Zhou's book [132] analyzes the ISO/IEC 13888 nonrepudiation mechanisms, and points out their weaknesses and limitations. It also
discusses the problems on defining the roles of time stamps in the ISO/IEC 13888
non-repudiation evidence.
ITU defines a general framework for the provision of non-repudiation services in
X.813 [86] similar to ISO/IEC 10181-4. It defines non-repudiation as "the ability to
prevent entities from denying later that they performed an action". X.800 describes
two forms of non-repudiation service, namely, non-repudiation with proof of delivery,
which is used to counter false denial by a recipient that the data has been received,
and non-repudiation with proof of origin which is used to counter false denial by
an originator that the data has been sent. However, in a more general sense, the
concept of non-repudiation can be applied to many different contexts including nonrepudiation of content creation, submission, storage, transmission and receipt of

data.
The Non-repudiation Framework extends the concepts of non-repudiation security
services as described in X.800 and provides a framework for the development of these
services. It also identifies possible mechanisms to support these services and general
8

This document revises ISO/IEC 13888-1:1997, which is withdrawn.
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management requirements for non-repudiation. Other ITU Recommendations in
which the term non-repudiation is referenced are F400, F.435, F.440, J.160, J.93,
J.95, M.60, T.411, X.400, X.805, X.813 and X.843.

1.4.7 Supporting Legal framework
When non-repudiation services are enforced in e-commerce, its legal framework
should be considered. The legal framework of e-commerce has been traditionally
provided by governments in order to foster the growth of the digital economy, giving
customers and companies greater confidence in their on-line transactions. This legal framework has been focused on contributing with lawfulness to the e-commerce
transactions, such as evidence collected on them can protect different participants.
In December 1999, the European Union (EU) approved a Directive [56] giving
digital signatures on contracts agreed upon over the Internet the same legal status
as their handwritten equivalents. This was regarded as a crucial step in the struggle
to put Europe ahead in electronic commerce. However, this Directive is not exempt
from difficulties [52]:
The primary aim of the Directive was to create a community framework for the
use of electronic signatures, allowing for the free cross-border flow of products
and provision of services, together with a basic legal recognition of electronic
signatures throughout the EU. This objective has not completely been met.
- The Directive currently sets very high requirements on Secure signature-creation
devices, such devices still rarely find their way to the market.
The term "Qualified Electronic Signature (QES)" has been confused by some
Member States as "legally valid electronic signature". This is an error, since the
Directive coins this term for interoperability of electronic signatures through
all the member states and not as a barrier to consider the digital signature as
digital evidence in court.
The Directive needs the specification of the complete signature and verification
chain in order to standardize the QES, as well as parameters and algorithms
in general as a common maintenance procedure for that specification.
- The complex area of archiving a long-term validation of electronically signed
documents is an obstacle for the use of electronic signature as evidence. Some
attention has to be given to working groups as LTANS from IETF [4].
- The Directive is very strongly focused on one business model, which was the
center of the attention from 1998 to 2000 but which has progressively evolved
to a more heterogenous market situation. The regulatory framework includes
quite detailed rules for certificates providers but does not deal with other categories of certification providers. There is, for example, a need for regulation
dealing with archival service providers, or with registered mail services. From
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a user's perspective, it remains open why such services are completely unregulated, while at the same time, such a complex regulatory framework has been
established for issuers of certificates.
Last, but not least, it is necessary to combine electronic authentication with
personal data protection. The Directive has focused on identity certificates,
but in recent years attention has shifted towards better privacy protection in
the online enviroment (as for instance the ID-based authentication, which also
serves the purposes of location privacy [74]).
In Spain, the Real Decreto 4/1999 (September, 17th) gave a first step towards
regulation of digital signatures. A complete review with inclusion of digital national
IDs and total renewed equivalence between digital signature and hand-written signature appears in the Law 59/2003 of Digital Signature (December, 19th). The new
equivalence introduces the concept of "acknowledged digital signature" as the one
generated using acknowledged digital certificates and secure ciphering devices, allowing at the same time to unify this type of certificates for QES among the countries of
the EU. Nevertheless, any digital signature will be regarded as legal evidence (conclusive or not). This law seems to be quite important whenever the type of evidence
has to be decided, since it is stated that:
The digital signature constitutes an instrument which is able to check the origin
and integrity of messages, offering the foundation for avoiding repudiation if
time-stamps are used.
Art. 8 The support in which the electronic data appears digitally signed is
legitimate as documental evidence in a judgement.

So, it is clearly described that in case disputes have to be resolved by an official
judge, digital signatures will be more likely regarded as evidence than its counterpart
secure envelope for the Spanish law and, in general, for the European one.
Nevertheless, as we have seen for the European Directive on Electronic Signatures,
treatment of digital evidence from a legal point of view is not trivial, and there is
a very interesting discussion in [105] about legal issues of evidence. Despite of the
efforts from governments on bringing digital signatures for non-repudiation services
into law, there is still a lack of internationally applicable law, lack of viable business
models for fostering the creation of a global Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), problems with the integration into business processes arid the abstractness and complexity
of the subject matter resulting in slow user acceptance.
As stated in different laws, digital signatures will have to be treated as handwritten ones are. Actually, the value of handwritten signatures is not their security
(indeed, they are easy to forge), but rather that it creates a situation in which a person knows whether or not she signed, thus guaranteeing her awareness of performing
a conscious and wilful act. Due to this guaranteed awareness, the denial of having
signed a document is a precise and meaningful claim, equivalent to the serious claim
that the signature is forged. Whether it happens with digital signatures is a crucial
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issue in the legal framework accepting digital evidence.
We assume (it is stated so in most laws for e-commerce) that digital evidence
(e.g. digital signature) alone implies liability. However, legislators have recognized
the problem that if only digital signatures were relevant in a dispute, then users would
have no possibility to defend themselves in presence of a correct digital signature'.
This raises the question of whether the presence of a digital signature involve a willful
act from the alleged creator. In other words, it must be solved when electronic
evidence is regarded as documentary evidence [119] - whether it is expected to 'stand
on its own' and requires no context or interpretation by expert witnesses, or it is
just electronic evidence as supporting evidence (where independent explanation of
its relevance is necessary) -. Basically, it consists of finding an intersection between
digital evidence and willful act. Two possible solutions can be found:
1. A digitally recording of a willful act (e.g. a video recording of the user clicking
'OK' in its digital signature generation application over the intended digital
document) is included in the digital evidence.
2. The digital signature systems ensures that there is no way in which a digital
signature can be generated without the user knowledge and consent.
From both solutions, the latter one has usually been used by law. Law generally
expects a highly secure system for digitally signing documents will be available (and
even bring into law general features about them, as in the EU Directive). The other
solution is also contemplated by law in some cases in which the presence of witnesses
or additional handwritten signatures are needed. At the same time, both of them
have their disadvantages. Digitally recording a willful act and transmitting it over
the network to the recipient could rise sorne practical problems. Equally, the use of
highly secure systems' which ensures that only the user can consciously digitally
sign a document is far from reality.
From the above paragraphs, a notion of admissibility of electronic evidence earl
be extracted: evidence must have been lawfully collected, it must be collected in accordance with formal requirements and must respect safeguards (respect to privacy).
The crucial point is that integrity and authenticity of material should be established in court. This requires standard techniques and methods for the collection,
preservation arid presentation of stored material. At the same time, digital material
that is not readily admissible as documentary evidence (e.g. sound and image files)
may require some form of presentation technique or technology and other supporting
documentation to explain its relevance.
Whether only a digital signature itself can be regarded as evidence in court or
additional components (e.g. a willful act of agreement digitally recorded with respect the document signed) are needed, remains negligible for the application of
if the user was in jail by the time the signature was generated.
well as highly 'digitally' educated users.
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non-repudiation protocols, which includes not only the type of evidence, but also
other phases as generation, distribution, validity, storage and dispute resolution.

1.5 Goals of the thesis
During the last years the impressive growth of the Internet and more generally of
open networks has created several security-related problems. Repudiation is one
of them. Commercial transactions involve multiple players. Usually, the players
mutually distrust one another. Protecting one legitimate player from another is
as important as protecting legitimate players from external attackers and a nonrepudiation protocol must generate cryptographic evidence to support dispute resolution. Non-repudiation is especially important in electronic commerce arid secure
Internet applications to protect customers and merchants; and other users, such as
online taxpayers or administration users for a secure paperless office, would also need
a non-repudiation service.
Due to the stated reasons, the research has been focused on multi-party nonrepudiation protocols. Other proposals and works exist which try to rescue the
importance of non-repudiation protocols (as a standardized security service) in the ecommerce and secure Internet applications such that Alice and Bob can demonstrate
with generated and valid evidence the transmission details in case a dispute arises.
We impulse this objective for multi-party applications.
In general, protocol requirements definition is independent from the topology
which exists in the multi-party scenario, but this is not the case of the protocol
design. A good example can be found in signing contracts or certified e-mail. In the
first one, usually ring architectures are used for several entities and in the second one,
selective receipts have to be bore in mind when e-mails are sent from one originator.
Since a 1-N topology is often common for multi-party non-repudiation protocols, we
consider an entire subsection for this topology.
Extending the non-repudiation service to multiple entities has been the main
proposal of our new research in this field and, efficiency our main concern. With
the participation of several entities, some protocol properties can change. Therefore,
we also pursue at unifying requirements for multi-party non-repudiation protocols,
refine the definitions when needed and provide new ones.
The main challenge for efficiency is to reduce the overload of n participants in
the protocol, improving TTP's efficiency without augmenting participants' load and
impacting fairness. The overload partially depends on the protocol design. Examples
are the number of evidence tokens to be generated, number of recipients the TTP
needs to contact with, numbers of simultaneous connections to the TTP in order
to retrieve evidence, TTP's storage capacity, etc. Furthermore, for ensuring efficient
protocols, providing comparisons with existing solutions and a method for evaluation
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temporal parameters are among our aims.
Additionally, participation of several entities in the application scenario requires
new models for facilitating users participation and evidence collection. It also introduces new features, as for instance sending customized messages to other entities
or threshold properties. At the same time, we could not obviate all the Internet
evolving properties and applications. For such a reason we address multi-party nonrepudiation in three specific scenarios: (i) an OMA-based DRM framework with a
NR service, (ii) a practical service charge for P2P content distribution and (iii) an
Intermediary as a free-roaming mobile agent.
Along the new designs introduced in this thesis, common properties and requirements fulfillment will be examined. For this purpose, we ought to explicitly define
the protocol elements and policy in use.
Every e-commerce and Internet application has its counterpart when a group of
users participate and we believe and demonstrate that specific designs have to be
done for these applications, taking advantage of the particularities of multi-party environments. Different protocols and designs will be situated (and implemented) in a
real example scenario, showing how our designs improve and solve the security problems existing in current solutions and arising from e-commerce and open networks.
Hence, the results of this thesis try to give answers to new problems that appear
in multi-party environments. At the same time it may promote the development of
new standards for multi-party non-repudiation protocols and serve as an important
basis for secure electronic services.

1.5.1 Outline of this Dissertation
This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, the multi-party non-repudiation
problem is analyzed in general, and specifically, the one-to-many non-repudiation
problem, doing a state-of-the-art study and adopting a critical position toward current solutions which help us to identify main technical shortages and tackle them.
In this chapter, we refine the definition of a Multi-Party Non-Repudiation Protocol
and deal with its properties in depth, such that after the study of the state-of-the-art
we are able to point out the properties and features in which we will elaborate this
dissertation.
In chapter 3, based on work done in previous chapter, we expose our nonrepudiation solutions for several multi-party environments. More concretely we provide a 1-N protocol for the distribution of customized messages and a protocol which
allows the provision of a non-repudiation service in which a new intermediary entity
eases the collection of digital evidence by final users. Additionally, we conclude the
chapter introducing an event simulation model which could be used for estimating
several parameters explained in previously described solutions.
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In chapter 4 we explore solutions for certified e-mail and contract signing applications. We extend a two-party certified e-mail protocol to allow multiple participants
and asynchronous timeliness, which allows any party to finish the protocol when
desired without losing fairness. At the same time we design a new protocol for
multi-party contract signing in which the requirements are studied and analyzed.
We also integrate a property called abuse-freeness which avoids any party to be able
to demonstrate it can decide over the contract outcome and a threshold timeliness
property which depends on the trust among participants and value of the contract.
With the lessons learned, we analyze an asynchronous multi-party contract signing
protocol and find that it is not correct.
More specific multi-party applications which need a non-repudiation service are
described in chapter 5. Specific protocols and scenarios are proposed for these real
and practical approaches. In this way, we design and implement a non-repudiation
protocol with intermediary for an OMA-based DRM framework proposed for an European project. The protocol integrates with the architecture generating the evidence
that the different participants need. We also introduce a P2P service and payment
protocol in which the load of the merchant peer is significantly reduced for only distribution of digital contents while a weakly trusted intermediary agent is used for
the advertisement arid collection of (small) payments. This protocol makes use of a
non-repudiation session with an off-line TTP integrated inside the payment protocol.
Finally, bearing in mind that an intermediary entity for collecting evidence can be
implemented as a mobile agent, we analyze an existing free-roaming mobile agent
scheme and improve it avoiding truncation attacks.
The conclusion of this dissertation can be found in chapter 6, in which we summarize the achievements, discussions and insights of all the solutions proposed in this
thesis.
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CHAPTER

2

Multi-party Non-Repudiation Protocols: Analysis

Non-repudiation service has received attention in an end-to-end fashion (typically
Alice and Bob), and this environment has been discussed in the previous chapter. On the other hand, in this chapter we give a complete view of the multi-party
environments in non-repudiation protocols. We firstly define what the Multiparty
Non-Repudiation (MNR) problem is and revisit the requirements extracted for a
non-repudiation service. Previous works are presented and analyzed, specially in the
one-to-many situation which seems more natural for MNR protocols, and finally we
sketch their weaknesses and how we will improve them in successive chapters. In
this last section we also define the model and primitives to be used in the solutions
presented in this dissertation.
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2.1 Description of the general MNR problem and
state of the art
As commerce applications like e-voting, e-biding, etc., usually involve several parties,
we focused our research on improving the efficiency of non-repudiation protocols
when several parties are involved. For identifying the multi-party non-repudiation
problem, we studied several existing approaches of multi-party scenarios in related
topics as fair exchange, contract commitment, etc., as can be seen in the following
chapters. We also paid attention to existing frameworks (as Automotive Network
Exchange (ANX)) and solutions (as Digital Rights Management (DRM)) to see how
multi-party non-repudiation protocols could fit in such scenarios.

2.1.1 Definitions
Extracted from the different multi-party applications and protocols, let us define our
view of a MNR scenario:
Definition 2.1.1. In a general MNR scenario, ri I ri. > 2 entities agree to use a
non-repudiation protocol for exchanging messages (general or specific purpose) and
collecting evidence of the transactions performed for the exchange of those messages.
Of course, different topologies are possible (one-to-many, ring, mesh, ... ), but
some of them seem to be more natural than others. For instance sending the same
message to several entities is more related to existing Internet applications than one
entity receiving the same message from different originators'. Nevertheless, all the
topologies need to be considered as long as an application exists for them. We should
not forget that there are applications in the collaborative and e-learning area in which
many to many messages are a reality. For example, in [29], a simultaneous payment
for receipt is presented as an instantiation of a many-to-one application, and in [27]
a many-to-many contract signing protocol is depicted.
Let us imagine the following scenario which sketches a virtual application for
managing market shares. Several, n, users (or machines) which are market share
holders meet up in order to bid for each other stocks (some users could share one or
several stocks). We can represent the bids as a set of messages Set i = ,ram.
For a user U , there are n — 1 entities to which offers from the set can be sent.
The same offer can be submitted to all of them or to a subset of the entities. Also
different offers can be sent to all or any combination of them. Once the offers are
sent, user Ui will wait for a response. This response could be made individually
'This is the reason for which, one entire section is devoted to this environment.
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or could require several recipients gathering for replying an offer. This is a typical
example of a many-to-many application. Virtually connecting the users produces the
figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: n2n scenario

This simple figure can be represented by a binary matrix, in which "1" in the
(i, j) position indicates that user Ui sends a bidding message to user Ui
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Each user Ui could need evidence of receipt of the message sent as well as receivers
need evidence of origin of the offer received. Many other multi-party applications and
protocols can be represented using a matrix. For instance, in the case of the MultiParty Contract Signing (MPCS) protocol mentioned above, a matrix in which all
elements are "1" except the diagonal represents mathematically the topology used.
This scenario could be seen as a typical multi-party fair exchange scenario as
described in [29]. Even though general MNR and multi-party fair exchange protocols
have a common design goal (fairness), several differences can be found:

• In a fair exchange protocol each entity offers a priori known item (i.e., something is known about the item a priori but not its precise content) and receives
another item, also known a priori. In a multi-party fair exchange protocol one
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can imagine sending an item to one entity and receiving an item from a different one. In non-repudiation it does not make sense that one entity receives
sonic data and a different entity sends the corresponding receipt of that data.
• With a general message M, non-repudiation is more related with a certified
e-mail service in which the receipt has to be sent by the receiver in order to be
able to disclose the message received and obtain an evidence of origin for it.
Therefore, a ring topology is not sound in a general MNR service.
• Due to the fact that in a non-repudiation service there is not an exchange of
items, MNR protocols have to continue and finish even if some parties do not
reply. Only parties following the protocol correctly should be able to disclose
the message and obtain evidence of origin for it.
• There is no exclusion-free property as defined in [70] in MNR protocols; i.e.,
since there is no need for a setup phase to agree on participants and items, no
danger of excluding participants exists.
The reason of these differences is also due to the classification of fair exchange and
non-repudiation as services or applications. Although it seems clear non-repudiation
is a service', sometimes it is referred in the literature as an application and authors
compare it with fair exchange. Actually, also fair exchange can be considered a
service. As a sample, Asokan has traditionally considered fair exchange a service
for electronic commerce applications. While non-repudiation might provide a service
to applications like certified electronic mail, fair exchange can provide service to
other upper applications like payment protocols or digital contract signing. Although
non-repudiation should be a security service in this kind of applications, they can
be designed without it (see figure 2.2). Note that this view is not contrary, but
complementary, to that provided in [100].

(

Contract signing protocol

Certified mail

)

Fair exchange

W4eptidritio0''

Figure 2.2: Non-repudiation service

Other type of applications in which multi-party protocols appear (either for fair
exchange, non-repudiation, contract signing, certified electronic mail or any other
2 111 fact,

as mentioned in previous chapter, it has been standardized as a service.
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evidence-generating exchange) are those in which the participants play different roles
in the same application. Imagine an electronic shopping application which involves
a customer, a merchant, a credit card company and a delivery company. Different
existing two-party non-repudiation protocols could be selected for providing a nonrepudiation service to this or our previous proposed scenario. Nevertheless, several
questions, mainly regarding to efficiency, arise. The solution achieved is not optimal
for a real application since correlation and the notion of a unique transaction is lost
(besides not being optimal in the number of messages exchanged).
The ground for focusing on the Multi-party problem as a different one comes
from the fact that the problem approaches change. The first step towards multiparty environments consists of revising the requirements defined in 1.4.5.
Definition 2.1.2. Fairness. A Multi-party protocol is said to be fair if at the end of
the protocol all honest parties receive what they expect or none of them receive any
valuable information.
We have to note the possibility that all the participants must be in the same state
at the end of the protocol. That is, corrupted parties should receive their outputs
if and only if the honest parties also receive them [97]. Note that we provide a
definition of fairness in its more general way. As pointed out in [100], it is easy to
find definitions of the term fairness in the literature which are augmented by "how"
to achieve it and not on "what" it is; that is, integrating other (optional) properties
into the definition.
Definition 2.1.3. Confidentiality. A Multi-party protocol is said to be confidential
if only the aimed honest recipients can disclose the message.
This means that the TTP cannot disclose the message either. Nevertheless,
though it is a must in Multi-party protocols that others (specially participating
ones, because in MNR protocols some of these entities do not finalize the protocol)
do not disclose the message, it is optional whether the TTP is able to do it.
Definition 2.1.4. Efficiency. A Multi-party protocol is said to be efficient if, assuming participating entities of the protocol are honest, the TTP does not intervene.
Different instances of a non-repudiation protocol in which different entities participate could make the TTP become a bottleneck. An optimistic protocol in which
an off-line TTP participates only in the case of an exception seems to be the solution,
as we already explained for two-party protocols in previous chapter. Nevertheless,
many entities could be participating in each instance of the protocol. In this multiparty enviromnent, even only in case of exception, the TTP needs to act in a light
way such that it does not become a bottleneck.
Definition 2.1.5. Timeliness. A Multi-party protocol is said to respect timeliness
if all honest entities are able to terminate the protocol in a finite amount of time
without losing fairness.
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The honest transacting parties may not know the final status of a transaction on
time, and would like to unilaterally bring a transaction to completion at any time
without losing fairness. It should be noted, that from the definition of timeliness,
two versions of this property appear:
• Asynchronous timeliness: A Multi-party protocol is said to respect asynchro-

nous timeliness if all honest entities are able to terminate the protocol at any
time without losing fairness. In this case, there are no deadlines for participants
in the protocol, but a serious practical implication makes it hard to achieve:
for this property to be fulfilled, an infinite state (or at least until evidence expiry date if it is the case) has to be maintained by the TTP until parties fetch
evidence (statefull TTP). Otherwise, if responsible of distributing evidence, it
needs to retry till recipients of evidence acknowledge reception. An alternative
solution can be to extend the channel reliability between TTP arid users (in
this direction).
• Synchronous timeliness: A Multi-party protocol is said to respect synchronous
timeliness if all honest entities are able to terminate the protocol in a finite and
known amount of time without losing fairness. In this case, deadlines are used

and the TTP clock is assumed as the reference time (i.e., users' clocks need to
be synchronized with TTP's clock). Though more difficult for users, the TTP
does not need to maintain evidences for long-time periods (stateless TTP).
Note that the type of timeliness provided by the protocol does not depend on
the network synchronicity (see 2.3.1). The requirement of asynchronous timeliness
is specially difficult to achieve on ring architectures as we will see in a multi-party
implementation of contract signatures in chapter 4.2.
Definition 2.1.6. Policy. A MNR protocol needs a complete non-repudiation policy that supports the participation of several entities in possible dispute resolution
processes.
As with two entities, this has to define perfectly all the parameters needed by the
service. There is no important distinction in multi-party environment except for the
fact that multiple disputes and agreements can arise among the participants. The
arbiter to judge the dispute needs to be explicitly mentioned in the policy definition.

2.1.2 State of the Art Analysis
The first work that appears in general MNR problems can be found in [92, 101].
Kremer et al. propose generalizations of two protocols: one based on the on-line
approach [134] and the other based on an optimistic approach (also known as with
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off-line TTP) [93]. As stated before, other related works already existed and are still
under research in the field of multi-party fair exchange protocols [29, 65, 34, 69, 91,
70], contract signing [27, 38, 66, 39, 62, 37, 46, 64] and certified e-mail [32, 63]. Due
to its practicality, works on the MNR and Certified Electronic Mail (CEM) use a oneto-many topology, whereas multi-party fair exchange and contract signing appears
either on mesh or ring configurations. Nevertheless, [65] proposes that a mesh fair
exchange can be reduced by the composition of cyclic exchanges using rings until all
items expected are exchanged by parties.

2. 1. 2. 1 Optimistic Multi-party Fair Exchange
The general optimistic multi-party fair exchange protocol in [29] is the first work
which achieves a scenario with multiple entities in which non-repudiation evidence
needs to be generated together with the fair exchange of the items. Asokan et
al. proposed the use of a matrix of descriptions as information of the items to be
exchanged for all entities. Depending on the type of items (confidential data, public
data and payment) and number of entities (one-to-many, etc.), the generic service
described can be instantiated as a particular application; e.g., one-to-many topology
in which confidential data is exchanged by public data corresponds to a reliable
certified broadcast application.
In this way, the basic idea of the generic multi-party fair exchange protocol is
that each party signs the expected global description or local view (i.e., the whole
description matrix) of the exchange and commits to the items he will send to every
other party. If all parties signed the same description matrix, the parties send the
promised items. If someone does not receive what was expected, two-party recovery
procedures are started with the TTP.
In this case, if some non-repudiation of receipt tokens of any pairwise exchange,
or sorne expected items or keys to open the commitments, are not received correctly
within a certain period (each party may decide independently when to time out), the
TTP is invoked with necessary information to raise an exception. Each party can
initiate recovery at most once. For each recovery request, the TTP starts a recovery
phase by requesting the pairs of parties involved with each missing item to repeat
the exchange while being observed by it. In this case, each honest party sends its
item first and then waits for the items and tokens it expects to receive.
The exceptions are resolved in the recovery protocol by the TTP. One exception
is that all honest partners send their consistent local views (matrix descriptions) but
some messages are not delivered. Some partners will receive a complete set of signed
messages and some will not. Only the partners who received a complete set will start
the exchange. Therefore, the party which received the complete consistent view and
which has sent its items will complain to the TTP that the party not having received
a consistent view did not respond to the items sent. During recovery, the party
having an incomplete view will receive a consistent view from the TTP and will now
participate in the exchange.
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Another exception is the presence of inconsistent local views: One dishonest party
sends different messages to some partners, i.e., some partners receive a consistent
view and some do not. Since every honest party signs the matrix description only
once, the inconsistencies relate to dishonest parties signing multiple versions of it.
The recovery from this exception is as follows: when the TTP is invoked by a honest
party presenting the only consistent set of signed messages, it tries to enforce these
exchanges, and thus forward the consistent view to all parties. If the party invoking
the TTP is dishonest; i.e., it has sent another message to the other parties different
from the one sent to the TTP, the provided view may be consistent but different from
the view of the honest party forced to participate. In this case, the honest party may
abort the recovery by proving the dishonesty of the party invoking the TTP: it sends
an inconsistency proof inconsistency() which contains the message which is signed
by it but different to the message which has been sent by the TTP. The recovery is
aborted only if the dishonesty of the party initiating the recovery is proven.
The only critical time-out of the generic protocol is the active-time limit t specifying the absolute time at TTP when the protocol ends. This time-limit ensures
a consistent view of all honest participants: The state at time t is final time; all
parties are guaranteed that the status is not changed after t. Variable t is expressed
in terms of the local clock at TTP since the TTP is the only entity that makes decisions based on the active-time limit in a way that has an impact on the correctness
of the protocol: if the TTP does not accept recovery requests after a certain time
t", i.e., if the TTP decides that a recovery request came too late, no fairness may be
provided to the party requesting recovery. In practice, however, all parties have to
know the time on TTP's clock in order to agree on the active-time limit as well as to
compute local time-outs within rounds. Hence, a model in which clocks of all parties
are synchronized (i.e., all parties have real-time clocks, and the differences between
all local clocks of honest parties are limited by a constant) is required.
Besides, authors introduced the notion of revocable (e.g., the payment could be
cancelled by the bank even when the order was already transmitted) and yeneratable
items (e.g., the bank could order on behalf of one of its clients, a payment to another
client). In this protocol, the TTP can guarantee strong fairness if the items involved
are either all revocable or all generatable, otherwise weak fairness is achieved.
The resolution process of this protocol, though complete, is not efficient. Having
the TTP observing every exchange between two parties when a problem exists and
if not sufficient, running recovery resolution processes, is not a practical solution for
an application aimed at the Internet.
In [65] Franklin and Tsudik also develop a classification of types of multi-party
fair exchange schemes and present new protocols which assume the presence of a
semitrusted neutral party in ring topologies. A malicious sernitrusted neutral party
must be unable to cheat as long as the other parties remain honest. For achieving
fairness the protocol makes use of a special mathematical function f which allows to
make checks without revealing content. This is similar to the verifiable encryption
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scheme appeared in some approaches [34]. The TTP acts in an in-line manner (i.e.,
it is involved in every exchange) and does not learn about the items exchanged as
well as the topology (it knows it is a ring but does not know the sequence).
In [34], Bao et al. propose a multi-party fair-exchange protocol with a ring topology making use of an off-line TTP. In this protocol, no honest party is left in an
unfair situation no matter how maliciously the dishonest parties behave. Nevertheless, some parties could be excluded from the ring in the exchange (not affecting
however fairness). The main design, which uses a verifiable encryption scheme as
a tool for commitment, is linear with respect to the number of rounds (2n rounds)
and the TTP needs to contact the originator of the protocol. This makes efficiency
an important issue to be improved. In fact, two main improvements are proposed
for enhancing efficiency; reducing the number of sequential rounds and avoiding the
contact of the TTP with the initiator of the protocol. In [69], Markowitch et. al
improve the protocol such that participants only need to trust the TTP (and riot
the initiator). Moreover, under certain circumstances, if there are participants excluded from the exchange, they can prove that a problem occurred to an external
adjudicator.
Markowitch tackles the exclusion-freeness property in multi-party fair exchange
protocols one year later in [70]. This time, they demonstrate the exclusion problem in
Franklin and Tsudik's protocol; a protocol with on-line TTP. They provide a formal
definition of the exclusion-freeness property and propose a multi-party fair exchange
protocol with on-line TTP which respects the strongest definition of the property
defined.
In [91], authors propose a protocol for multi-party fair exchange with a ring
topology. Although it is not optimal, it presents an extensive complexity study with
respect to [29]. The protocol consists in 3 phases in which a matrix of elements are
exchanged from the initiator to the next party in the ring (the sequence is predefined).
Upon receiving the message, each party checks it and pulls out the information components destined to it from the matrix. It may load the next sequenced components
into the matrix with regard to the accepted components at this point. The TTP
participates in the exchange in abnormal cases. The TTP tries to recover from the
abnormality by observing and controlling all the transferred messages. In those cases
each message from a party to the next party is not transmitted directly but relayed
by the TTP.
With this approach, the protocol achieves an messages in the best case and 7m
in the worst. It compares with the mesh topology proposed by Asokan in which
4n(n — 1) messages are needed in the best case and 8n 2 — n — 10 in the worst. Even
so, time complexity increases because the ring needs 0(n 2 ) rounds (for distributing
all the 3n messages) while the mesh topology only needs 0(n) rounds for distributing
all messages. Nevertheless, more precise protocols for multi-party fair exchange with
ring topology exist as depicted previously and despite of the large study, property
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definitions are not very accurate in this work.

2. 1. 2. 2 Multi Party Contract Signing
A particular application of multi-party fair-exchange protocols is MPCS; although
MPCS protocols can also be used to design multi-party fair exchange protocols when
the signed contract is used as evidence verifiable commit which preserves fairness in
the exchange. In [27], Asokan et al. propose the first optimistic MPCS for synchronous networks. Assuming that the TTP is not corrupted, in the all-honest case only
two rounds of communication are needed. In the first round, each party who wishes
to sign the contract broadcasts a signed "promise to sign". In the second round,
each party who receives all n promises from the previous round signs the contract
and broadcasts its real signature. Obviously, this works if all parties wish to sign.
If at least one party does not wish to sign, it will not send the signed promise, and
thus no party will sign in round 2.
If some party cheats, two more rounds are added to the protocol, such that
everybody who has n signed promises from round 1 can get them converted into
a valid contract by the TTP. If the TTP issues an affidavit, it broadcasts it to all
parties in round 4. Thus, each party who did not receive all n promises in round 1
waits until round 4. If it receives an affidavit from the TTP, the decision is signed,
otherwise failed. On asynchronous networks, the last "otherwise" would not be
effective, since a party could not decide whether an affidavit was not sent, or just
not delivered yet. In fact, due to this synchronicity, termination of the protocol is
ensured by the network itself in a fixed number of rounds (4 in the all-honest case
and 6 in the worst case). Using this protocol as a building block, Asokan et al.
designed a generic multi-party fair exchange and a multi-party certified electronic
mail protocol (see next section for further reference).
-

-

-

In [38], the first optimistic MPCS for asynchronous networks is presented. Again,
assuming that the TTP is not corrupted, n + 4 rounds of communication and 0(n 2 )
messages are needed in the worst case, taking into account that the number of dishonest parties is not known a priori. It consists of n + 1 rounds. In round 1 each
party that starts with sign signs a "promise" to sign the contract and broadcasts
this promise. In each subsequent round each party collects all signatures from the
previous round, countersigns this set of T1, signatures, and broadcasts it. The result of
the (n+1)-nd round becomes the real contract. Three additional rounds are needed
if the TTP is contacted.
A party who becomes tired of waiting for some signatures in some round (i.e.,
there is a local timeout) can call the third party. The TTP analyzes the situation
and decides either failed or signed: if the first request received comes from a party
in the first round, then the TTP must decide failed (the TTP cannot know whether
some parties might have started the protocol with reject). If the TTP receives a
request from a party in the last round, then the TTP must decide signed because
other parties might already have the signed contract. Besides, if the TTP receives
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multiple requests somewhere in the middle between the first and the last round, the
TTP might have to change the decision from failed to signed.
The problem is that the TTP can do this only if all parties that received failed
before are probably dishonest. Therefore, the TTP needs n + 1 rounds in order to
check this behavior. If dishonest parties call the TTP one after the other starting
with round 1 then first request must be answered with failed, as already explained.
After that, for i 3 >2, the request by party i shows that party i — 2 to first party are
all dishonest: party i calling in round i means that it has seen all messages of round
i — 1, because otherwise, party i would have called the TTP already then. Those
include messages from party i — 2 to the first one, which could not exist if those
would have stopped in round i — 2 to the first, as supposed. Thus, whenever the
TTP receives a request for a certain round i, i > 2, such that it has not answered
a request for round i — 1 yet, then it can safely switch from failed to signed (since
parties who previously obtained failed token are clearly dishonest).
As a consequence of the number of rounds, asynchronous timeliness is achieved;
i.e., no deadlines are used and each party can finish the protocol when desired. Using
this protocol as a building block, Waidner et al. designed a scheme which provides
fairness to any general secure multi-party function evaluation protocol. These protocols allow several users to calculate the output of a function f without revealing
to the rest of participants their inputs. With the added fairness, dishonest parties
have no advantage over the honest parties in learning the function outcome (basically
composing this outcome in such a manner that a signed contract protocol is used for
exchanging one of the components needed for learning the other component which is
the real function output).

In [66], the authors construct a general multi-party optimistic asynchronous
contract-singing protocol which requires 0(n 3 ) messages in 0(n 2 ) rounds. The protocol is also abuse-free, meaning that at no point can a participant prove to others
that he is capable of choosing whether to validate or invalidate the contract. This is
the first abuse-free optimistic contract-signing protocol that was developed for ri> 2
parties. They also showed a linear lower bound of n rounds of any n-party optimistic
contract-signing protocol.
For this purpose, a crypto tool denominated Private Contract Signature (PCS)
is used. Upon receiving a PCS, a party convinces himself of its validity, but cannot
convince anybody else, and he also knows that the TTP appointed by the signatory
can convert it into a regular (self-authenticating) signature. The full formal definition
described in [66] presents invisibility; i.e., no one can determine if a conversion was
performed by the original signer or the TTP. This, of course, allows the TTP to be
transparent.
The protocol is designed as a recursive algorithm. In a recursive manner, parties engaged in the multi-party contract signing protocol exchange different level
3i

establishes the order of rounds and a party i is the party requesting the TTP in round i.
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promises. For i participants P1 through Pi to sign a contract, Pi indicates its willingness to sign the contract to P1 through Pi _ 1 , then participants P1 through Pi _ 1 come
to an agreement about the contract (with promises, not signatures), letting P i know
about this (again with promises). Then, all participants exchange promises to sign
the contract. Only when all recursive levels are finished do the participants exchange
signatures on a contract. This process takes 0(n(n — 1)) rounds. Party Pi can abort
the protocol when waiting for recursive level i — 1 to finish and resolve in the rest of
rounds. The TTP attends these requests and can change from cancel to finished
state (and never viceversa) following a similar criteria as the one explained in [38].
Nevertheless, the more important contribution of this work is not the protocol
itself, which is rather complicated and not optimal, but the theorem presented at
the end of the paper:
Any complete and optimistic asynchronous contract-signing protocol with
n participants requires at least n rounds in an optimistic run.

Describing the theorem, Garay et al. stated that "..for each party Pi out of n,
when it sends a message that can be used (together with other information) by other
entities to obtain a valid contract, as the protocol is fair, it must have received in a
previous round, a message from the rest of participants in order to be able to get a
valid contract too, no matter how others behave (probably with TTP's help)". By
an inductive argument, they showed the number of rounds is at least n.
We found another argument which, perhaps, better explains the theorem stated
above from a more practical point of view. Bearing in mind the technical requirements for fulfillment of fairness in an asynchronous contract signing protocol, we
base our argument in the number of rounds a TTP needs to determine whether a
party is misbehaving when requesting resolution (i.e., it requests cancel to the TTP
but continues the main protocol):
The TTP cannot determine whether a party is misbehaving until round =
round,„„ ent + 1, since the TTP needs to wait to the next round to see
whether this entity cheated and continued the protocol. That means, if
n — 1 dishonest parties exist in the worst case, and each of them requests
TTP's cancel sub-protocol in a different round, n rounds are the minimum
required to satisfy fairness in an asynchronous optimistic contract signing

protocol.
This is the argument used by other solutions to reduce the number of rounds and
steps when the number of dishonest parties t, is limited and known a priori.
This is the case of [37]. Assuming t, the protocols presented achieve an improvement in comparison with the state of the art. The number of rounds is reduced from
0(t) to 0(1) for all n > 2t + 1, and for n < 2f + 1, it grows slowly compared with
numbers of rounds in 0(t): If tk+1 then number of rounds 2k. Nevertheless,
in the worst case (t = ri — 1), the number of rounds is (obviously) still t + 2 = n, +1.
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From the theoretical field, the main unrealistic assumption of this work is assuming
a known a priori set of dishonest parties. Anyhow, from a practical point of view,
these could be protocols with a determined tolerance which could work in real applications in which parties assume the risk on the limited number of dishonest parties
(specially in relative trust environments). Furthermore, these protocols could be
used in combination with others, such that they are used when at least 1/2 of the
participating entities have previously demonstrated their well behavior, and thus,
taking advantage of its better efficiency. As these protocols use a threshold, we will
refer to them in the rest of this dissertation as threshold protocols.
In [62], Ferrer et al. propose an optimistic contract signing protocol which nevertheless is flawed as it will be analyzed in chapter 4.3. It is so because it tries to
overcome the previous theorem reducing the number of rounds to a constant number.
There exist also MPCS protocols based on a probabilistic approach. In [40],
Ben-Or et al. presented an optimistic contract signing protocol which is said to be
(/), c)-fair if for any contract C, when signer A follows the protocol properly, if the
probability that signer B is privileged to validate the contract with TTP's help is
greater than v, the conditional probability that "A is not privileged", given that "B
is privileged", is at most e.

2. 1. 2. 3 Composition of Secure Multi-Party Protocols
When research in multi-party protocols is conducted, there is another important issue to be taken into account: Composition of Secure Multi-Party Protocols. In [97],
it is demonstrated that obtaining security under (even rather weak notions of) composition can be strictly harder that the stand-alone execution of the protocols. That
is, interactions between different executions of the same multi-party protocol more
often reduce security. MNR protocols themselves need to be studied to see how different executions interact with each other and how it affects security. For instance,
MNR protocols might make use of multi-party primitives as broadcasts, and it has
been demonstrated that it is impossible to achieve broadcast if a third or more of the
parties are corrupted. And this is under parallel self-composition, which is weaker
than the concurrent self-composition we foresee for MNR protocols.
A protocol is said to self compose if it remains secure when it alone is executed
many times in a network. It is parallel self-composed if all executions begin at
the same time and proceed at the same rate (i.e., in a synchronous fashion). It is
concurrent self-composed if several executions of the same protocol start and finish in
an arbitrary way or determined by the adversary (i.e., in an asynchronous fashion).
Nevertheless, composition of secure multi-party protocols is a large area of research out of the scope of this dissertation. Furthermore, we can base the design of
our protocols in the fact that Universal Composition (UC) protocols can be achieved
if a reference string is used in the composition (i.e. a setup phase). Thus, we assume this setup phase for allowing the composition of our multi-party protocols,
even though we do not raise this issue any more. As an example, in this setup phase,
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transaction identifiers (or labels) have to be perfectly defined in order to distinguish
among different executions of the same protocol and participants must be aware of
not being engaged in an exchange in which it has been already participating. Details
for protocols for UC realizing any multi-party functionality in the common reference
string model can be found in Chapter 4 in [97].
Remark: Including the common reference model and thus a setup phase for secure
composition of our multi-party protocols means the exclusion problem appears. Nevertheless, and as it occurs in barter applications, in MNR protocols there is not exchange
of a priori known items or promises. That is, the recipient does not know from what
it has been excluded from and thus, the exclusion-freeness looses the importance it
has in fair exchange or contract signing protocols.

2.2 Description of the 1-N MNR problem and state
of the art
Several applications, as email and rnulticast of content in general, present a 1-N
topology. In some of these applications, the originator sends a message which should
not be revealed unless the recipients confirmed its reception.
Let us define what is our view of a 1-N MNR scenario:
Definition 2.2.1. A 1-N MNR application is an instantiation of the general MNR
problem; one entity 0 is willing to send a (several) message(s) to a set of recipients
R such that a subset S C R obtain the message and an evidence of origin if and only
if they sent an evidence of receipt. This topology is found in different transactions
(with multicast) done in the Internet.
Kremer et al. proposed generalizations of two protocols: one based on the on-line
approach and the another based on an optimistic approach (also known as with offline TTP). For both of them, the originator sends an initial commitment (message
encrypted with key k) and once a group of recipients reply to this commitment it
sends the message to which it was committed to ( i.e. it sends the key k which
allows the recipients to decipher the expected message) and waits for evidence of
receipt. As the same message is distributed, only one key needs to be distributed to
those recipients which replied, and a group encryption scheme based on the Chinese
Reminder Theorem is used for this purpose [48].
The on-line based approach uses the TTP in a light-weight manner to distribute
the key for each execution of the protocol. In this way, the originator submits the
key together with an evidence of submission and the TTP publishes this key along
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with its final signature needed by all entities to complete their evidence. As explained
before, only those who behaved correctly can decipher the key and, thus, the message.
In the optimistic approach, and if no exception arises, the TTP does not take part.
Otherwise, entities can recover the protocol if needed after a deadline fixed by the
originator with respect to the TTP clock. The originator will contact the TTP when
not receiving final evidence from recipients to which it sent the key. Recipients will
contact the TTP when not receiving the key while having sent evidence of receipt of
the commitment. Once the TTP is contacted for resolving the protocol, and assuming
it happens after the fixed deadline, the TTP needs to access an originator database
in which recipients who replied are marked. The originator needs to be notified of
TTP's successful access and stop immediately the main protocol. Of course authors
assume that the channel between originator and TTP is bidirectionally resilient.
If TTP receives all necessary information, it sends evidence of confirmation to all
entities, which substitute evidence not received (maybe due to a channel failure) by
participating entities. They showed that the improvement with respect to ri parallel
executions of a two-party non-repudiation protocol is in terms of number of messages
as well as number of needed digital signatures.
For multi-party certified e-mail applications, different protocols can also be found.
Asokan et al. instantiated (and optimized some steps) their generic multi-party fair
exchange explained in previous section to design a reliable broadcast application.
Besides, Asokan et. al presented an optimistic multi-party certified e-mail protocol
as an application of an MPCS protocol presented in [27]. That is, the MPCS protocol
is used as a building block. The block can be asynchronous or synchronous depending
on the type of network the certified email application is running on. It follows the
following schema:
1. The sender prepares the message M and tid (a transaction id) to be sent to all
the recipients encrypting it with TTP's public key. This cipher = ETT p(M tid)
turns out to be a contract to be signed by all parties.
2. All participants sign the contract using the MPCS building block and tid as the
contract signing transaction identifier. Only if the final decision of the signing
process is signed the protocol continues. The signed contract will be the receipt
for the sender.

3. The sender sends to all the recipients the cleartext mail M. If any of the recipients does riot receive this message, it contacts the TTP sending the signed contract (tid, cipher). The TTP checks the consistency of tid decrypting cipher. If
the contract is valid and decryption succeeds then the TTP signs the cleartext
M for the recipient, otherwise it signs a null message.
In the original paper, it can be found the proof based on demonstrating two
properties: no information is leaked on M unless the sender has a receipt. And the
sender cannot get a receipt without revealing M. In this work, Asokan et al. also
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define other possible types of multi-party certified e-mail applications with manyto-one and mesh topologies. All of them can be solved following the same schema
described above.
The only apparent difference with respect to the general MNR protocols described
in previous section is that, as authors indicated, honest recipients should receive the
message even if some dishonest parties do not follow the protocol correctly and
thus the MPCS block outputs failed. The main privacy problem of this solution
is that since it uses a MPCS as a building block, each recipient can identify the
rest of addressees in the protocol (unless only the sender can verify signatures from
recipients, which is not possible by definition of MPCS).
With this in mind, Ferrer et al. presented a realistic protocol for multi-party
certified electronic mail in [63] which can be seen as an instantiation of a MNR
service. If we compare this protocol with Kremer's optimistic proposition already
discussed, the former is more efficient (only 3 steps in the main exchange which
will be the only one executed in the majority of executions) and solves some of the
problems found in the latter one as identified in next section.
In this protocol the sender commits itself to the message, and sends the necessary
information (encrypted with TTP's public key) to open this commitment together
with evidence of origin. Then, honest recipients send evidence of receipt and finally
the sender open the commitment and sends the required evidence for those recipients
who replied. With respect to the MNR properties, the protocol is efficient, can be
timely terminated thanks to the existence of two sub-protocols (cancel and finish)
and defines a sufficient dispute resolution process. Besides, the TTP behavior is
verifiable (unless colluding with other entity, the TTP can not misbehave without
being discovered).
If the sender does not get some receipts from some participants, it initiates a
cancel sub-protocol in which those recipients are included in a cancelled set if they
did not finish the protocol yet. On the other hand, if some recipients do not receive
step 3 of the main exchange protocol, they contact the TTP in order to finish it, and
those who have not been cancelled yet by the sender, receive the key to open the
commitment and therefore, obtain the cleartext message. Otherwise, they receive
a cancel token. In this sub-protocol, recipients need to send their receipts to the
TTP, which will store and forward them to the sender if required (see figure 2.3). A
weakness can be found in the fact that in the dispute resolution process, the arbiter
needs to contact both disputing parties in order to be able to maintain fairness; i.e.,
an entity and its evidence could not be sufficient to prove its claim.
In [96], an agent-based commerce system, ABECOS, is proposed to achieve
over electronic transactions. In this system, three principal entities are
repudiation over
a
identified: buyer, a seller, and a directory agent. The directory agent keeps information about other entities and acts as an intermediary broker that helps an entity
to find other entities or agents that possess certain required capabilities. In this
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set cancel{ }
settlnished=f }
receipt_evidences={}/

Figure 2.3: Ferrer et. al solution for multi-party certified email

scenario, the directory agent is not involved in the non-repudiation activity (see figure 2.4). This motivated us to design a non-repudiation protocol with intermediary
as depicted in 3.2.

information service
Seller agent )

(Directory agent)

Buyer agent

non-repudiation service

Figure 2.4: E-commerce scenario

a brief
Once we have precisely defined the concept of MNR protocols and made

introduction on the related work on the 1-N topology, we extract the problems and
face the improvements needed to maintain the properties defined.
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2.3 General contribution of this thesis to the Multi-

party problem
After presenting arid analyzing the state of the art, here we present sorne of the
general and specific (or application-oriented) problems we found and aim at solving.
The general problems which motivate us are:
• Efficiency. Some of the protocols are subject of being improved, either at
the number of rounds, messages or crypto operations. We find this is a very
important issue, since non-repudiation will be an added security service for a
multi-party protocol which per se needs several communication messages and
thus, time. Entities will judge efficiency as a discriminating parameter. For
such a reason we provide and implement a simple simulation model which gives
us the possibility of obtaining time values once the parameters depending on
time in the protocol are instantiated.
Also, part of this aim is to remove the TTP's responsibility of distributing
final evidence when possible. This also allows us to relax channel requirements
between users and TTP. Though it is not desirable for asynchronous timeliness
purposes, it is more practical if a deadline time is established and users are held
responsible of accessing required evidence. The use of deadlines is something
practical and widely used in nowadays digital transactions.
• Collusions. With the participation of multiple entities, the probability of collusion among them is higher. Recipients could collude for getting the message
without sending a receipt in a certified email application or some signatories
may also misbehave for getting a signature over a contract while others do not.
Collusion among participants may have an impact on fairness or simply exclude
some users from the protocol. This type of misbehaving pattern is riot possible
in two-party environments. All this needs to be solved when specifying our new
designs. However, sometimes, it might be needed to assume that some collusions are not possible in order to improve efficiency and viability. Occasionally,
agreement among participants may be of help for threshold solutions.
• Selective receipts. This problem appears in the 1-N topology when not all
receipts are a prerequisite for successfully completing a protocol run with the
rest of recipients. In this case, confidentiality becomes an integral property of
the protocol and needs to be guaranteed.
• New structures and group operations. With the presence of a group of recipients
(or originators), messages which are distributed to all of them require to be

structured, and cohEdential when information intended for each participant is
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multicasted. For this, new group operations might be studied and analyzed. At
the same time, evidence must be arranged in the TTP database directory when
it belongs to the same transaction but to different participants. For instance,
the label may be used as a search index and its construction also depends on
the participation of multiple entities.
• Comparisons. Not clear comparisons and efficiency studies are made. And this
become more important as more participants play a part in the protocol. We
have to define a methodology for measurement as well as give clear statement
about the results achieved. Model simulations in order to get approximate time
results help us to realize the costs of introducing MNR protocols in nowadays
multi-party transactions.
• Protocol design. Two main things affect non-repudiation protocol designs.
Firstly, research descriptions are sometimes too simplified 4 , and secondly new
attacks appear everyday and solutions need to be incorporated. The label l
present in most of the non-repudiation protocol designs for identifying each
instance of a protocol is an instance. It has been an, often, abandoned element
and its correct definition is essential for avoiding replay attacks and allowing
the users to properly identify its protocol instance. More examples can be
found in [138] where the protocol presented in [63] is analyzed and different
flaws which affect fairness property can be found.
• Timeliness. It is necessary the design of protocols which do not ensure properties by assumptions on the channels. In all protocol designs a trade-off between
timeliness as a desired property and the hardness of achieving it has to be
studied. If necessary, threshold schemes for achieving a conditional timeliness
property will be designed.

• TTP's verifiability vs. TTP's transparency. These are desirable properties for
all designed protocols but unfortunately it is not possible to achieve both of
them. The reason is that a transparent TTP will not leave proofs of its participation in the protocol and thus, it will riot be possible to verify it intervened
correctly. It is up to us to select the more important property in each case and
whether the selected property is worth the computational load, as it will depend on the final application the multi-party non-repudiation service is applied
to.

The specific problems which motivate us are:
4 Different causes force authors to describe their research ideas and protocols without, often,
realizing that a simple element could open the door for an attack or misunderstandings. Some
of these causes are size restrictions in their communications, tight deadlines, lack of a profound
analysis of their designs, etc.
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• Different messages. As mentioned in 2.2, Markowitch and Kremer proposed a
generalization of the two-party non-repudiation protocol with a 1-N topology.
We further generalize their multi-party non-repudiation protocol such that the
originator is able to send different (customized) messages to multiple recipients,
and more importantly, in an optimistic approach. We will show in chapter 3.1
that there are applications which need this type of interactions, and each of
this interaction should be performed in the same protocol run, thus getting all
the needed evidence and avoiding contacting the TTP several times.
• Online accesses. In the existent optimistic MNR protocol described, the TTP
needs to access back to a public directory maintained by the originator in
order to be able to resolve the protocol. Furthermore, the originator needs to
be notified of TTP's successful access and stop the protocol immediately. This
is a strong requirement, since a DoS attack could be performed such that either
the originator cannot appropriately update the directory or the TTP cannot
access to it when needed. We propose that the TTP which counts with more
resources should maintain this public directory. This is so because a one-way
resilient channel is easier to implement than a bidirectional resilient channel.
That is, assuming that the TTP will eventually access the public directory
maintained by the originator could be a strong assumption.
• Intermediary. We aim at extending the intermediary agent's role for nonrepudiation purposes, thus liberating the originator of the non-repudiation
protocol from part of the computation load to obtain evidence. Since nonrepudiation is an added service and originators will be involved in any case,
outsourcing some tasks of this service, when this is possible and secure, is a
good approach for Internet applications. Furthermore, the security implications of this approach need to be studied as well as a possible extension to
multiple participants.
• Certified Email. It is an added-value service of ordinary email, in which a
sender wants to obtain a receipt from a recipient. We have studied several
multi-party approaches and tried to improve existing solutions with timeliness
and multicasting.

• MPCS. Multi-party Contract Signing protocols need the participation of all
entities and due to its nature (the contract can have a value of millions of
euros), it is very important to ensure fairness, and thus, analyze the different
existing solutions. Nevertheless, efficiency must be also optimized and, when
possible, threshold solutions could exist for contracts that are not of great value
or among participants among which certain kind of trust already exists.
• Related applications. It is necessary to translate all the properties defined and
the protocols designed to real applications in order to study its feasibility and
convenience.
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2.3.1 Model definition
In the first chapter of this thesis, in section 1.4.4, the communication channel properties were explicitly defined. Along the design of the different protocols which appear
in the rest of this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, we assume that channel
among users are unreliable and that the channel with the TTP is resilient. When
possible, only one-way resilient channel is assumed; i.e., the user will eventually contact the TTP but this does not imply that the latter will eventually contact the
user. Although we did define operational channels as well, we will not make use of
them as they make very strong assumptions on the network services and are rather
unrealistic in heterogeneous networks. Two definitions for distinguishing the type of
multi-party protocol are:
Definition 2.3.1. A synchronous protocol is used in synchronous networks in which
there is a limited time for a message to reach its destination (otherwise it has been lost
and the appropriate transport layer manages these events) even if an attack occurs.
Thus, a party can determine that a message has not been sent by other party when this
did not arrive into the limited time. Users' clocks are assumed to be synchronized.
Definition 2.3.2. An asynchronous protocol is used in asynchronous networks in
which there is no limited time for a message to reach its destination. Loss and
unsorted arrival of messages are possible and have to be managed by the protocol
itself Clocks are not assumed to be synchronized among users.
When not using end-to-end communications but multicast, we assume Kremer's
definition in which a multicast is a sending from one entity to a set of entities. This
kind of sending corresponds to a one-to-many communication and not to a one-toany communication (i.e. broadcasting). With respect to the technical infrastructure,
influenced by [91], we assume that the user will be using the standard TCP/IP stack,
being our multi-party protocols located at the application level over security layers
as SSL. An OSI-like protocol stack (see figure 2.5) represents our protocols' location.
In the literature, different protocols make use of different terms we need to unify
this
dissertation. Throughout these solutions, authors use the terms round and
in
step without clearly defining them, which often brings on confusion with respect to
the metric to be used for its efficiency evaluation. For this reason we explicitly define
these terms for multi-party protocols as follows:
• Round is understood as the existing time slot in which messages are distributed

in synchronous networks. In asynchronous networks, the entities need to wait a
local time before going to the next round (this local time can also be triggered
when previous round is completed).
• Step refers to the action of sending or receiving a message. It is the operation

performed by a participating entity. Each round means one step (when all the
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messages from all entities are distributed or multicasted in the same time slot,
usually in matrix topologies) or several (when messages from the same round
are distributed from one entity to another, usually in ring topologies).
It has to be noted that there is some confusion in the literature analyzed with
respect to the term 'round'. Some authors explain that when next message to be sent
depends on the previous one, then the protocol goes into a different round. But we
claim two different cases can be found (1) message to be sent depends on the previous
one because the entity needs to compute/verify it before sending the next one or (2)
message to be sent depends on the previous one because there is a distribution order
to be respected (as on ring topologies). We consider a round occurs in case (1).

Contract signing, Web access

Security Layer

SSL

Network Layer

IP

User
system

Figure 2.5: Layered Architecture of Non-Repudiation protocols

2.3.2 Cryptographic primitives
Let us transcribe contextual definitions for the cryptographic primitives and concepts which appear throughout this thesis in the design of the different multi-party
protocols. Note that better and more precise definitions could be found in general
cryptography studies [106].
Definition 2.3.3. A symmetric encryption scheme is an encryption scheme where
the deciphering key can be derived from the ciphering key using a polynomial time
(with respect to the key length) algorithm. This implies that both the ciphering and
the deciphering keys have to remain secret [941.
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Candidates for its use in implementations are DES [60] 5 (and its variants) and
the new standard for symmetric encryption AES [61].
Definition 2.3.4. An asymmetric encryption scheme is an encryption scheme where
no polynomial time (with respect to the key length) algorithm able to derive the deciphering key from the ciphering key exists. The ciphering key can be public and
the deciphering key (also known as private) has to remain secret /94 .1. When possible a deterministic asymmetric encryption algorithm will be used. Otherwise, if a
non-deterministic algorithm is used (e.g. EIGamal cryptosystem 1541), either verifier
would need assistance, or the originator of the encryption should provide the verifier
with the random seed used in encryption.
To prevent attacks on the resulting ciphertext, the encryption scheme should
provide non-malleability, i.e. it should be impossible to modify this ciphertext to
construct a different meaningful related ciphertext.
Definition 2.3.5. A label 1 is a bit string which uniquely identifies a protocol instance. It must contain all necessary information for avoiding replay attacks.
Definition 2.3.6. A hash function h() is a deterministic function which maps a bit
string of an arbitrary length to a hashed value which is a bit string of fixed length.
Properties which are assumed to hash functions used throughout this document are:
(1) collision resistance; i.e., it is computationally infeasible to find two inputs x, y
with x y such that h(x) = h(y), (2) preimage resistance; i.e., given a hashed value
h, it should be computationally infeasible to find an input string x such that h = h(x)
and (3) practical efficiency; i.e., given input string x, the computation of h(x) can
be done in time bounded by a small-degree polynomial in the size of x /99.1.
Definition 2.3.7. A digital signature scheme is the main tool for providing evidence
in a non-repudiation protocol. S p(X) is the signature of entity P over the message
X. The receiver of this signature maintains proof of origin and data integrity of the
message. It serves as evidence that a determined transaction (in which message X is
sent) occurred. As many digital signature schemes exist, unless otherwise stated, we
assume the use of an asymmetric scheme (with public and private keys) as RSA [99,

p. 309] .
For the definition of interactions among parties, the following notation will be
used:
- x, y : concatenation of messages x and y
- Up

:

public key of a user P in an asymmetric (encryption or signature) scheme

- Sp(X) : digital signature of user P over message X
- EK (X) : symmetric encryption of message X with key K
5 Withdrawn

May 19, 2005.
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- Ep(X) or E(X): asymmetric encryption of message X with P's public key
- h(X) : one-way hash function over a message X
- f : a flag indicating the purpose of a message
entity 0 sends a message to entity P
P : entity 0 fetches a message from entity P
R : entity 0 multicasts a message to a set of entities R
With respect to the threat model we assume a strong attacker. The Dolev-Yao
threat model has become a standard for crypto protocols, and it is implicitly applied
to protocols presented in the state-of-the-art sections. Nevertheless, we consider that
the threat model must be defined explicitly beforehand, such that analysts can know
a priori what an attacker can do. It formalizes the following attacks:
• An attacker can intercept messages transmitted between hosts.
• An attacker can parse any message comprising separately encrypted fields, and
the attacker can extract the separate fields.
• An attacker can decrypt a message or field if and only if that attacker has
previously obtained the appropriate encryption key.
• An attacker can construct and send new messages using information intercepted
from old messages.
The first three elements characterize passive attacks; the fourth element exemplifies an active attack. We concede more power to the attacker, since by definition,
such an attacker in a non-repudiation protocol is usually a user participating in the
protocol. That is, it is authenticated as a legitimate user and thus, it can do whatever
other user can.
Independently of the threat model, other security problems will not be addressed
in this thesis (at most, mentioned when by context is needed to emphasize the existence of a different security problem as a consequence of our design), as there exists
multiple works addressing other aspects of security in depth. One of this examples
is denial-of-service attacks which will not be treated here, and which are possible
as long as users need to access a directory in the network. This corresponds to the
Availability service as defined in [83] and mentioned in the first chapter.
Another security threat worth to mention is the user's code integrity when executing software which implements the non-repudiation layer. Of course, this problem
is general to software and will not be treated in this dissertation. We will assume that
the honest user's software executes only the code in order to implement the protocol.
Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that this kind of threats could turn
out into computer crashes when the user is executing the protocol. The computer is,
from an abstract point of view, the extreme of the communication channel. Therefore, considering that a computer might crash while executing a non-repudiation
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protocol is equivalent to consider channel failure; that is, we will deal with users'
computer crash-tolerance by means of the channel properties. Obviously, and as
we will see later, it is easier to design protocols when assumptions on the channels
(crash-tolerance) are relaxed.
Note that in every case, in order to support computer crashes or channel failures,
logging messages received needs to be supported for recovering from undesired situations. If this is implemented so in our protocols, fault-tolerance will be in a very
general way provided as well. If deadlines are fixed at startup, time for crash and
failure recoveries needs to be allocated or otherwise fairness cannot be ensured. For
a better understanding of which are the protocol requirements and changes when
converted to crash-tolerant protocols, see [59]. As authors explain, a countermeasure
against non-repudiation user's code tampering is the use of smartcards.
On the other hand, the TTP is assumed to be reliable and secure against intrusions and Trojan horse attacks, thus not being vulnerable to crashes. When it is
vulnerable to crashes and the protocol is designed such that TTP's verifiability is
provided, the rest of participants are assumed to behave honestly.
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CHAPTER

3

New Design Approaches for MNR

We have stressed non-repudiation features as an ITIJ standardized service into ecommerce and Internet applications. Once we realize that several applications, as for
instance notification systems and contract signing scenarios, need the participation
of several entities, we targeted our research towards multi-party non-repudiation
protocols. After studying the existing solutions and isolating the main general and
specific drawbacks in previous chapter, we focus on coming out with new approaches
with one principle design: efficiency.
In this chapter we give a deep explanation on our work done in general MNR
protocols. We extend an existing MNR protocol to allow an originator to send
customized messages to many recipients in a single transaction. This protocol uses a
light-weight on-line TTP in every transaction. However, there are situations in which
the final entities could be willing to launch a non-repudiation protocol without the
TTP's assistance unless an error or channel failure occurs. For these situations,
we design an optimistic protocol that uses only three steps in its main protocol.
The performance of our protocols with enhanced functionalities is still promising in
comparison with existing multi-party non-repudiation protocols.
But, in some applications, efficiency needs to be traded-off with functionality.
With this design principle in mind, we tackle the area of non-repudiation services
in which an intermediary or agent is involved. We demonstrate the advantages for
end users in the use of an intermediary service on reducing the evidence storage
requirements and gathering different recipients.
In the design of these new non-repudiation protocols, we introduce parameters
whose values are not easy to specify, and some of those parameters are directly
related to the TTP operation. So, we explore an event-oriented simulation model for
determining estimations on these parameters. At the same time, the implementation
and tests done serve as a proof-of-concept.
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3.1 MNR protocol with different messages
As stated in previous chapter, Kremer et al. presented the only generalization on nonrepudiation protocols to the multi-party case in which a message can be multicasted
to several recipients. In that way no personal and confidential messages can be sent
to these parties without loss of privacy. In this section we propose new solutions'. We
also discuss the group encryption cryptographic tool used in the protocols described.

3.1.1 On-line MNR protocol with distribution of several messages
Sending (same or different) messages to several recipients could mean a single transaction in a specific application. Therefore, it would be better to store the same key
and evidence in the TTP record for every protocol run. In those types of applications, the storage and computation requirements of the TTP are reduced and it will
be easy to distinguish between different transactions, regardless of how many entities are involved. An example application which can get advantage of these kind of
security protocols are the notification systems. These systems notify different users
with customized messages and need evidence of having notified them (e.g., a paper
acceptance notification system for scientific conferences).
Some useful notation in the protocol description which appears throughout this
chapter is as follows:
- O : an originator

- R : set of intended recipients
- R' : subset of R that replied to 0 with the evidence of receipt
: message being sent from 0 to a recipient Ri E R
- n : random value generated by 0
- v i = Eu R , (n i ) : encryption of n i with R i 's public key
- k : key being selected by 0
- ki = k xor n i : a key for Ri

- c i = Eki (Mi ) : encrypted message for Ri with key ki
- / i = h(0, R, TT P, h(ci ), h(k)) : label' of message A
'The work in this section has been partially published in [1121.
There might be a potential attack [711 when the label 1 is constructed as h(m, k) in the early
literature, so we make the label unique in each run and verifiable by any party. Note that the labels
can be computed off-line.
2
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Figure 3.1: Protocol with different messages

- L' : labels of all the messages sent to R'
- t : a timeout chosen by 0, before which the TTP has to publish some information
-

(k) : a group encryption scheme that encrypts k for the group R' (see
section 3.1.3 for further details)

- E00, = So ( f coo, Ra , TT P, l, t, v
- EOR, =

eor, O, TT P, l„ t,

,

UR,

ci ) : evidence of origin for R,

: evidence of receipt from R,

- Sub k = So (f sub, R', L' ,t, E R,(k)) : evidence of submission of the key to the
TTP
- Con k = STTp(f con, O, R', L' ,t, E R , (k)) : evidence of confirmation of the key
by the TTP
In this extension, the use of the same key for all users creates a new problem that
did not appear in Kremer's online multi-party non-repudiation protocol. Because
messages are different, when the same key k is used for encryption, and after the
key k is published, any recipient will be able to read the messages addressed to
the other recipients (by eavesdropping the messages that are transmitted between
0 and R). More importantly, I?„, could get ci in the initial steps of the protocol and
quit. Then, colluding with any other party and getting the unique key k, it could
decrypt ca without providing any evidence of receipt. These problems are solved in
our extended multi-party non-repudiation protocol, introducing some extra cost for
the extended functionality over [92].
3. 1. 1. 1 Protocol
Here, we describe the protocol (see figure 3.1, where a dotted line indicates a
fetch operation).
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1. 0 —R

f eoo, Ri , TT P, h(k), t, un,, vi, E00, for each Ri E R

2. R, —4 O: f eor, 0, I EORi where Ri E R
,

3. 0 —> TT P : f sub, R' , L' ,t, E R/

S k

TT P : f con, 0, R', L', E RI (k) , Con k

4. 0

5. /riTT P : f con, 0, R', L', E R ,(k), Con k where R'i E R'
The protocol works in the following way.
Step 1: 0 sends to every Ri evidence of origin corresponding to the encrypted
message c together with vi . In this way, 0 distributes IR 1 messages in a batch
operation and each R i gets the encrypted message as well as n i . 0 selects the
intended public key u Ri being used in the encryption of n i . If R i disagrees (i.e.,
its authentication digital certificate has expired or been revoked), it should stop the
protocol at this step. There is no breach of fairness if the protocol stops at step 1
because ci cannot be obtained without key k, and it cannot be derived from message
1.
Step 2: Sorne entities (or all of them) send evidence of receipt of ci back to
0 after checking evidence and labels. Again, there is no breach of fairness if the
protocol stops.
Step 3: 0 sends k and Sub k to the TTP in exchange for Con k . The key k is
encrypted using a group encryption scheme where the group of users is R'. Hence,
only those entities belonging to R' will be able to decrypt and extract the key. Alike,
0 will obtain evidence only for the recipients included in the set R' that submits to
the TTP. Note that, in this way, 0 can exclude sorne recipients which replied, but
fairness is maintained.
Before confirming the key, the TTP checks that:
,

- IR'l = IL' 1 holds
- current time < t

- (R, E R') A (ii E L')
Step 4: 0 fetches Con k from the TTP and saves it as evidence to prove that k
is available to R'.
Step 5: Each R i fetches ER ,(k) and Con k from the TTP. They will obtain k,
by computing k xor n i . Also, they save Con k as evidence to prove that k originated
from O.
At the end of the protocol, if successful, the participants get the following evidence:

• NRO for honest recipient i: E00 i ,Con k
• NRR for originator 0: EOR i ,Con k for all honest recipients i E R'
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Even though 0 can send a different deadline time t, this is not an interesting
option for it. This behavior will not affect fairness, since Con k will not match with the
rest of evidence obtained; i.e., no party will obtain valid evidence and the recipients
could learn the message.

3. 1. 1. 2 Dispute Resolution
Two kinds of disputes can arise: repudiation of origin and repudiation of receipt.
Repudiation of origin arises when a recipient Ri claims having received a message
A from an originator 0 who denies having sent it. Repudiation of receipt arises
when the originator 0 claims having sent a message A to a recipient Ri who denies
having received it.
Repudiation of Origin. If 0 denies sending A, Ri can present evidence EGO,
and Conk plus (TT P, t, u v i , k, E (k) Mi , R' , L') to the arbitrator. The arbitrator will check:

- v i = Eu R ,(ni)
k i = k xor n i
ci = Ek,(Mi)
= h(0, R, TT P,h(ci ),h(k)) A l E L'
O's signature E00 i
TTP's signature Conk
Repudiation of Receipt. If Ri denies receiving A, 0 can present evidence
EOR i and Conk plus (TT P,t,uR,,vi, ci, ni, ER/(k), 1=11 , L') to the arbitrator.
The arbitrator will check:

- Ri E

- vi = Etor4 (n i )
- k = k xor n i
- c = Ek,(Mi)
- 1 = h(0, R, TT P, h(ci ), h(k)) A li E L'

- Ri 's signature EOR i
- TTP's signature Conk

3. 1. 1. 3 Efficiency
This protocol uses an on-line TTP which intervenes in every execution in a lightweight manner. We compare our approach with the one where an n-instance of a
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two-party protocol [134] is used in order to send messages to the intended parties.
The efficiency of the three principal entities participating in the protocol is analyzed,
using an operation comparison. For this comparison we will use the following basic
operations:
- signature generation and verification
- generation of random numbers
- asymmetric encryption and decryption
- store and fetch operation
Depending on which algorithm is chosen for each of these operations, the bit
complexity (as well as the bandwidth requirements) of each of the participating
entities will change, although the relation going between them remains. Furthermore,
the efficiency analysis also depends on how is the group encryption primitive used
along the description of the protocol implemented. We will further analyze this issue
in 3.1.3; for the time being, we will assume the complexity for a group encryption
for n parties is equivalent to the cost of n asymmetric encryption operations.
We denote:

IRI = N
IR'l = N' (with N' <N)
roughly equal
> or < greater or smaller

>> or << much greater or smaller

n-instanced two-party
Evidence of origin E00i

N signatures

Our approach

E00i
N signatures
Generation of ni plus k

Generation of ki
Evidence of submission Subk i
N' signatures
Encrypted key .E.,(ki)

Encrypted key E (k) plus

N' asymmetric encryptions

Eui (n i )
N'+N asymmetric encryptions

N fetches operations of Conk,

One fetch operation of Conk

Subk
1 signature
,

Table 3.1: O's Computation Complexity

Hence we can see in table 3.3 the TTP's efficiency is improved when it is generalized to
multiple entities. Since communicating entities will usually pay for the TTP services,
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n-instanced two-party
Evidence of receipt EORi
Fetch ki and Conk,
Obtain ki
Decrypts E„,, , (k)

Our approach

= EORi
Fetch k and Conk
< Obtain k plus ni
Decrypt E„, , (k)
Decrypt E„ R (n,)

Table 3.2: Rio Computation Complexity

Our approach
n-instanced two-party
Store only one key
Store N' keys
Generation of N' evidences >> Generation of only one evidence Conk
Conk,

Table 3.3: TTP's Computation Complexity

we achieve a more efficient and cheaper TTP service. In addition, we can see in
tables 3.1 and 3.2 that O's efficiency is improved too, while R's is slightly increased.
However, if the originator and the recipients have any kind of previous relation
between them and they all share a secret, then the encryption of n i could be avoided
in each protocol run though it should be still included in evidence. Furthermore,
the asymmetric encryption of n i can be prepared off-line but, on the other hand, the
fetch operations must be performed during the protocol run.

3.1.2 An Optimistic MNR Protocol for Exchange of Different Messages
There is an optimistic approach in non-repudiation protocols where the entities are
likely to behave honestly, thus giving priority to the main protocol and running subprotocols only in case that an exception arises. Here we present an optimistic multiparty non-repudiation protocol based on [63] 3 , and use the same solution described
in the previous section for the privacy of different messages.
Markowitch et al. proposed an optimistic protocol for distribution of the same
message to several parties with a non-transparent TTP. Summarizing the study done
3 The protocol [63] has some security errors as being identified in [133]. Those problems have
been corrected in the design of our new protocol.
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in previous chapter, four steps are required in the main exchange, which is not
optimized. Their protocol also makes use of a pre-defined time constraint, thus
does not achieve asynchronous timeliness. In addition, their protocol employs an
inefficient ftp operation with the originator acting as a server.
Some additional notation in this protocol description is as follows:
= R — R' : a subset of R (in plaintext) with which 0 wants to cancel the
exchange
R" _f inished a subset of R" that have finished the exchange with the finish
sub-protocol
R" _cancelled = R" — R" _f inished : a subset of R" with which the exchange
has been cancelled by the TTP

/ = h(Mi , M2 , k) : label 4 that identifies the protocol run computed as the
hash outcome of the concatenation of every encrypted message plus the key k
(k) : key k encrypted with TTP's public key
E00, = So ( f eoo, R, TT P, k T , 1, vi , UR h(ci )) : evidence of origin for Ri
kT =

,

EO R, =

ear, O, TT P, kT , 1, vi , UR, h(c„)) : evidence of receipt from each

Subk = So( f sub, R', 1, k) : evidence of submission of the key to recipients
Cancel„ q = So (TT P, R", 1) : evidence of request of cancellation issued by the
originator to the TTP

Cancel° = STTp(0 , 1, R", R" _cancelled, C ancel„ q ) : evidence of cancellation
issued by the TTP to the originator
Cance1 R„ = STT p(R i , 1, EO Ri ,Cancel„ q ) : evidence of cancellation issued by
the TTP to R,

Conk = STT p(R i , 1, k) : confirmation evidence of k issued by the TTP

3. I. 2. 1 Protocol
The protocol consists of a main protocol (which will be the only one executed by
the entities in the normal situation) and two sub-protocols: cancel and finish (see
figure 3.2). The TTP is only involved in the sub-protocols in case of any participant's misbehavior or channel failure between the originator and the recipients. Any
participant can initiate the corresponding sub-protocols to terminate a protocol run
at any time without loss of fairness.
The main protocol executed by the final entities is:
4 Note that with the reduction to
not work in our approach.

3 steps in the main protocol, the attack proposed in [71] does
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Main protocol
—

Cancel
Finish

Figure 3.2: Optimistic protocol with different messages

1. 0

Ri : f eoo, R, TT P, kT, 1, v i , UR, c, E00 for each R, E R

2. Ri: Icor, 0 ,l, EORi where R, E R
R' : f sub, 1, E (k) S Ub k
3. 0
In step 1, the originator sends to each recipient its message encrypted with
in
A recipient can derive ki from k and a random number n i which are also sent
this step (in a confidential way). Note that the TTP is included in this step, thus
there is no confusion about which TTP to use in case they have to launch any of the
sub-protocols. The originator picks each receiver's public key. If any recipient does
not want to use such a key (e.g., the correspondent public key certificate has been
revoked), then it stops the protocol. Otherwise, after verifying the data obtained,
the recipient sends to the originator evidence of receipt at step 2, and the originator
sends to the set of recipients who replied after a reasonable amount of time at step
3, the key and evidence of submission of that key, as a second part of evidence of
origin. If 0 did not receive a correct message 2 from some of the recipients R",
may initiate the following cancel sub-protocol:

1'. 0
2'. TT P

TT P : TT P, R" ,1,Cancelre q
FOR (all R i E R")
IF (Ri E R" _f inished) THEN retrieves EO Ri
ELSE appends Ri into R" _cancelled

3'. TT P

: <all retrieved EO Ri > , R" _cancelled, Cancel°

In this case, the originator communicates the TTP its intention of revoking the
protocol with entities contained in R" and for the protocol run labelled 1. After
verifying O's cancel request, the TTP checks which entities previously resolved the
protocol and retrieves their proofs of receipt. The TTP generates an evidence of
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cancellation for the rest of entities and includes everything in a message destined to
the originator. We do not send any information about the message, keys and E00
as [63] does because we use a well-defined label for indexing purposes on the TTP
side.
If some recipient R i did not receive message 3, R, may initiate the following finish
sub-protocol:

1'. RiTT P : TT P, k T , 1, v i ,
2'. TTP

h(c,), E00„ EOR i

: IF (R, E R"_cancelled) THEN R 1, R",Cancel„ q ,Cance1R,
,

ELSE {R i , 1,.Eu ,„ (k),Con k AND
appends Ri into R"_finished and stores EOR, }
The recipient sends to the TTP all the information that it has already got from
the originator along with its evidence of receipt. If this entity does not belong
to the group of entities with which the originator has cancelled the exchange, the
TTP verifies all the information (digital signatures) and decrypts kT , obtaining the
key for the recipient. It also stores EOR i . Note that if the protocol has been
cancelled, it should be impossible for the recipient to cheat the TTP in a way that
the TTP reveals the key k for that protocol run. For such a reason, the TTP
must verify O's signature in the first step and check that / and kT provided by
the recipient fits with the information contained in E00. This becomes above all
important when confidentiality should be provided, since it prevents using the TTP
as a decryption oracle (e.g., a recipient sending in other execution message 1' trying
to get kT decrypted). It also avoids replay attacks as discovered in some optimistic
protocols [123].
Otherwise, the TTP sends a cancellation evidence to the recipient such that the
latter can easily demonstrate to an arbitrator that the exchange was cancelled in
case a dispute arises. This evidence includes the request of cancellation, such that
the TTP's behavior is verifiable while the TTP need not to store all the request
evidences from the originator.
Note that the originator has no interest in sending a subset R" R" when requesting to the TTP for cancellation. If R"D R", then 0 will cancel the exchange with
those Ri CR" —R" that have replied with EOR i . If R"c R", then R i C R"— R"
may invoke the finish sub-protocol below to get the key k but 0 will not obtain
EOR, from the TTP at the above cancel sub-protocol.
At the end of the protocol, if successful, the participants get the following evidence:
• NRO for honest recipient i: E00 1 ,Subk or Conk
• NRR for originator 0: EOR, for all honest recipients i E R'

3. I. 2. 2 Dispute Resolution
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As we have mentioned, two kinds of disputes can arise. Here we further discuss
the rules for their resolution.
Repudiation of Origin. If 0 denies sending A, Ri can present evidence ECG',
and Subk (or Conk) plus (TT P, 1, up, vi, ci, ni, k, kT, Mi) to the arbitrator. The arbitrator will check:

- vi = EuR, (n i )
k i = k xor n i
- c = Eki(Mi)
O's signature on E00 i

O's signature on Subk, or TTP's signature on Conk
Ri is into the signed token Conk or Ri E R' as signed in Subk•
Repudiation of Receipt. If Ri denies receiving A, 0 can present evidence
EOR i plus (TT P, I, uR,, vi, c, n, k, kx , Mi) and (R", R" _cancelled, Cancel o ) if it has.
The arbitrator will check:
,

= EuR, (n i )
- k = k xor n i
- c = Ek(M )
- vi

i

- Ri 's signature on EO
- (TTP's signature on Cancelo) A (R, R" _cancelled)
0 will win the dispute if all the above checks are positive. If all the checks,
but the last, are positive and 0 cannot present evidence Cancel , the arbitrator
must further interrogate R. If the latter cannot present Cance1 R, (or this token
is not properly constructed including Cancel„ q from 0), 0 also wins the dispute.
Otherwise, Ri can repudiate having received the message A.
We can also see that evidence provided by the TTP is self-contained, that is, the
TTP need not to be contacted in case a dispute arises regarding the occurrence or
not of the cancel sub-protocol launched by O. Thus, the TTP is efficiently verifiable.
For instance, if the TTP cheats and distributes evidence of cancellation to Ri when
0 did not cancel the protocol for it, TTP's misbehavior will be visible (either the
cancellation token will not be properly constructed with O's evidence of request
embedded or it will reveal TTP's misconduct since Ri i$ R"). Additionally, it is
important to know that the adjudicator does not need to check that kT = EUTTP (k)
holds.

°

3. I. 2. 8 Protocol Extensions
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Transparent TTP. Our protocol can be modified such that the recipient can
obtain the same evidence of origin even in case it needs to launch the finish subprotocol. For this, we only have to make possible for the TTP to send O's signature
Sub k whenever the recipients try to fetch the key. In this way, external parties will
not be able to distinguish if the recipient launched the finish sub-protocol, since
evidence obtained is the same. It helps to preserve O's reputation in case of channel
failures, and on the other hand also eases the dispute resolution process. We simply
redefine kT as follows:
kT

EUTT P

(k, Subk)

In the finish sub-protocol, the TTP decrypts kT and additionally checks that
Sub k is O's signature on (f sub, R,1, k). If the TTP succeeds in all the checks, then
it provides Sub k to the recipient instead of Con k . Note that in this case, Sub k will
include R because the originator does not know Ri in the first step of the protocol.
Therefore, also the dispute resolution process changes since now the arbiter can just
check that Ri E R in case of repudiation of origin. Nevertheless, this does not damage fairness since the TTP only provides R i with Sub k in the finish protocol if Ri is
correct into E00 i and R i R" _cancelled.
Message Confidentiality. Our protocol has already fulfilled the confidentiality
requirement regarding external attackers. However, if we also want to keep the
message confidential to the TTP, the originator needs to transmit ei to the recipients
in a private way (e.g., via private channel such as SSL).
3. I. 2. Efficiency
This protocol is very efficient in case of a good behavior of the participating entities. In fact, three steps is the minimum 5 number of steps we could reach without
breaking fairness in non-repudiation protocols. Even with multiple recipients for exchange of different messages, it manages to use only one key for evidence distribution,
thus decreasing the computation and verification requirements for the originator and
the TTP. For this new feature, public key encryption arid decryption of temporal
random numbers are the main extra cost added.
It is straightforward to see that this protocol is more efficient than any combination of two-party protocols, since it permits to send different messages in a
confidential way to multiple entities as well as to cancel the protocol for a group of
entities R" in only one run of the cancel sub-protocol.
In addition, this protocol achieves asynchronous timeliness, because each entity
can terminate, if needed, the protocol at any time at their own discretion while
maintaining fairness. Nevertheless, as indicated in 2.3, asynchronous timeliness,
though desirable for users, augments requirements in the channel communication
5 0f

course, this statement doesn't need a demonstration.
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between TTP and users. With the model we assumed, the TTP could setup an
evidence server (e.g., FTP server) such that users participating in the protocol can
access' and retrieve evidence. By policy, there must exist a deadline after which
evidence cannot be retrieved (this deadline can match evidence validity depending
on TTP's storage capacity; see section 3.3 for further considerations). With this
transformation the protocol is adapted with respect to timeliness in a similar way as
the on-line version is.
It seems to us very important to compare this off-line solution with that proposed
by Markowitch et. al even though the latter one did not address multiple messages.
On the other hand, this is the only one we can compare with as an off-line multi-party
non-repudiation protocol. Since the protocol has been already briefly described in
previous chapter, we present here several tables which makes comparison straightforward. For efficiency comparisons, the following measurement units have been taken
into account (when several actions were possible we considered the worst case):
- Public key operations (containing encryption and decryption as well as digital
signature and verification).
- Number of items in the storage.
- Number of steps as the numbers of messages which need to be sent over the
network.

- P as the number of recipients which need to contact the TTP for help arid
succeed.

- N = iRi as the number of participating recipients.
In table 3.4, we can observe that generally and when possible, our protocol improves
Markowitch's version. Note that, for instance, it is not possible to reduce the number
of items the TTP needs to store as a consequence of being different messages and,
thus, different evidence of reception (since we maintain the transparency property
for 0). This storage capacity request could be easily avoided allowing the TTP to
issue an affidavit for finished entities, but then, transparency would be lost. There
is an improvement in the number of steps needed in the main protocol, which fortunately will be the most frequently used, but the cost is the need of rarely having to
interrogate an additional entity in case of disputes.
In table 3.5, we can observe how, in general, our protocol seems to perform worse.
But if we analyze the table, we will discover that this is due to the new functionality
introduced and thus, unavoidable. Specifically, operations of O's main protocol are
augmented in N because the number of different messages to be sent. For the same
reason mentioned in previous paragraph, 0 needs to verify P different evidence of
receipt from honest entities which contacted the TTP for finishing the protocol on
time. For the rest of steps, both protocols perform in a similar way.
6 0nly

with read permissions.
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Our approach

Markowitch's

3

4

2 (finish)
2 (cancel)

2 (if recovered or early)
4 (if not recovered yet)

Async
P+1

Sync

Yes

No

in the inverse direction)

No

Yes

7.Timely drawbacks
8.Transparency

No
Yes

Yes (stop main protocol)
No

1.Number of steps in main protocol
2.Number of steps in sub-protocol

3.Timeliness
4.Items to be stored in the TTP
5.Additional interrogation needed in
the dispute resolution process

1

6.TTP network access (reliability

Table 3.4: General Off-line solution comparison

3.1.3 Further Discussions
The proposed approaches for multi-party non-repudiation protocols considerably improve the number of messages exchanged as well as the amount of evidence collected
by the final entities involved. However, they are the first effort to generalize the
non-repudiation service to multiple entities and messages, and might be reviewed to
further improve their efficiency.

3. I. 3. 1 Group Encryption
Along the description of the protocols presented previously, we have been using

Our approach

1.0's main protocol
2.Ri's main protocol
3.0's cancel/recovery protocol
4.Ri's finish protocol
5.TTP's cancel protocol
6.TTP's finish protocol

4+2P+N
3
2+P (cancel)
2
2 (once)
5

Markowitch's
4+2P
4
1 (recovery)
2

Table 3.5: Public Key Operations comparison

5
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the notation ER,(k) to define an encryption operation over the key k intended for
a group R'. In the multi-party non-repudiation protocol proposed in [92], a group
encryption scheme [48] is used. It is based on a public key encryption scheme and
on the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). As the authors explained, it is efficient
only when the number of users is small, since the time to compute the CRT and
its length (hence transmission time) is proportional to the number of users. This
method is generic because it can use any public key cryptosystem:
Let u R, and T../ R , be the public and private keys of Ri , respectively (where i
corresponds to all parties that belong to R').
Each recipient of R' receives a random integer P > EuR, (k) such that all
Pi are pair-wise relatively prime. (When choosing randomly large primes or
multiplications of distinct primes for example, the probability of obtaining two
numbers that are not relatively primes is negligible.)
0 computes X EuR (k) mod .13 . Because all of P1 are prime integers, using
the CRT, only one solution is obtained from this equation. Hence, ERf(k) X.
Each recipient Ri can obtain k by computing X EuR, (k) mod Pi using her
private key iiR„
From a computational point of view, we know that the CRT is an additional
effort to the encryption with each user's public key. Analyzing the CRT properties
Pi with m the number of
we realize that X can be of the same magnitude as
Besides,
from
the
second
step
above
we
know that Pi > EuR, (k)
users in the group R'.
for every i, so the length of the message distributed to the recipients is still long.
Although it is straightforward to prove that the length of a message M such that
M = M1 M2 • • • Mn (a simple concatenation of messages) with A of the same length
Mn it is also true that P, needs to
is greater than M' such that M' = Mi *
in future encryptions, thus
to
avoid
possible
problems
(k)
uR
be much greater than E
making M and M' approximately of the same size.
As a result, the distribution length improvement of message X with the CRTbased group encryption, if any, is not significant. Furthermore, in that scheme, the
authors assume a model in which each recipient Ri; has already got the random
numbers Pi . However, if we assume that the originator had no prior contact with
the recipients, the random numbers have to be distributed by the originator in each
protocol run', thus losing any possible advantage. For these reasons we remove
the CRT operations and define the group encryption operation as a straightforward
concatenation of public key encryptions to each final recipient as follows:

Fr

M2 * • • •

ER1(k)

,

= E„, i (k), E.,,(k), • • • ,Eu,„,(k)

7 Even if it has to be done in the setup phase for allowing the secure composition of our multiparty protocols.
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Furthermore, the reason proposed by Chiou and Chen for which a group encryption scheme using the CRT is needed instead of a simple concatenation of asymmetric
encryptions is that the latter needs a way for recipients to identify their message and
thus some kind of labels. This would increase the length of the message. Nevertheless, and as analyzed, we do not consider this a sufficient reason for introducing in a
MNR protocol the associated overhead.
With respect to policy requirements, as stated in section 1.4.5, there must exist
a policy document (it could be XML-specified), as well as a policy identifier which
needs to appear in every protocol run. This policy defines algorithms and rules to be
followed by all users. This policy should be agreed in advance by the parties involved
in the service, in the setup phase. We intentionally did not define a policy, because
its elements will depend on the application itself. Nevertheless along the description
of the protocols we identified the different possibilities to be born in mind when
defining the policy.

3.1.4 Optimization based on VPN
Since each topology has its own requirements, our protocols should be adapted to
fulfill these requirements, and moreover, adapted to take advantage of the new features.
Basically, a VPN is a private network that uses a public network (usually the
Internet) to connect remote sites or users together. Instead of using a dedicated
connection such as a leased line, a VPN uses "virtual" connections routed through the
Internet. Remote access to VPNs permits secure, encrypted connections between a
private network and remote users through a third-party service provider (e.g., Virtual
Private Dial-up Network) or between more private networks (e.g., Intranet-based and

Extranet-based VPN).
Inside a VPN, there is typically an AAA (Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting) server that distributes symmetric keys to a user for confidential communications with other users in the VPN. Therefore a sender earl use the symmetric
keys to encrypt the messages for the recipients, and all the encryption operations
with the recipient's public key used in our previous protocols can be replaced. For
example, v i was defined as vi = EuR, (n i ). Now, n i can be sent to each recipient without public key encryption since the channel between a pair of entities is ciphered in
a VPN. This improvement on the computational overhead is applied IR 1 (number of
recipients) times in one protocol run for each public key encryption that we used. In
addition, the group encryption scheme can also be changed to take advantage of the
symmetric keys in the VPN, i.e., E RI (k) = Esk i (k), Esk,(k), • • • , Em(k) where ski
is the key shared between the sender and each recipient. With such an optimization,
efficiency of final entities in our protocols is further improved.
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Of course, this will not be the normal case, because a VPN provides a trusted
network for users who already enjoy some kind of contact and thus, trust. Nevertheless there are specific applications of non-repudiation which are also used and
appropiate for trusted environments; as for instance, CEM (see section 4.1.1 for a
CEM protocol).

3.2 Agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols
Although optimistic approaches are more efficient from a theoretical point of view in
the case of non-repudiation services for payment schemes, on-line approaches could
be desirable. In [87], Jakobsson stated that "practically on-line technique is, in fact,
not a step backwards. This is the case given the current trend in banking, suggesting
that only on-line payment schemes will be considered by banks, in order to minimize
the potential losses made possible by global and instantaneous commerce capabilities
... On-line payment model has been abandoned for a long period of time, and much
effort has been spent in developing off-line payment schemes, but now, the on-line
paradigm is seeing a renaissance again, given the commercial preference for it."
In commercial transactions, an intermediary (or agent) might be involved to help
transacting parties to conduct their business. Nevertheless, such an intermediary may
not be fully trusted 8 . In this section, we propose agent-mediated non-repudiation
protocols, and analyze their security requirements. We first present a simple scenario
with only one recipient, followed by a more complicated framework where multiple
recipients are involved and collusion between them is possible. We also identify applications that could take advantage of these agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols.
The work in this section has been partially published in [114].
The intermediary or agent is an on-line entity which either use mobile code agents
or local programs for its operations. On the other hand, for a more focused solution
on security into the field of mobile agents, section 5.3 will present a solution which
preserves non-repudiability of agents' messages and better explain general concepts
related with mobile agents' code.
The use of an intermediary (or agent) to improve electronic transactions is not
novel and can be found in [90, 109]. Nevertheless, no agent-mediated non-repudiation
protocol exists to the best of our knowledge. Although two-party non-repudiation
protocols could be used to implement an agent-mediated non-repudiation protocol,
we will propose a new approach to improve the efficiency of such an implementation.
In our new approach, a distrusted intermediary entity (different from the TTP) is
introduced to facilitate the collection, verification, and storage of evidence on behalf
of the final entities. We demonstrate that the use of such an intermediary entity
satisfies the security requirements expected in an e-commerce transaction, as well as
8 by

the users, but yet by banks .. or none at all.
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non-repudiation requirements as defined in chapter 1.4.5 of this thesis.

3.2.1 Model
In our system, an evidence database is maintained by the intermediary entity to store
securely evidence for each transaction. Depending on the application, and thus, its
policy, the evidence records may have an expiry date (and then, the dispute would
not be settled after this date). Our system is flexible, and if the originator requests,
evidence can be transferred to it during the protocol run (or even afterwards). The
non-repudiation policy defines who assumes which responsibility. This framework
can also be extended to multiple recipients taking advantage of an intermediary
acting as a hub. Figure 3.2.1 shows the model for which our protocol is designed.

evidence

Recipients

non-repudiation service

Figure 3.3: E-commerce scenario with an active intermediary agent
As we will see, fairness of a non-repudiation protocol depends overall on the
behavior of this intermediary agent. The behavior of such an entity is usually related
to its interests in the e-commerce scenario. Thus, we can suppose this entity wishes to
establish business relations with the participants and earn more profits by providing
satisfactory services. Even so, we still do not treat the intermediary as a fully trusted
entity in our model. Evidence of transactions carried out with this entity will be
collected by the originator and recipients.

The main motivation behind this model is that when designing non-repudiation
protocols, we found that in many Internet applications, this model with a third party
which could not be totally trusted (payment gateway, brokers, digital commerce mall,
etc.) is used. It is natural to adapt new designs to existing applications, because
trying to change business established models has been demonstrated not to succeed.

3.2.2 First Solution
An intuitive solution to our agent-mediated non-repudiation model is to use twoparty non-repudiation protocols for each two-party transactions taking place on it.
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It can be described as a three-step scenario, where the originator first runs a fair
non-repudiation protocol with the Intermadiary ageNt (IN), then the IN executes
the protocol with the recipients, and finally the originator collects evidence from the
IN (see figure 3.2.2). If the fair non-repudiation protocol of [134] is used for the
first and third steps, and its extended version for the exchange of multiple different
messages, as explained in previous section, is used for the second step, at least 17
messages are required to complete a transaction (including an on-line use of a TTP
service), without even considering the number of encryption operations and digital
signatures.

step 3: fair NR protocol
(5 messages)
Intermediary

step 1: fair NR protocol
(5 messages)

step 2: MP NR protocol
(5 messages)
1

17TP )
-

Ley and final evidence

Figure 3.4: An intuitive solution to non-repudiation
With the intuitive solution, a fair non-repudiation protocol (5 message flows) is
executed at Step 1 in which the originator requests the intermediary agent to deliver
the messages to the recipients. As a result, the IN obtains evidence of origin about
the service requested by the originator, and the latter obtains the promise of the IN
to do its best to deliver exactly those messages to the recipients indicated by the
originator; that is, evidence of receipt.
Then, a multi-party non-repudiation protocol (5 message flows) is used at Step
2 in which the IN delivers the messages to the recipients. As a result, the recipients
receive the service provided by the IN while the IN obtains the recipients' confirmation of the service. Again, as in Step 1, an exchange about the result of the requested
service is carried out between the originator and the IN at Step 3 (5 message flows).
This step allows the originator to obtain evidence about the result, and the IN to
obtain the originator's acknowledgement.
At least 2 more message flows are needed to complete the transaction. The
originator lodges the keys of the commitments with the TTP, and all the entities
collect the keys and final evidence from the TTP. It is thus clear that, introducing an intermediary or agent which is not fully trusted in a business transaction,
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involves numerous steps in the non-repudiation service provision. So, we provide a
new approach which improves this service provision in these scenarios.

3.2.3 Simple Agent - Mediated Protocol
In this section, we present our new approach for agent-mediated non-repudiation by
first introducing a simple protocol with an intermediary agent and a single recipient.
In a gradual manner we will extend this approach.

3. 2. 3. 1 A Simple Protocol
As we already noted, the intermediary agent plays a critical role in this scenario,
so it is important to analyze its behavior. If the IN has any interest, because, for
instance, it charges the originator or the recipients or it is just a party owned by
the bank or payment gateway into a commercial transaction, then it will be willing
to reach a successful operation. But occasionally, the IN may collude with another
(external or internal) entity and, for instance, hide some evidence. Therefore, we
assume the intermediary agent is not fully trusted.
Here we presume that the IN, selected by the originator, is not going to hide
the initial messages from the originator to the intended parties (in section 3.2.4 we
will explain how to get rid of this assumption). The simplest approach comes when
the originator wishes to send a message to a single recipient In this scenario, the
IN does not play the role of a hub. Nevertheless, it communicates directly with
the recipient, and could help the originator not only in the non-repudiation protocol
itself but also in the preliminary steps, such as search of a recipient and a product,
price agreement, etc. For this purpose, we introduce a new term request that gives
the IN some information about the service to be provided. The following notation is
used in the protocol description.

0, R, and IN: originator, recipient, and an intermediary agent
All =0,IN,R: set of entities that will contact the TTP

M : message being sent from 0 to R
k : key being selected by 0
c = Ek(M) : encrypted message for R with key k

1 = h(0, IN, R, TT P, h(c), h(k)) : label of message M
- t : a timeout chosen by 0, before which the TTP has to publish some information

E00c = So ( f eoo, IN, R, TT P,1,t,h(request)) : evidence of origin of c generated by 0 (Note that c is included into label 1)
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E00I = SIN( f eooi, R, 0, TT P, I, t) : evidence of origin of c issued by the IN
for R
EORc = S R ( f eor, TT P, IN, 0 1, t, u R ) : evidence of receipt of c generated by

R
EO RI = SIN( f eori, TT P, 0, R,1, t, request, uR) evidence of receipt of c issued by the IN for 0
Subk = So( f sub, TT P, IN, R,1, t, Eu R (k),11 R) evidence of submission of the
key to the TTP generated by 0
Conk = STTP( f con, All, I, t, E uR (k),u R ) : evidence of confirmation of the key
issued by the TTP
The protocol is as follows.
1. 0

IN

: f eoo, I N, R, TT P,1, h(k), t, request, c, E00c

2. IN —> R

: f eooi, R, 0 , TT P,1,h(k),t,c, E00I

3. R —4 IN

: f eor, IN, 0 ,l, UR, EORc

4. IN
5. 0
6. All

-4

f eori, O, R,1,u R , EORI

TT P : f sub, TT P, I N, R, I, t, E uR (k),u R , Sub k
TT P : f con, A11,1, E uR (k),Con k

The protocol works in the following way.
Step 1: 0 sends to the IN the request information' and evidence of origin
corresponding to the encrypted message c. The encrypted message c may be some
sensitive information, for instance bank account data, that 0 is not intended to reveal
to the IN. There is no breach of fairness if the protocol stops. Note that h(k) is only
sent such that IN can verify label 1, which is included in the signature.
Step 2: The IN distributes O's information (maybe after a negotiation or agreement with R), and sends to R evidence of involvement in the transaction. Again,
fairness is maintained if the protocol stops.
Step 3: R replies with evidence of receipt of encrypted message c. R's public
encryption key UR is included in EORc to make it undeniable when 0 uses it at
Step 5 to distribute key k. In this way, the originator does not need to verify or
retrieve any public key information about the recipient. The protocol still remains
fair if it stops.
Step 4: The IN replies to 0, indicating that R agreed the transaction. At
the same time evidence of receiving request and c is given to 0. 0 will check this
evidence carefully before proceeding to the next step, since this is the only evidence
9 1f

confidentiality for the request information is required, it needs to be encrypted.
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0 will collect from the IN and will be used by 0 in case of disputes to prove the
IN's responsibility of the exchange. The IN will store R's evidence of receipt in its
evidence database, and 0 can retrieve it later if needed. The IN cannot claim that
it did not store this evidence since EORI demonstrates it did if a dispute arises. No
party is benefited if the protocol stops at this step.
Step 5: 0 submits the key (encrypted with R's public key) to the TTP, such
that only the intended recipient will be able to disclose the message. The TTP will
process it only if the submission is received before deadline t.
Step 6: The TTP releases the encrypted key. 0 fetches Con k as evidence that
it submitted the key on time to complete the transaction. The IN fetches Con k as
evidence that 0 accepted EORI and thus the service offered. R obtains the key to
decrypt c and fetches Con k as evidence to prove its origin.
At the end of the protocol, each party will hold the corresponding evidence'.
• The originator should collect EORI and Con k as evidence of receipt.
• The IN should collect E00c, EORc, and Con k as evidence of origin and
evidence of receipt, respectively, which allows the IN to demonstrate its good
behavior during the protocol.
• The recipient should collect E00I as evidence of origin of c issued by the IN.
Conk must also be collected as evidence of origin of the key.
Our protocol takes only 6 steps, improving the first intuitive solution we presented
in 3.2.2 on the number of messages sent over the network. In our protocol, anonymity
could be preserved. That is, unless the originator is willing to communicate with a
pre-selected recipient, neither the originator nor the recipient needs any knowledge
(i.e., authentication digital certificates) about each other in order to reach a successful
protocol end. As we can see above, only the IN needs the final entities' digital
certificates in order to verify their digital signatures while the final entities only need
the IN's digital certificate during the protocol execution.

3. 2. 3. 2 Dispute Resolution
In our model, disputes might arise between any pair of three parties. If the
evidence has an expiry date, the disputes should be settled with the help of an
arbitrator prior to that date.
Disputes between Originator and Recipient
'Note that e has been eliminated from digital signatures because it is already present in label
which is, at the same time, included in evidence. Therefore, for resolving disputes, an arbitrator
needs always to verify label's consistency.
/
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If 0 denies sending message M, R shows the arbitrator evidence E00c and
Con k . With E00c, the arbitrator checks whether 0 originated c. With Con k , the
arbitrator checks whether EaR (k) is encrypted with UR and published by 0 via the
TTP. The arbitrator will also check the validity of label 1 in E00c and Con k . If all
checks are positive, the arbitrator settles that message M is from O.
In order to obtain E00c, the recipient must retrieve this evidence from the IN's
evidence database. But if the IN precludes the recipient access to evidence (or it is not
valid), the recipient should present E00I to the arbitrator, proving that it received
the encrypted message c from the IN and now the responsibility of submitting E00c
lies on the latter. Of course, IN in E00I must be the same as the one contained in
Con k .
If R denies having received a message M from 0, the latter shows the arbitrator
evidence Con k and EOR c . With EOR,, the arbitrator checks whether the recipient
received the encrypted message c = E k (M) and extracts R's public key 'U R as well.
With Con k , the arbitrator checks whether the key k was published before deadline t
and whether the correct R's public encryption key was used.
In order to obtain EORc, the originator must retrieve this evidence from the IN's
evidence database. But if the IN precludes the originator access to evidence (or it
is not valid), the originator should present EORI to the arbitrator, proving that it
received the proof that IN received repudiation of receipt evidence from recipients
and now the responsibility of submitting EORc lies on the latter. Of course, IN in
EORI must be the same as the one contained in Con k .
Again, the arbitrator needs to check the validity of label 1 in Con k . If all checks
are positive, the arbitrator settles that 0 published key k.
Disputes between Originator and Intermediary
If the IN denies having received any request labelled 1 from 0, 0 presents EORI
arid the arbitrator checks the IN's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles
that 0 sent the request to the IN.
Note that IN could try to cheat the originator sending to it a different U R . However, this behavior will be immediately found in case of dispute. The arbiter will
check the incongruence which exists between UR into EORI and into EORc, both
connected by the label I. Of course, in the policy defined by this protocol, the IN is
held responsible for storing the related EORc once it sent EORI to the originator.
We need to bear in mind that an intermediary entity has no interest on misbehaving
when this is going to be easily demonstrated, since in that case it will also easily lose
registered users (originators and recipients may be paying a small amount of money
in order to be able to use this agent or intermediary in their transactions).
If 0 denies having received a response from the IN for a labelled transaction 1, the
IN presents Con k and the arbitrator checks the TTP's signature on it. If successful,
the arbitrator settles that 0 published the key due to receipt of a response from the
IN.
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Disputes between Recipient and Intermediary
If the IN denies delivering message c to R, R presents evidence E001 and the
arbitrator checks the IN's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that c,
originated from 0, is delivered by the IN to R.
If R denies having received message c, the IN presents EORc and the arbitrator
checks R's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that the IN delivered
c to R.
Of course, in all dispute resolution processes depicted in this section, the arbiter
needs to check consistence of all parameters included in different signatures.

3.2.4 Extension to Multiple Recipients
The participation of an intermediary becomes more interesting when multiple recipients can be involved in a transaction. In this scenario, the IN acts as a hub. That
is, the originator sends the transaction information to the IN, and the IN transacts
with multiple recipients according to the originator's request. A new protocol that
combines a simple agent-mediated non-repudiation protocol presented in previous
subsection and a multi-party non-repudiation protocol in [92] is introduced in this
section.
In order to release the key only to the honest parties, a group encryption mechanism as discussed in 3.1.3 is needed that allows the encryption of a message to be
decrypted by the intended group of recipients.

3. 2.

4. /

A Multi-recipient Protocol

Some useful new notation in the protocol description is as follows:

- R': subset of R that replied to the IN with evidence of receipt
- All = 0, IN, R' : set of entities that will contact the TTP

-

: set of public encryption keys of the recipients belonging to R'

- E (k) : a group encryption scheme that encrypts k for the group R'

- E00 I = N( f eooi, R, 0, TT P,1, t, E00c) : evidence of origin of c issued by
the IN for R
- EORc, = S R,( f eor, TT P, IN, 0 ,1, t, u R,) : evidence of receipt of c generated
by Ri
- EO RI = S 'N (f eori, TT P, 0, R', I, t, request, u m ) : evidence of receipt of c
issued by the IN for 0 containing the recipients who replied
- Sub k = So ( f sub, TT P, IN, R' ,l,t, E R/ (k), u m ) : evidence of submission of the
key to the TTP generated by 0
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- Conk = STT p( f con, All, 1, t, ER/ (k), UR') : evidence of confirmation of the key
issued by the TTP
The protocol is as follows:

1. 0

IN

2. INR

• f eoo, IN, R, TT P, I, h(k), t, request, c, E00c
• f eooi, R, 0, TT P, 1, h(k), t, h(request), c, E00c, E00 I
EORc i

3. Ri IN

f eor, I N, 0 ,l,

4. IN

f eori, O, R'

5. 0 —> TT P

f sub, TT P, IN, , I, t, E (k),

6. All

, EORI

TT P : f con, A11,1, ER (k),
,

URI SUbk

, C on k

Minor changes are introduced with respect to the previous one. In this situation,
the IN should store all evidence collected from the honest recipients in the evidence
database. In case of disputes, the resolution process remains unchanged (see 3.2.3)
except for the fact that when verifying the label, it has to verify that R' E R for
group R E I. Although the recipients receive evidence of origin E00c from 0, we
assume that they do not store this evidence, even though they may. We explain the
need of this evidence later in this section. Public encryption keys are included by
each recipient to make them undeniable when 0 uses them at the group encryption
scheme to distribute key k. In this way, the originator does not need to verify or
retrieve any public key information about recipients.
In this scenario, we should prevent the IN from sending a R" R' to 0 in step
4. If R" D R', then the IN claims that some recipients replied but they actually did
not. Some solutions exist depending on the transaction's type. If the disclosure of
the message can be brought back or the transaction can be cancelled after a dispute
resolution, 0 can request to settle the dispute and the IN will not be able to present
all evidence of receipt. If it is not possible (i.e., for more critical transactions or
exchanges), the IN should send all evidence of receipt to 0 at Step 4. But 0 only
needs to keep EO RI , and may not keep the evidence of receipt generated by each
recipient after verifying that R" = R'. 0 will terminate the protocol run if R"  R'.
If R" C R', then the IN hides some evidence of receipt from some of the honest
recipients. Here, the solution requires a recovery sub-protocol which allows these
honest entities communicate directly to the TTP about their commitment to the
transaction.
Note, however, that in no case is the fairness property overcome, but the normal
functioning of the protocol is yet affected if the IN misbehaves in such a way. At
the same time, the IN may try to cheat the originator sending to it a different u'R .
However, this behavior will be immediately found in case of dispute. The arbiter
will check the incongruence which exists between u'R into EORI and every u R, into
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EORc i , for all iii E R'. Of course, in the policy defined by this protocol, the IN
is held responsible for storing all correspondent EORc i once it sent EO RI to the
originator. We need to bear in mind that an intermediary entity has no interest
on misbehaving when this is going to be easily demonstrated, since in that case
it will also easily lose registered users (originators and recipients maybe paying a
small amount of money in order to be able to use this agent or intermediary in their
transactions). Furthermore, IN's misbehavior can be scored in a reputation system.
3. 2.

4. 2 Recovery Sub-protocol

Let ti < t be a deadline time after which the recovery protocol cannot be launched
by any recipient. The previous notation is modified as follows:

So(f coo, IN, R, TT P,1, t, ti h(request)) : evidence of origin of c
- E00c
generated by 0
,

- E00I = N( f eooi, R, 0 ,TT P,1, t, ti, E00c) : evidence of origin of c issued
by the IN for R
- EORc i = S f eor,TT P, IN, 0 ,l,t, ti, u Rj : evidence of receipt of c generated
by Ri

- EOREIti = N( f eorer,l, EORci ) : evidence of receipt of EORci issued by
the IN for Ri

The main protocol is modified as well:

1. 0

IN

2. INR

• f eoo, IN, R,TT P,1,h(k),t, ti, request, c, E00c
• f eooi, R, 0, TT P, 1, h(k),t, ti, h(request), c, E00c,
E00 I

3. R, —> IN

f eor, IN, 0 ,l, up., EORc i

4. IN R 1: feorer, 1, EORER;
5. IN
6. 0
7. All

f eori, 0 , ,l,
TT P

, EO RI

f sub, TT P, IN, R' ,l,t, E RI (k),

TT P : f con, All, 1, E (k),

The recovery sub-protocol is as follows.

, Conk

, Sub k
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5.a. RiTT Pfree, IN, O, R,1,h(k),t,t1,h(request),U R,
E00c, EORc i
5.b. If current_time > ti : TTP ignores the message
Else

5.c. TT P —> O: free, O,EORci
5.d. 0

: adds Ri into R'

The recovery sub-protocol will be launched only in case of IN's misbehavior or
channel failure. A new step has been introduced in the main protocol, such that the
IN must acknowledge each evidence of receipt (EORc i ). If R i receives EO RE R i at
Step 4 but the IN does not include him in R', the recipient can present EORER, to
the adjudicator in a dispute resolution.
If R, does not receive EO RE Ri at Step 4, considerably before ti, Ri should
launch the recovery sub-protocol to contact the TTP directly. The TTP checks that
message 5.a arrives before ti and that the same ti is signed by 0 in E00c. Then, the
TTP sends the recovery information to 0 and the latter will include Ri into R' for the
group encryption of key k after validating the evidence and checking that R i belongs
to R. In such a case, (R' in Sub k ) A (R' in EO RI) will not match. Afterwards, 0 may
need to contact the IN for a corrected EO RI . Since some recipients may launch the
recovery sub-protocol before ti, 0 must wait until the deadline ti has passed before
proceeding to Step 6.
Ri may launch the recovery sub-protocol (several times) even when the IN behaves
honestly. However, this does not give the recipient any benefit. On the contrary, the
recipient may need to pay more when requesting this service from the TTP. On the
other hand, it is straightforward to see that the IN is not interested in misbehaving,
since the originator will easily realize its behavior and it could be punished by a
reputation system. This reputation system, like in other applications [1], will help
the originator in deciding which IN is more trustful.
Obviously, this recovery protocol can be optional depending on the application it
is running over. As we already explained, this sub-protocol does not fix any fairness
drawback, since neither the originator nor the recipients excluded will obtain valid
evidence from each other. Therefore, only in those network applications in which
exclusion problem must be avoided (e.g., the originator saves big sums of money
when maximum number of honest recipients participate in the exchange), does this
sub-protocol makes sense, since the overload obtained is not negligible. Note that
riot only needs the IN to send in the worst case 'RI messages (and digital signatures)
more, but also the TTP will need to receive and verify I RI digital signatures more as
well as to contact the originator before time ti. This means that a resilient channel
in that direction is needed and in this case t and ti need a long time slot between
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them, thus, delaying the total time length of the protocol considerably. Although the
TTP could store evidence in a directory network and 0 could access to it at ti, thus
relying the responsibility on the latter, it is not practically convenient. The reason
is that we foresee the sub-protocol will be executed rarely and then, the TTP as well
as the originator will execute the protocol normally in almost all instances.

3. 2.

4. 3

Collaboration among Recipients

A problem might arise if the IN sends the messages to the recipients in a selective
manner. The IN can always claim that some recipients did not reply. There are two
possible scenarios. In one of them, the IN proceeds according to the information
contained in request, choosing by itself the recipients. In this case, the originator
has no other choice but to trust the IN for this service.
In another scenario, as we used in the previous protocol description, the originator
will select all the intended recipients prior to the beginning of the transactions.
Usually, the IN would not misbehave in such a way if it has any interest in bringing
a transaction to its end. Nevertheless, the IN may collude with another internal or
external entity and exclude some recipients from the transaction if it can get more
benefits.
In this case, the recipients should collaborate in order not to be excluded. After
receiving Step 2 of the protocol, each honest recipient that did not receive this step
again can distribute this message to the rest of recipients. Otherwise, it just continues. In order to obtain the group R of recipients before distributing any message,
the recipient Ri should verify that the group R sent by the IN matches with the one
included in E00c (in such a case, 0 will lose its anonymity). At least, one honest
entity should receive Step 2 to avoid the IN's misbehavior. However, note that this
issue, again, does not affect the fairness property of the protocol and its importance
depends on the application scope (exclusion-freeness is not a mandatory requirement
in a general non-repudiation protocol).
The collaboration among recipients could be used depending on the transaction
type and the network latency since this solution needs more message flows and could
overload the network.

3.2.5 Further Extension to Multiple Messages
Frequently, in e-commerce applications, the originator needs to send different messages to recipients in the same transaction. A modification can be made to distribute
different messages to the intended parties. At the first step, the originator may send
these different messages as well as the request (including the instructions on how to
split them for each recipient) to the IN.
Let R be a group of n recipients and Mi the different plain messages that the IN
sends to each R , with i E {1..4 The following notation is used in the protocol
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description:
- n i : a random value generated by 0 for each R,
- v, --= Eu R , (n i ) : encryption of n i with Ri 's public key

- k = k xor n i : a key for each R,
- c = Ek,(Mi ) : encrypted message with a key ki for each R,
= h(0, IN, R i , TT P, h(ci ), h(k)) : label of message

A

L' : concatenation of labels of the recipients belonging to R'
E00c, = So( f coo, IN, R„, TT P, l„ vi , Up , t, h(request)) : evidence of origin of
ca generated by 0
- C = / i civiuR 1 E0Oci.../ ri cn vn uR„E0Ocn : concatenation of label, encrypted

message, encrypted random number, public encryption key, and evidence of
origin for each recipient in R
L = h(C) : Label of transaction for IN and 0 11 •
E00/, -= AT( f eooi, R, 0, TT P, l„ v i , u i?„, t) : evidence of origin of c i issued
by the IN for Ri
EORc i = S R,( f eor, IN, O, l, vi, UR, t) : evidence of receipt of c i generated by
R,
EORI =S I N(f eori, O, R', L, L' ,t,h(request)) : evidence of receipt of C issued
by the IN for 0
(k),
Subk = So( f sub, TT P, IN, R' , L, ,t,
by
0
mission of the key to the TTP generated

Conk = STT P ( f con, All, L, L' ,t, E Rf (k)
of the key issued by the TTP

, EO RI) : evidence of sub-

EO RI) : evidence of confirmation

The protocol is as follows:
1. 0 —> IN

•

f eoo, I N, R, TT P, t, h(k), request, C

2. INR,

•

feooi,R,0,TTP,t,h(k),l,cj,vj,un,E0OIi

3. R, —> IN

•

f eor, IN, , l, EORc,
f eori, 0, R', L' , EO RI

4. IN —> O
5. 0 —> TT P

:

f sub,TT P, IN, R', L, L' ,t, E (k) , U R', S Ubk

6. All 4—> TT P : f con, All, , E R/ (k), URI Con k
The originator selects the intended public keys that are going to be used in the
encryption of n. If the recipient disagrees (e.g., because its authentication digital
"Note that 1, as well as L' are contained in L.
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certificate has expired or been revoked), it should stop the protocol after receiving
step 2.
This protocol has the same properties as the one in the previous section. However, if no trust is placed on the IN, some external mechanism should be found to
ensure this entity will distribute all the messages to the intended parties. This problem cannot be addressed by means of collaboration among recipients as previously
proposed, because each recipient will receive a different message.
It seems that the uniqueness of the label has been broken, because now 0 and
IN will use L as a label between them and /, with recipients Ri with i E R. But,
in fact, two different unique labels are used through the protocol run and relation
among them cari be demonstrated (li E L' E L).

3. 2. 5. 1 Dispute Resolution
In a similar way as we did with the one-recipient protocol, a dispute resolution
protocol needs to be defined, this being part of the policy.
Disputes between Originator and Recipient i
If 0 denies sending message M R, shows the arbitrator evidence E00c, and
Con k . With E0Oc i , the arbitrator checks whether 0 originated c. With Con k , the
arbitrator checks whether ER' (k) uses ttp„ and was published by 0 via the TTP. The
arbitrator will also check the validity of label I, (being I, E L') in E00c, and Con k .
If all checks are positive, the arbitrator settles that message M is from O.
In order to obtain E00c,, the recipient must retrieve this evidence from the
IN's evidence database. But if the IN precludes the recipient access to evidence
(or it is not valid), the recipient should present E00/, to the arbitrator, proving
that it received the encrypted message c, from the IN and now the responsibility of
submitting E00c, lies on the latter. Of course, the labelled IN which signs E00I,
must be the same as the one contained in Con k .
If R, denies having received a message mi from 0, the latter shows the arbitrator
evidence Con k and EOR„. With EOR„, the arbitrator checks whether the recipient
received the encrypted message c, = Eic (Mi ) and extracts Ri 's public key as well.
With Con k , the arbitrator checks whether the key k was published before deadline t
and whether the correct R's public encryption key was used.
In order to obtain EOR„, the originator must retrieve this evidence from the IN's
evidence database. But if the IN precludes the originator access to evidence (or it
is not valid), the originator should present EORI to the arbitrator, proving that IN
received repudiation of receipt evidence from recipients and now the responsibility
of submitting EOR, lies on the latter. Of course, IN in EORI must be the same as
the one contained in Con k .
Again, the arbitrator needs to check the validity of label 1, (being I, E L') in
Con k . If all checks are positive, the arbitrator settles that 0 published key k.
,
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Disputes between Originator and Intermediary
If the IN denies having received any request labelled L from 0, 0 presents EO RI
and the arbitrator checks the IN's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles
that 0 sent the request to the IN.
If 0 denies having received a response from the IN for a labelled transaction L, the
IN presents Con k and the arbitrator checks the TTP's signature on it. If successful,
the arbitrator settles that 0 published the key due to receipt of a response from the
IN.
Disputes between Recipient and Intermediary
If the IN denies delivering message ci to R , Ri presents evidence EOM , and the
arbitrator checks the IN's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that
originated from 0, was distributed by the IN to R.
If R denies having received message c the IN presents EORc i and the arbitrator
checks Ri 's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that the IN delivered
c to R.
.

,

Of course, in all dispute resolution processes depicted in this section, the arbiter
needs to check consistence of all parameters included in different signatures. For
instance, for validating evidence of receipt EOR,, of a message A, the participating
entity provides n i , UR, k, M t and the arbiter checks that the following holds:
,

- v i = EuR, (n i )

- ki = k xor n i : a key for each Ri
- c = Ek,(A) : encrypted message with a key ki for each Ri

- 1. = h(0, IN, R i , TT P,h(c i ),h(k)) : label of message

A

- EORci = SR,(f eor, IN, 0, I, v i , UR t, h(c,))
,

3.2.6 Applications
Our approach fits in any software infrastructure for a large, distributed, agent-based
commerce system, such as digital auctions, virtual shopping, and supplying chains.
As we have already stated, the intermediary is an entity which can act as a hub
either in a client-server manner for connection with recipients, or can travel through
the network as a mobile agent. In the latter case, the protocol with only one recipient
could be used for instance when the IN is implemented as a mobile code object which
visits each of the intended recipients (i.e., several executions of the same protocol
is needed). On the other hand, if the IN reaches a network of intended recipients
(e.g., ANX network or a network which connects different travel agents), the protocol
with multiple recipients is more efficient. Let us describe a virtual shopping scenario
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where a customer (the originator) is willing to buy some products and for that, it
accesses an intermediary entity (see figure 3.5).

Recipients

NR agent

nr inf

Purchase agent

TTP
Figure 3.5: Virtual shopping

Using the request information contained in the first step of our protocols, the
intermediary software may search for sellers and products, negotiate price, etc. Important data of the purchase (including banking account data and some purchase
and product details) can be enclosed in the encrypted message c such that only the
intended recipients have access to it. Then, the agent will redirect the purchase request to the sellers along with evidence of its participation (E00I), and the sellers
will reply with evidence of reception to the agent (EORc i ). The agent should verify
all evidence it received and store them in its evidence database. If the transaction is
revocable, that is, payment can be cancelled, the customer need not check the sellers'
evidence during the protocol execution.
After collecting the commitments (EORci ) from the sellers, the agent will notify
the customer of the list of sellers that have responded to the purchase request. The
notification (E0R/) also proves that the agent has done its work as expected by
the customer, and the list will be used by the customer on the delivery of the key k
to the sellers through the TTP. The TTP will verify the customer's request (Sub k )
before storing final evidence (Con k ) for downloading by transacting parties of the
protocol.
Once the transaction ends, a simple light-weight electronic payment protocol earl
take place, since each party has got enough evidence for possible dispute resolution.

3.2.7 Requirements Fulfillment
Let us analyze the requirements fulfillment of our agent-based non-repudiation protocols as defined in chapter 1.4.5:

- Strong Fairness: As it has been depicted along the description of protocols,
each party is in possession of proper evidence and no party is in an advantageous
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position during a transaction even if it aborts it. Because in all of them the
TTP acts in a light-weight on-line manner, the communication channel from
participants to the TTP has to be resilient.
In section 1.4.1, the concept of evidence of submission and delivery (EOS and
EOD respectively) was introduced. Referred to the TTP, the properties explained for EOS and EOD holds. Referred to the IN (because it acts as a
delivery agent) EORI serves at the same time as EOS and EOD and there is
no assumptions on the trust deposited over the IN nor in the channel requirements due to the help of the TTP.

- Confidentiality: This requirement is fulfilled by encrypting the decrypting key
with recipients' public key as agreed.
Efficiency: The protocols are not optimistic, but the TTP acts in a light-weight
manner (i.e., receiving information, processing it and storing digital evidence
in a network accessible directory with read-only permissions).
Timeliness: It fulfills synchronous timeliness by the use of a deadline.
Policy: A policy for agent-based protocols needs to be defined targeted to each

different application. The minimum elements it needs to contain are those
explicitly mentioned through the description of the protocol. As an example,
the policy needs to explicitly define the arbiter (or set of) to use in case of a
dispute resolution process.

- Verifiability of TTP: The TTP needs to be trusted, so it is not verifiable. On
the other hand, the behavior of the IN is verifiable and can be disputed by the
originator and the recipients with the help of an arbiter.
Transparency of TTP: Because the

TTP is lightly involved in every protocol

execution, there is no transparency property. However, note that, in protocols
presented in this section, transparency of the TTP is not a desired property as
discussed at the beginning of 3.2.

3.3 Event-oriented Simulation
In order to achieve high performance in a real non-repudiation service implementation, it is necessary to estimate timeouts, TTP features, publication key time,
number of originators and recipients, and other relevant parameters we have been
referring to along this dissertation. We focus on a basic event-oriented simulation
model for the estimation of these parameters. Based on the one-to-many Markowicth's protocol simulation model as a specific example, we have worked out various
simulation experiments.
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So far, as we have described, most of the (two-party or multi-party) non-repudiation
protocols include diverse timeouts in their specifications. We have no reference about
any proposed values or a procedure to estimate those timeouts. Due to the fact that
these timeouts depend on real system conditions (e.g., network, involved parties,
TTP capacity etc.), we propose the use of a simulation model in order to estimate
approximated values of the timeout variable, and specially the relation among them.
We demonstrate, by means of a multi-party scenario example, how event-oriented
simulation can be considered as a tool to estimate those timeouts, which can be
adapted to the real conditions of each implementation. We select Kremer-Markowitch
protocol [92] because it is the first multi-party extension and its events are similar to
the protocol we designed in the first section of this chapter. We firstly describe the
event-oriented simulation model specifications and entities, show modelled events
and give different examples with this simulation model. Finally, we present and
analyze the valuable results obtained. The work in this section has been partially
published in [45].

3.3.1 Protocol
Since we have already explained this protocol in previous chapter, we do not go into
details. Nevertheless, its description is depicted in order to get an understanding on
the parameters used afterwards.

- 1 = h(M,

: label of message M and key k

- E00 = So(feoo, R, 1, t, c) : evidence of origin
: evidence of receipt of each Ri

- EOR, = SR,(feor, 0, 1, t,

- Sub k = So (fsub, R', 1, t, E (0): evidence of submission of k to the TTP
- Con k = STT p (fcon, 0, R', 1, t, ER/(k)) : evidence of confirmation of k by the
TTP.
The protocol is as follows.

1. 0

R

2. R, —+ 0

: R,1,t,c, E00
:

0, R i ,l, EOR, whereR, E R

:

R' ,1, t, ER,(k), Sub k

3. 0

TT P

4. R'i

TT P :

O, R', 1, E (k), Con k wheref< E R'

5. 0

TT P

0, R' ,1, ER/ (k), Con k

:

The originator 0 multicasts to all recipients R the evidence of origin corresponding to the encrypted message c in step 1. Then, some recipients R i (or all of them)
send evidence of receipt EOR i in step 2. In the next step, 0 sends k and evidence
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of submission Sub k to the TTP in order to obtain evidence of confirmation Con k in
step 5. As authors assume that the communication channel between 0 and the TTP
is not permanently broken, 0 will be eventually able to send k and Sub k to the TTP
in exchange for Con k at any time before timeout t.
In step 4, each recipient k fetches ER ,(k) and Con k from the TTP arid stores
it together with E00 as evidence to prove that message M was originated and sent
by 0; and the latter fetches Con k from the TTP and stores it as evidence to prove
that k is available to R'.
Timeout t constitutes one of the halt conditions in this protocol due to the fact
that the TTP cannot publish the encryption key if it receives k some time t' after
the timeout. Tirneout t can be used to stop originator's key publication request
sent to the TTP if the latter could not be connected before deadline t. Besides, the
recipients should halt the protocol if the key has not been published after time t.
Both halt conditions for 0 and R would avoid useless loops.
The estimation of this timeout t depends on the real features and conditions of the
implemented scenario including number of originators and recipients, TTP capacity
and the network speed. In the next section, we present the simulation model of the
protocol described here.

3.3.2 Simulation Model
The following model is useful in order to estimate the timeout arid to diagnose some
possible problems in the implementation of the protocol, starting from different values
of the critical system variables such as: low connection speed, shortage of TTP's
storage capacity and delay in the messages due to firewall protection or other security
schemes. This diagnosis could be used to model further improvements in the real
scenario, to find better implementations, shortest waiting time and adequate TTP
features. The model includes 15 different events (see figure 3.6):
1. Originators send messages to recipients (event 1: message generation, event 2:
message arrival to R).
2. These originators will wait for EOR and then send a key publication request
to the TTP (event 3: EOR arrival to 0). Note that in the simulation model,
0 will wait for all EOR in order to estimate the delay time when all Ri send
EOR to 0 in a real execution, even though the protocol has been designed for
terminating also when not all of the recipients reply. We use this model in
order to simulate the worst case.

3. The TTP publishes the key if it has enough connection and storage capacity
(event 4: arrival of the publication request to the TTP, event 6: disconnection
of O's publication request). Obviously, in our model, there is no deadline check,
since it is exactly the deadline time, the variable we want to estimate.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation events

4. Otherwise, 0 should retry the request later (event 5: O's key publication request retry).
5. Once the key is published, the originator and the recipients can start Con k
requests (event 7: O's Con k request, event 8: R's Con k request).
6. If allowed by FTP server resources, the TTP opens a connection with the
involved entity, verifies authenticity and integrity of the message and outputs
an affirmative or negative response to the request (event 9: connection for O's
Con k request, event 10: connection for R's Con k request, event 14: O's FTP
disconnection, event 15: R's FTP disconnection).
7. If FTP resources are exhausted, the involved entity should retry the connection
later (event 11: O's Con k request retry, event 12: R's Con k request retry).
8. The key is maintained in the TTP's database until its expiration (event 13:
key deletion on the TTP).
9. When all involved entities have verified the key, a protocol execution has finished.
Note that network connections have been simulated with two events. This allows
us to better represent each different state of the protocol as well as update of the
variables (see tables below) used in the simulation.
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In a real scenario, the TTP needs to process many protocol executions with similar
or different originators. We could imagine several electronic bookshops (originators),
during the whole day selling books' to many readers (and thus using a multi-party
non-repudiation protocol).

Problem Pi: Estimate the timeout t that O sends to R in the first step of the
protocol according to a real scenario.
Using our simulation model, we have realized that it is important to reduce the key
storage (expiration) time in the TTP when resources are limited, as well as to avoid
unsuccessful confirmation requests while the number of originators and recipients
increase or the TTP features (number of concurrent ftp available connections and
storage capacity) change. It is relevant to note that the elimination of unsuccessful
confirmation requests guarantees a fair execution of the protocol. Therefore, for this
reason, another case is also studied.
Problem P2 as the problem of the estimation of TTP efficient features without
increasing the timeout t and while keeping all Con k requests successful.
Goals: Reduce the delay in the entire system while guaranteeing a complete and
fair execution of the protocol. We need to find the influence of modifications on:
• number of originators and recipients
• number of messages that the originators send to the recipients
• network speed 13
• connection capacity to publish in the TTP (TTP throughput as seen by 0)

• FTP capacity connection to the TTP server for retrieving Con k evidence
• storage capacity in the TTP
• key availability time in the TTP
• time between successive retries of connections
We can model the protocol with event-oriented simulation [33] due to the fact
that the generation and the reception of messages are asynchronous processes that
evolve a finite number of events. Following (see table 3.6 onwards) we present the
entities of the simulation model and its variables.
stop criteria will be a finish time of the simulation event which is decided in advance.
'The network speed influences the different experimental distributions obtained for the delay of
messages. In our experiment, we have used a unique value for network speed. If a different network
12 The

speed is to be used, the delay distributions hold while the delay values change accordingly to the
network speed variation.
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Entity 1. Simulator (S)
Description
Variables
Input variables
Final simulation time
Final Time
Number of Recipients (R)
Recipients
Number of Originators (0)
Originators
List of message generation distributions for each
MsgGenDist
0 (step 1)
Matrix of delay distributions of network mesCommunicationOR
sages between 0 and R (step 1)
CommunicationOTTP List of delay distributions of network messages
between 0 and the TTP (step 3)
Corn municationRTTP List of delay distributions of network messages
between R and the TTP (step 4)
Delay distribution of the EOR message (step 2)
EORsendDist
Time distribution of O's connection to publish
PUB ConnectionDist
the key in the TTP (step 3)
FTP connection time distribution of 0 and R
FTPConnectionDist
(steps 4 and 5) for getting Con k
State variables
Current simulation time
Current Time
List of entities
Lentity
List of events
Levent
Table 3.6: Simulator entity
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Entity 2. Message (M): This entity is created by originators.
Each originator is able to create many messages.
Description
Variables
Input variables
Unique identifier of message M
IdM
Creation time (step 1)
Creation Time
State variables
States of the message:St/ : It is being sent to
State
R (step 1). St2: 0 is waiting for all EOR (step
2). St3: 0 is trying to publish the key in the
TTP (step 3). 5t4: The key has been published
in the TTP. 5t5: The key was deleted from the
TTP.
Number of R that sent EOR (step 2)
Nbr_EOR
Initial time of O's Con k request (step 5)
InitTime_O_Con
Output variables
Total waiting time for all EOR (step 2)
WaitRTime
Key publication delay time (step 3)
PubDelayTime
DelayTime_R_Con List of delay time of R's Conk requests (step 4)
Number of O's key publication request retries
Nbr_PUBRetries
(step 3)
Table 3.7: Message entity

Entity 3. ORIGINATOR (0)
Description
Variables
Input variables
Tirne_btw_PUBRetries Time between successive retries of O's key publication request (step 3)
Time_btw_FTPRetries Time between successive retries of O's Con k request (step 5)
Originator's unique identifier
Id°
State variables
List of messages generated by 0 (step 1)
LMsy
Number of messages generated by 0 (step 1)
Nbr_Msy
Output variables
Number of published keys (step 3)
Nbr_PUBMsg
Table 3.8: Originator entity
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Entity 4. RECIPIENT (R)
Description
Variables
Input variables
Time_btw_FTPRetries Time between successive retries of R's Con k request (step 4)
Recipient's unique identifier
IdR
State variables
List of received messages (step 2)
LReceivedMsg
Output variables
Number of received messages (step 2)
Nbr_ReceivedMsg
Table 3.9: Recipient entity

3.3.3 Main Model Simulation Events
Following, we describe the main events. We use entity.variable to refer to one variable
of the entities (S, M, 0, R and TTP). For each event, we describe the name and
the input parameters inside brackets, followed by the description of the event using
a simple pseudo-language:

• Event I: Message generation (0: originator)
Generate a message at time t=S.CurrentTime
Increase 0.Nbr_Msg
M.IdM = 0.Id0+0.Nbr_Msg
M.CreationTime = S.CurrentTime
M.State = Stl
For i = 1 to S.Recipients do
Add the event Message arrival to R (0,M,R i ) at time
t=S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.Communication0R(0,Ri)
Add M to the list 0.LMsg
Add the event Message generation (0) at time
t=S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.MsgGenDist(0)

• Event 2: Message arrival to R (0: originator, M: message, R: recipient)
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Entity 5. TTP
Variables
Input variables
Max_StorageKTime
CapacPUBConnection

CapacFTPConnection
CapacStorage
State variables
Current_ConnectedPUB
Current_ConnectedFTP
Capac_Occupied
Output variables
LPUBMsg
Nbr_PUBMsg
Nbr_PUBRetries

Nbr_PUBRetries_Str

Description
Key storage time in the TTP
Publication connection capacity (number of
users)
FTP connection capacity (number of users)
Storage capacity (number of keys)
Current number of publishing connected entities
Number of FTP connected entities
Occupied storage capacity
List of messages whose keys were published
Number of messages whose keys were published
Number of retries of O's key publication request
caused by the lack of TTP connection capacity
(step 3)
Number of retries of O's key publication request
caused by the lack of TTP storage capacity (step

3)
Nbr_O_Con_Retries

Total number of O's Con k request retries (step

5)
Nbr_Successful_O_Con
Nbr_UnSuccessful_O_Con
Nbr_R_Con_Retries
Nbr_Successful_R_Con
Nbr_UnSuccessful_R_Con

Total number of successful O's Con k requests
(step 5)
Total number of unsuccessful O's Con k requests
(step 5)
Total number of all R i 's Con k request retries
(step 4)
Total number of successful R's Con k requests
(step 4)
Total number of unsuccessful R's Con k requests
(step 4)
Table 3.10: TTP entity
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Add the message to the list R.LReceivedMsg
Increase the number of received messages R.Nbr_ReceivedMsg
Add the event EOR arrival to 0 (M, It i ) at time
t=S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.Communication0R(0, R i )+
Random value generated with S.E0RsendDist
• Event 3: EOR arrival to 0 (M: message, R: recipient)
Increase M.Nbr_EOR
If M.State=St1
M.State=St2
If M.Nbr_EOR = S.Recipients
M.State=St3
Update M.WaitRTime= S.CurrentTime - M.CreationTime
Add the event Arrival of the publication request to TTP (0, M,
TTP) at time
t=S.CurrentTime+ Random value generated with S.CommunicationOTTP(0)
• Event 4: Arrival of the publication request to TTP (0: originator,
M: message, TTP: trusted third party)
If TTP.Current_ConnectedPUB+1 > TTP.CapacPUBConnection
Increase TTP.Nbr_PUBRetries
Add the event O's key publication request retry (0,M) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+O.Time_btw_PUBRetries
Else
If TTP.CapacOccupied+1 >TTP.CapacStorage
Increase TTP.Nbr_PUBRetries_Str
Add the event O's key publication request retry (0,M) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+O.Time_btw_PUBRetries
Else
Increase TTP.Current_ConnectedPUB
Add the event Disconnection of O's publication request (0,M,
TTP) at time
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t = S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.PUBConnectionDist
• Event 5: O's key publication request retry (0: originator, M: message)
Add the event Arrival of the publication request to TTP (0, M, TTP)
at time

t = S.CurrentTime+ Random value generated with S.CommunicationOTTP(0)
• Event 6: Disconnection of O's publication request (0: originator,
M: message, TTP: trusted third party)
Update M.PubDelayTime=S.CurrentTime - M.CreationTime
Increase 0.Nbr_PUBMsg
Increase TTP.Nbr_PUBMsg
Add the message to the list TTP.LPUBMsg
Increase TTP.CapacOccupied
Decrease TTP.Current_ConnectedPUB

M.State=St4
Add the event O's Con request(M) at time

t = S.Current Time
Add the event R's Con request(M) at time

t=S.CurrentTime for each recipient i.
Add the event Key deletion in the TTP (TTP, M) at time

t = S.CurrentTime+TTP.Max_StorageKTime
• Event 7: 0 's Con request (M: message)
Add the event Connection for O's Con request (0,M,TTP) at time

t = S.CurrentTime+ Random value generated with S.CommunicationOTTP(0)
• Event 8: R's Con request (M: message)
Update M.DelayTime_R_Con[R,J=S.CurrentTime
Add the event Connection for R's Con request (R i ,M,TTP) at time
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t = S.CurrentTime+ Random value generated with S.Comm,unieationRTTP(R i )
• Event 9: Connection for O's Con request (0: originator, M: message, TTP: trusted third party)

If TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP+1 > TTP.CapacFTPConnection
Increase TTP.Nbr_O_Con_Retries
Add the event 0 's Con request retry (M) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+O.Time_btw_FTPRetries

Else
Increase TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP
Add the event O's FTP disconnection (0,M,TTP) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.FTPConnectionDist
• Event 10: Connection for R's Con request (R: recipient, M: message, TTP: trusted third party)

If TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP+1 > TTP.CapacFTPConnection
Increase TTP.Nbr_R_Con_Retries
Add the event R's Con request retry (M) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+R.Time_btw_FTPRetries

Else
Increase TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP
Add the event R's FTP disconnection (R i ,M,TTP) at time
t = S.CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.FTPConnectionDist
• Event II: O's Con request retry (M: message)

Add the event Connection for O's Con request (0,M) at time
t = S. CurrentTime+Random value generated with S. Corn
• Event 12: R's Con request retry (M: message)

Add the event Connection for R's Con request (R i ,M) at time
t = S. CurrentTime+Random value generated with S.CommunicationRTTP(Ri)
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• Event 13: Key deletion in the TTP (M: message, TTP: trusted
third party)
Change the state of the message M.State=St5
Decrease TTP.CapacOccupied
• Event 14: O's FTP disconnection (0: recipient, M: message, TTP:
trusted third party)
If M is in the list TTP.LPUBMsg and M.State=St.4
Increase TTP.Nbr_Successful_O_Con
Else
Increase TTP.Nbr_Unsuccessful_O_Con
Decrease TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP
• Event 15: R's FTP disconnection (R: recipient, M: message, TTP:
trusted third party)
If M is in the list TTP.LPUBMsg and M.State-=S4
Increase TTP.Nbr_Successful_R_Con
Else
Increase TTP.Nbr_Unsuccessful_R_Con
Update M.DelayTime_R_ConlRil= S.CurrentTime - M.DelayTime_R_Con[Ril
Decrease TTP.Current_ConnectedFTP

Main Program
Initialization of Simulator (S)
- Add all entities to the simulator
- Initialize variables (input, state, output)
- Generate the first events of Message Generation(0) for each 0
While not empty S.LEvent and S.Current Time < S.Final Time do:
- E ---= The minimum time event in S.LEvent 14
- Delete E from S.LEvent
14 The

first one if it is implemented as an ordered list.
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- S.CurrentTime = time of E
- Execute the procedure that handles the event
Do the report
- For each entity save the report

3.3.4 Output Analysis
In order to check our simulation model, we have implemented an example of the
described protocol in a standard LAN network. Therefore, the experimental results
refer only to this kind of topology and were performed for studying the relationship
among values obtained and not for the sake of the values themselves.
Nevertheless, we stuck as much as possible to reality arid, for instance, in order
to calculate the time recipients delayed in replying EOR, we implemented a small
application which received a message in one socket, extracted it, verified and signed
it using RSA. The software used for monitoring packets in the network was What-

sUp [15].
The originators send messages to the recipients with a uniform distribution between 1 /2 and 1 hours (S.MsgGenDist). After a hundred executions of the protocol,
sampling the network delays, we observed the following input distributions of the
model:
• The network message delay distribution among participating entities is a uniform distribution between 10ms and 17ms (S.Communication0R,

S.CommunicationOTTP, S.CommunicationRTTP).
• The delay distribution of the EOR reply is a uniform distribution between 15ms
and 20ms (S.E0RsendDist).
• The time distribution of O's connection to publish the key is an uniform distribution between 30ms and 50ms (S.PUBConnectionDist).
• The FTP connection time distribution of the originators and the recipients for
getting the evidence Con k follows a uniform distribution between 25ms and

35ms (S. FTPConnectionDist).
For estimating the distribution type over the time values sampled, we used the
test of Kolrnogorov-Smirnov [127] for proving its uniformity. This test says that
being:

- N: samples number
- Xi: expected frequency in the interval [0,xi] (being xi one of the delimiters of
the interval) according to the uniform distribution.
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- fi: frequency observed in the interval [0,xi] in the samples object to study
max1Xi * N

fil

(3.1)

gives us the value for calculating how uniform is the sample set we have. The
closer it is to 0, the closest we are to the uniform distribution.
In summary, we estimated the needed parameters for providing answers to problems P1 and P2 with two sets of experiments. In each experiment, we give values
to the input variables and analyze the results obtained. The input and output variables match those ones described for each entity in the simulation model, but with
abbreviated names for sake of readability. The values chosen for the input variables
are traded off between those ones in a real scenario, and those ones which allow us
to study its influence in the overall protocol. Although most of the results are easily
foreseen, it is worth to understand the relation among them.

A. Input variables:
1. NO

2. NR

—

Number of originators (S. Originators)

—

Number of recipients (S.Recipients)

3. SC TTP's storage capacity measured in number of keys ( TTP.CapacStorage)
4. FTP FTP connection capacity ( TTP.CapacFTPConnection) and publication
connection capacity ( TTP.CapacPUBConnection)
5. TS Key storage time in the TTP (TTP.Max_StorageKTime)
6. RO Time between successive retries of O's Con k request
(O. Time_btw_FTPRetries)
7. RR Time between successive retries of R's Conk request
(R. Time_btw_FTPRetries)
—

—

—

—

—

B. Output variables:

Oi.Nbr_Msg
1. NM Number of generated messages in the experiment
2. MP Number of messages whose keys were published on the TTP
(TTP.Nbr_PUBMsg)
3. CPC Number of successive retries of O's key publication request caused by
the lack of TTP connection capacity (TTP.Nbr_PUBRetries)
4. CPA Number of successive retries of O's key publication request caused by
the lack of TTP storage capacity ( TTP.Nbr_PUBRetries_Str)
5. CRO Number of successive retries of O's Con k request
(TTP.Nbr_O_Con_Retries)
6. CRR Number of successive retries of R's Con k request
(TTP.Nbr_R_Con_Retries)
—

—

—

—

—

—
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7. SO — Number of successful O's Con k requests (TTP.Nbr_Successful_O_Con)
8. SR — Number of successful R's Con k requests (TTP.Nbr_Successful_R_Con)
9. UO — Number of unsuccessful O's Con k requests
(TTP.Nbr_UnSuccessful_O_Con)
10. UR — Number of unsuccessful R's Con k requests
(TTP.Nbr_UnSuccessful_R_Con)

11. ERT — Average waiting time of all EOR
\--NNO
L-4=1

msg Mj.WaitRTime)

(

Oi.Nbr_Msg

NO
1. PKT — Average key publication delay time
No E30z.Nbr_Msg

Mj.PubDelayTime

Oi.Nbr_Msg

Ei=1

NO
C. Results:

Input variables
NR
NO
A 300
30
B 5000
30
C 10000
10
Output variables

SC
10500
10500
10500

FTP
9000
65000
9000

TS

RO
20s
20s
20s

RR

lmin
2min
lmin
CRO
0
0
0

CRR
0
0
0

SO
4668
76816
157739

NM

MP

CPC

CPA

4672
76885
157850

4669
76833
157775

0
0
2000

0
0
0

20s
20s
20s

SR
140041
2304481
1577370

Table 3.11: Input test for P1

UO
0
0
0

UR
0
0
0

ERT
10.75s
11.93s
10.50

PKT
50.85s
51.97s
60.20s

Table 3.12: Output results for P1

Recall that the problem P1 consists on estimating the timeout t that 0 sends in
its first message to the recipients (i.e., the time at which the key must be published
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in the TTP's directory). The most intuitive solution is to set this deadline as far as
possible from the protocol start. Nevertheless, this is not practical, as this means
all entities need to wait a long time before reaching a protocol finish state. On the
other hand, this timeout cannot be too short, since then the originator will not have
time to publish the key k. Estimating the average time for 0 to publish the key, we
will have a good approximation for this deadline. Therefore, PKT is the value we
will inspect in detail in the first set of experiments (see table 3.12).
• (A) 50.85s with 300 originators and 30 recipients. In this simulation of the
protocol, the originator would not wait more than 10.75s for all EOR in order
to send the key publication request to the TTP. With the established conditions
on the network delay, 10500 keys space for store, 9000 simultaneous connections
available in the TTP FTP server, 1 min. of Con k availability in the TTP
directory and a 20s. delay when a retry is needed, 0 needs approximately 40s.
for publishing the key once it obtained all EOR.

• (B) 51.97s with 5000 originators and 30 recipients. The originator would not
wait more than 11.93s for all EOR in order to send the key publication request
to the TTP. In this example, although the number of originators and time
needed for the key to be published in the TTP FTP server has been augmented,
the relation is maintained.
• (C) 60.20s with 10000 originators, 10 recipients. The originator would not
wait more than 10.50s for all EOR in order to send the key publication request
to the TTP. The decrease on this parameter is due to the reduction in the
number of recipients. An increment in the number of participants resulted
in an increment in the PKT. The TTP needs to accept more publication
connections. Note that, in this example, there will be 10000 originators and
the connection maximum capacity for publication has been input as 9000. As
we can see (CPC), originators need to retry key's publication in 2000 occasions
(note that each originator in our simulation sends several messages, that is, it
executes the protocol several times) because TTP's server is overloaded, and
this is the reason for the PKT delay.
The following conclusions from the first set of experiments can be deduced:
• As expected, we deduce that originator retries suppose the main reason for the
increase in the time needed for publishing the key (sample C).
• There are no retries of the key's publication request due to lack of capacity in
the TTP (CPA) in none of the samples. This is due to an initial bigger keys
capacity that number of originators.
As time distribution for the generation of messages is [30-60 mins.], when a new
execution of the protocol by each originator comes, all previous ones have been
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finished, and thus the TTP server has been cleaned. This is a very important
conclusion for optimization of TTP space, but could at the same time bring
into confusion to the designer. In our model, disconnection (failure) of the
network is not foreseen, and thus 1 minute is enough for all entities to collect
final evidence. Therefore, and very importantly, when implementing a real
model, maximum disconnection time (hours, days) will be the only important
parameter for calculating key deletion time (TS).
Furthermore, in our model, all originators start their protocols at the same time
and then follow the uniform message distribution. This makes the execution to
occurs in batches. In a real world, executions of different originators will overlap
and then, space and throughput in the TTP needs to be reserved (according to
the number of originators (NO) and their expected message distributions) for
avoiding public key publication retries due to lack of capacity and connection
(CPC and CPA).

• The reason for which there are not successive retries from participants in obtaining final evidence Con k , is also due to connection parameters chosen in
the TTP. These reasons, for which a participant can be denied accessing final
evidence Con k are:
1. Final evidence Con k is not in the TTP sever; i.e., it has been already
deleted by the TTP or not published yet. The second case, as we implemented the simulation model, does not originate retries in the participants,
because they only try after deadline t, that by definition is the time by
which the final evidence and key must be published (sent by the originator). In the first case, an unsuccessful Con k request (UO and UR) is
generated. Nevertheless, in this first set of experiments, TS is long enough
for not producing unsuccessful Con k requests.

2. TTP FTP server is overloaded and the user is refused from connecting.
This case does not happen in our samples, since only in example C occurs
that the connection capacity is less than the maximum number of entities
which can try to connect in the same instant in order to get final evidence

Con k (FTP < (NO+NR) )
Nonetheless, as we can see in CPC, some originators are delayed while
waiting for a public key publication retry and a question comes up: why is
there no delay (retries) in final evidence Con's accesses from participants.
The answer is the difference existing between RO (time between successive
retries of O's key publication requests, i.e., 0.Time_btw_PUBRetries) and
the distribution which dictates the speed with which recipients and originators access the TTP for Con k retrieve once the evidence is published
(S.CommunicationRTTP (R i ) and S.CommunicationOTTP respectively)
which is between 10 and 17 ms. This makes that, while some originators
are still waiting for a public key publication retry, and possibly not for
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the first time, the rest of participants are accessing their final evidence, so

TTP FTP server queue is empty by when late final evidences are published
and intended parties access to retrieve Con k .

• The timeout (t) estimated is less than 1 minute with the delay time distributions and the message generation distribution selected. The latter could be
reduced several times without affecting the timeout estimation even if disconnection of some participants is foreseen. Thus, if the system is initialized from
scratch, only the capacity (SC) and connection (FTP) throughput in the TTP
will influence the value we obtain in the deadline time 15 .
We can do other experiments as well, like the estimation of efficient initial conditions (SC, FTP, TS, RO, RR), so that the protocol would operate without
unsuccessful Con k searches with a fixed number of originators and recipients. Obviously, these adjustments can help in the decision-making of a TTP investment
process. Bearing this in mind, we have performed different tests (see table 3.13 16 )
that have helped us to obtain good results for problem P2, and efficient conditions
for the protocol operation.

I. Test 1 (A,B): In this test, we used a small increment for values of SC and TS,
and this has resulted in little changes in the unsuccessful Con k requests (UO,
UR). In this case, we can observe that the number of O's Con k publication
retries due to lack of space in the TTP (CPA) is reduced to 0 in sample B,
obviously as a consequence of the increment in the TTP capacity (from 100
to 450, which is enough for the number of originators that try to publish a
key in the same moment of time). It is also important to stress the fact that
the unsuccessful Con k requests appear as a consequence of the low value used
for TTP's connection capacity (FTP) which, on the other hand, is the main
parameter which ultimately explain a refuse from the TTP when trying to
access final evidence for all participants.

2. Test 2 (D,E): In this test we increased the values of SC, FTP and TS. The
result is that we get a significant reduction of UO and UR. CPC is reduced
to 0 as a result of the considerably increment in the publication connection
capacity in the TTP. There are still however a number of retries when accessing
the final evidence even for the originators which reached the point in which all
final evidence is accessed (U0=0).
course, with fixed delay time distributions.
'Note that it could seem that there are errors in the table, since not always holds that MPSO=UO, i.e, the number of unsuccessful O's Conk requests equals the number of correctly published
messages minus the number of successful O's Conk requests. This is due to the way in which the
simulation is stopped: a fixed final time. This avoids originators to access some final evidence after
publishing the keys simply because the simulation ends, and thus, no unsuccessful request is even
generated.
15 0f
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3. Tets 3 (F): In this test we increase the value of TS and obtain a reduction
of UR. The key has been published during one hour, and this is reasonable
from a practical point of view. When analyzing the results, we deduct that
an increment in the capacity of ftp connections (FTP) is necessary to obtain
better results.
4. Test 4 (G): In this test we increase FTP. The result is that the unsuccessful
Con k requests become 0. Additionally, the number of retries of Conk request
becomes 0 too. This guarantees a better execution of the protocol in a real
scenario because of the reduction in the number of messages in the network.
5. Test 5 (H,I,J): In this test we perform some estimations of the appropriate
TS value. The result is that we get the optimal solution with a value of TS- 50
seconds. Note that retries on Con k final evidence access only occurs when
TTP's connection throughput is overloaded. When this is not the case, i.e.,
the participant entity can not access the key because it has been deleted from
the server (or it has been not published), an unsuccessful request is generated.
6. Test 6 (K): In this test, we decrease the FTP value. The result is that we
get unsuccessful Con k request retries again, what proves the most appropriate
value for FTP is 9000 keys capacity.
An essential issue for the best operation of non-repudiation protocols is to figure
out their timeouts. We proposed a simulation model for this purpose, since timeouts
depend on specific scenario features such as network speed, TTP characteristics,
number of originators and recipients, etc. This simulation is very useful for a reliable
and adequate implementation. Furthermore, we have proposed an estimation of the
appropriate values of parameters for an efficient use of a TTP (P2) in non-repudiation
protocols.
This simulation model could be extended to other security protocols in twoparty and multi-party scenarios. We provided important insights on the relation
existing among the parameters to be used in the implementation of a multi-party
non-repudiation protocol by means of event simulation results.
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Input variables
NO
NR
SC
A

B

F

G
H
I
J
K

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Output variables
MP
NM
4712
4720
4628
4655
4593
4734
4672
4737
4646
4706

4706
4718
4621
4652
4587
4733
4669
4734
4641
4703

FTP
140
140
3000
3000
3000
9000
9000
9000
9000
8000

100
450
3500
4000
4000
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

CPC

CPA
4895
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

388
869
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TS

RO

RR

1/2min
2,5min
5min
20mm
lh
30min
lmin
1/2min
50s
1/2min

20s
20s
20s
20s
20s
20s
20s
20s
20s
20s

20s
5s
5s
5s
10min
lmin
20s
20s
20s
20s

CRO
399
353
122
116
99
0
0
0
0
12

CRR
80388
80502
7985
9239
6523
0
0
0
0
378

Table 3.13: Input test for P2

UO
5
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
17

UR
15051
11026
5502
6099
4746
0
0
74
0
532

ERT
10.67s
10.79s
10.75s
10.66s
10.72s
10.62s
10.75s
10.75s
10.85s
10.77s

PKT
72.96s
54.77s
51.10s
50.40s
50.77s
50.86s
50.85s
50.56s
50.94s
50.87s

Table 3.14: Output results for P2

SO

SR

4701
4715
4620
4652
4587
4732
4668
4730
4639
4684

121540
125108
133068
133461
132864
141930
140041
141916
139140
140498
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CHAPTER

4

Multi-Party Non-Repudiation and Its
Applications

In the previous chapter we have introduced new approaches for MNR protocols targeting efficiency. For such a reason we provide a comparison with existing solutions
and explore an event-directed model for estimating time values. Although we will
demonstrate in chapter 5 that these general approaches can be adapted to real applications and frameworks as an added-value service l , in this chapter we address more
specific multi-party solutions in which non-repudiation is implicit or explicitly an
integral requirement.
Beginning with an existing solution for CEM, we enhance it with asynchronous
timeliness and multicasting, thus allowing certified and timely notification of multiple users without introducing significant complexity, and overall, preserving the
properties for a CEM application. We also study the problem of multi-party contract signing with an analysis and new solutions. We present a new synchronous
MPCS protocol that reaches the lowest bound of steps. We further consider additional features like abuse-freeness and threshold timeliness. Besides, we analyzed an
optimistic N-party asynchronous contract signing protocol, revise its properties and
point out its security drawbacks.

'Although we have stressed that non-repudiation is a basic security service as defined by the

ITU, the current reality is that very few (even secure-named) applications implement it.
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4.1 Extensions to Optimistic Fair CEM
In this section, with the experience acquired in previous multi-party descriptions, we
analyze and provide extensions to a fast and simple optimistic fair CEM protocol [107]
for achieving timeliness and multi-party fair exchange'. Firstly, we briefly describe
Micali's optimistic protocol for CEM.

4.1.1 A Protocol for Fair CEM with Deadline Time
Although Micali explained different fair CEM protocols in [107], we describe here the
most complete one that supports confidentiality, fairness and synchronous timeliness.
Because it is an optimistic protocol, if both parties behave honestly, the TTP (which
is also referred as the post office PO here) will not be involved. Each user in the
system has a unique identifier. Before sending the plaintext message M to the
recipient, the originator computes a secret Z protected with the TTP's encryption
key as Z = Epo(0, R, ER (M)). To reach timeliness, Micali proposed a deadline time
solution, where originator chooses a time t after which the TTP should not help the
recipient in the conclusion of the protocol.

R : t, Z, So (t, Z)

1. 0
2. R —>

: SR (Z)

3. 0 —> R : E R (M)
Whenever R reaches step 1 and verifies O's signature, it must extract the deadline
time t and estimate whether it will have enough time to contact the PO in case of
O's misbehavior or channel failure. Variable tp denotes the maximum possible time
discrepancy that R believes may exist between his clock and that of the PO. If R
receives step 1 in time t R (i.e., recipient's local time) such that t R tp is greater
than or equal to t, then R halts; otherwise it proceeds to step 2. After verifying R's
signature, 0 sends the message M to the recipient at step 3.
After replying at step 2, if recipient does not get the message within a reasonable
amount of time, or Z = Ep 0 (0, R, ER (M)) does not hold, R contacts the PO in a
resolve sub-protocol:

1' . R —> PO

: t, Z, So (t, Z), SR (Z)

2'. IF (tpo < t) AND (valid signatures)

2 The

PO—FR

:X

PO

: SR (Z)

work in this section has been partially published in [138].
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Figure 4.1: Deadline Time Intervals

In this sub-protocol, the PO verifies whether R's request arrives before O's deadline time and also whether both signatures are correct. If so, the PO decrypts Z
with its private key and, if the result is a triplet consisting of 0, R, and an unknown
string X, it sends X to the recipient and forwards R's signature to the originator.
Note that the semantic of the deadline t is different from the previous deadlines
we have used before, where clock shifts between the entities could not lead to a
security problem, but to a timeliness problem. Even though the deadline parameter
is used for finalization of the protocol and consequently for timeliness, the meaning
is different due to the optimistic approach. When the TTP participates in an on-line
manner, the deadline establishes a point after which the protocol is resolved and the
recipients can contact the TTP. In this case, the deadline indicates the point before
which the recipients must contact the TTP if needed, because afterwards, it will not
help (and thus fairness will be damaged).
It can be argued that, at the end, both solutions need a point of time in which the
TTP cannot help any more and if recipients do not access in advance, fairness will be
also damaged. Nevertheless, there is a very important difference in both approaches
which will be perhaps better appreciated in figure 4.1.
In our approaches, when evidence deletion occurs at the TTP, the latter will riot
be able to help entities any more. This event can coincide with evidence expiration
or riot depending on TTP's storage resources. Nevertheless, time (deadline t) at
which the state is final (synchronous timeliness) and evidence deletion are different.
In this way, entities can know beforehand when the protocol has a definitive state
and then, if needed, seek TTP's help. On the other hand, Micali's solution unifies
deadline and evidence deletion (there is not deletion event, but the meaning is the
same; i.e., TTP's help is not available). If this deadline time is selected too early,
mail recipients could not have time enough to resolve the protocol. If greater, entities
will need to wait in order to know the final state of the protocol , perhaps more than
what is desired.
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4.1.2 Extension to Fair CEM with Asynchronous Timeliness
We believe that a deadline time is not the best solution for a fairness property in
CEM applications. Thus, in this section we propose a different solution, asynchronous timeliness (i.e., either party can finish the protocol at any time without loss of
fairness). In Micali's proposal, even if the recipient approximately calculates in each
run the time to contact the PO, there can be always a situation in which the PO
is unaccessible for longer. In such a case, the recipient will not get the item from
the (un-)fair exchange protocol and it will be difficult to figure out who bears the
responsibility for the breach of fairness.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in definition 2.1.5, there will always exist advantages
and disadvantages in both timeliness solutions (asynchronous vs. synchronous). At
the same time, in Micali's protocols, the TTP (or PO) is held responsible for distributing final evidence to participants when requested. As part of our aims, we remove
this requirement.
We introduce a new cancel sub-protocol. With the resolve sub-protocol, the
recipient will be able to finish the protocol at any time. In this way, if 0 does not
want to wait for the resolution of the protocol it can abort it with cancel sub-protocol
at any time too. The revised main protocol, in which O's signature 3 is not needed
anymore in step 1 due to the omission of the deadline, is as follows:
1. 0 —> R

:

Z

2. R —+ 0

:

SR (Z)

3. 0

R :

ER (M)

The revised resolve sub-protocol which will be requested by the recipient under
the same conditions as the original one is as follows:
1'. R —> PO : Z,SR (Z)

2'. R PO : IF cancelled THEN So (cancel, Z)
ELSE ER (M)
When the PO receives such a request, it first checks R's signature on Z. If valid,
the PO further decrypts Z and extracts the identities of sender and recipient of Z. If
R is the intended recipient of Z and the exchange has not been cancelled by 0, the
PO marks the exchange status related to (0, R, h(Z)) as resolved, sends ER (M) to
R, and stores SR (Z) (which will be collected by 0 when it initiates the cancel subprotocol). If the exchange has been cancelled by 0, the PO forwards So (cancel, Z)
to R, and R can use this evidence to prove that 0 has cancelled the exchange.
The new cancel sub-protocol is as follows:
'In CEM applications, only non-repudiation of receipt is mandatory.
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1' .

PO : Z, Epo(So(cancel, Z))

2'. 0 PO : IF resolved THEN SR (Z)
ELSE ack
When the PO receives such a request from the originator, it first checks O's
signature after decrypting with its corresponding asymmetric key O's cancel request'.
If valid, the PO further decrypts Z and extracts the identities of sender and recipient.
If 0 is the sender of Z and the exchange status related to (0, R, h(Z)) is marked
as resolved, the PO forwards SR (Z) to O. Otherwise, the PO marks the exchange
status related to (0, R, h(Z)) as cancelled, and acknowledges O's cancellation.
Because there is no deadline time for the recipient, the originator can abort the
protocol as desired. As we can see, the PO provides access to the items that any
of the parties needs. The parties can access the data at any time and it is not
the responsibility of the PO whether the users get the messages they expect. The
PO is not stateless arid needs to maintain (within a reasonable amount of time) a
table with entries (0, R, h(Z), state) and to store the signatures for serving the users.
Therefore, the server implementing the PO must secure this information (although
confidentiality is not needed).
Although in [107] there is no explicit definition of the dispute resolution process,
we think it is, in general, necessary for any non-repudiation protocol. In this process,
both parties must agree which arbitrator will evaluate the final outcome of the protocol based on the evidence provided by the users. Consequently, if the recipient
denies having received a message M in a CEM protocol run, the originator should
provide (Z, SR (Z)) and the arbitrator settles that the originator sent the message M
to the recipient if:

i) Z = Ep o (0 , R, ER (M)) holds;
ii) the recipient's signature on Z is valid;
iii) the recipient cannot provide So (cancel, Z).
It is easy to notice that integrity of the message is not ensured. Any external
attacker (or R itself) can create a message Z' = Ep o (0 , R, ER (M')). In this case,
the originator will obtain a proof for a message it did not send and will try to cancel
the protocol. If it is not possible (R already resolved the protocol), the recipient will
have a message the originator did not send but cannot demonstrate it (the process
is anonymous because there are no digital signatures). So our protocol does not
ensure the service, but it does ensure that the recipient can read the message the
originator sent if and only if the originator obtains evidence of receipt'. If integrity
4 As pointed out in [68], 0 needs to encrypt its own signature in order to avoid an attack which
allows the recipient to get the cancel token (eavesdropping O's request from message 1') when the
protocol has been previously resolved by the recipient (and thus making the originator believe the
exchange succeeded).
5 which was our initial design goal.
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and authenticity of the message for ensuring the service are properties needed by
the originator, then it needs to digitally sign Z at step 1 and the receiver needs to
provide O's signature at step 1' of the resolve sub-protocol for PO's verification.

4.1.3 Extension to Multi - Party Fair CEM
There are scenarios in which the participation of multiple entities can result in an
important improvement. CEM is one of them. We can easily figure out applications
in which sending e-mail to several users is feasible and useful. In 2.1 several solutions
for multi-party CEM were pointed out. Based on Micali's CEM protocol, we provide
a new feature such that the sender can distribute in a certified manner a message M
to several recipients. Some additional notation in the protocol description is:
R : a set of intended recipients.

Header : a header indicating in which position the recipient has to look for its
information (e.g. [R, , j] ).
M : message being sent from the originator to the recipients R.
- R" = R — R' : a subset of R (in plaintext) with which the originator wants to
cancel the exchange.
R" _resolved : a subset of R" that have resolved the exchange with the resolve

sub-protocol.
R" _cancelled = R" — R" _resolved : a subset of R" with which the exchange
has been cancelled by the PO.
UR = UR 1 , u R2 , : concatenation of public keys from group R.
E R (M) : an group encryption of M for group R.
Z = Ep o (0, R, ER (M)) : a secret Z protected with the PO's encryption key.
The PO will participate, if requested by any entity, in a mutually exclusive way
(i.e., atomic execution of the sub-protocols for each user). Here, we describe the
protocol (see figure 4.2).
The main protocol executed by the final entities is:

1. 0

R : Header, UR, Z

2. Ri --> O : S R,(u R„ Z) where each Ri E R
3. 0

Ri : ER ,(M)

In step 1, the originator sends the secret Z and all the recipients' public keys
such that if any recipient does not agree with its public encryption key (e.g., the
corresponding public key certificate has been revoked), then it stops the protocol.
Otherwise, after verifying the data obtained, the recipient sends evidence of receipt
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Figure 4.2: Multi-Party Fair CEM Protocol

to the originator at step 2, and the latter sends the (encrypted) message M at step
3 to the set of recipients who replied.
If the originator did not receive a correct message 2 from some of the recipients
R", she may initiate the following cancel sub-protocol:
. 0 —* PO : Z, R", So (cancel, R", Z)

2'. PO

FOR (all R i E R")
IF (R, E R" _resolved) THEN retrieves SR,(uR„, Z)
ELSE appends R i into R" _cancelled

3'. 0

PO : all retrieved S R,(UR,, Z), S po(R" _cancelled, Z)

In this case, the originator communicates to the PO its intention of revoking the
protocol with entities contained in R". After verifying the originator's cancel request,
the PO checks which entities previously resolved the protocol and gets their proofs
of receipt. Then, the PO generates an evidence of cancellation for the rest of entities
and includes everything in a message destined to the originator.
If some recipient Ri did not receive the message 3 or it was not valid, R may
initiate the following resolve sub-protocol:
1'. R --* PO : Header, UR, Z, S R,(UR,, Z)
2'. Ri 4—* PO : IF (R, E R" _cancelled) THEN S po(R" _cancelled, Z)
ELSE {E(M)
appends R i into R" _resolved and stores SR,(UR,, Z)}
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The recipient sends to the PO all the information that it has already got from
the originator along with its evidence of receipt. If this entity does not belong to the
group of entities with which the originator cancelled the exchange, the PO verifies
all the information (digital signatures) and decrypts Z. It also stores SR,(u R ,Z).
Note that if the protocol has been cancelled, it should be impossible for the recipient
to cheat the PO in a way that the PO reveals the message for that protocol run. For
that reason, the PO must verify the recipient's signature as well as integrity of Z in
the first step.
Note that the recipient can cheat the TTP manipulating the Header field. Nevertheless, this will not disclose any other message, since it is encrypted with the
intended recipient's public key. Furthermore, this action is nonsense due to two reasons: (i) message M is similar for every recipient regardless of the position in ER (M)
and (ii) R will bring itself to an unfair situation since it will not be able to get the
message while the recipient can obtain from the TTP its receipt signature.
If this entity belong to the group of entities with which the originator cancelled
the exchange, the PO sends a cancellation evidence to the recipient such that the
latter can easily demonstrate to an arbitrator that the exchange was cancelled in
case a dispute arises.
If R i denies having received M, the originator can present evidence Z,ER (M),
SR (uR, Z), S po (R"_cancelled, Z) and the arbitrator settles that the recipient received the message M from the originator if:

i) Ri can decrypt ER (M) with uR, (see section 3.1.3) and the outcome is M;
ii) Z = Epo(0 , R, ER(M)) holds;
iii) R,'s signature on Z and its encryption public key is valid;
iv) PO's signature on S po(R" _cancelled, Z) A R., R" _cancelled.
The originator will succeed on the dispute if all the above checks are positive.
If all the checks but the last are positive and it cannot present evidence of cancellation, then the arbitrator must further interrogate R. If the latter cannot present
S po(R" _cancelled, Z) in which Ri E R" _cancelled, the originator also wins the dispute. Otherwise, R i can repudiate having received the message M. Therefore, evidence provided by the PO is self-contained, that is, the PO need not be contacted in
case a dispute arises regarding the occurrence of a cancellation sub-protocol launched
by the originator.

4.1.4 Requirements Fulfillment
Let us analyze the requirements fulfillment of our extended protocols as defined in
chapter 1.4.5:
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Strong Fairness: With our extensions, due to the asynchronism we have integrated, weak fairness is fulfilled; i.e., each party is in possession of proper
evidence or an affidavit which demonstrates misbehavior or channel failures of
other participants (cancel tokens). On the other hand, since the TTP acts in
an optimistic manner in both cases, the only requirement in the communication
channel with entities is that they must be able to contact the TTP eventually.
Confidentiality: This requirement is fulfilled by encrypting the message with
recipients' public key as agreed.

- Efficiency: The protocols are optimistic, so efficiency reaches its maximum
when all entities behave honestly (only 3 steps are needed). Furthermore, the
main sub-protocol is elegant even in the multi-party case, and fortunately,
this sub-protocol will be the only one executed in almost all occasions (since
optimistic approaches target users whose behavior is expected to be honest) .
Timeliness: It fulfills asynchronous timeliness.
Policy: Policy about which arbiter to use in case of disputes, which cryptographic algorithms, etc., needs to be defined targeted to each different application. The minimum elements it needs to contain are those explicitly mentioned
through the description of the extended protocols. Nevertheless, we define here
a more detailed policy by answering the questions defined in 1.4.5 for the extension of Multi-Party Fair CEM. For this task, we assume this CEM application
is targeted to Internet users and we make use of the verbs "SHALL" "MUST"
and "MAY" which are to be interpreted as described in [43].
a) Rules for evidence generation and verification: Cryptographic algorithms
to be used. E.g. RSA with 2048-bits keys or DSA. Keys' format and
extensions needed if X.509v3 digital certificates are to be used for verification. The policy MUST explicitly define the structure of every element
used in the protocol. It also MUST define the language (e.g. XML) for
representing them (R, Header, R', R", R" _cancelled, R" _resolved), format
of the concatenation of keys, the public key encryption algorithms which
can be run for computing secrets, and the hash functions to be used (SHA256'). Of course, all legal restrictions coming from use of cryptography
MUST be inherited. The rules related to evidence generation are:

- What evidence should be generated in the non-repudiation service?
Only the originator collects evidence (SR (u i?„ Z)) in case of a normal
execution of the protocol. If the TTP intervenes, 0 also collects
S po(R" _cancelled, Z) for the group of recipients which did not reply
'As we already know, most of the hash functions used nowadays (MD5, SHA1,..) are subject to
attacks, some of them found in recent research [129].
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and each of them MUST also obtain the same token if the originator
cancel the protocol for them.
- Which TTP should be involved in evidence generation?
Explicitly stated.
- What elements should be included in the evidence?
Explicitly stated.
- Which type of evidence should be generated?
Explicitly stated.
- Which are the parties involved in the generation process?
Participants MAY obtain the support of external trusted parties for
the generation of digital evidence. Nevertheless, for our protocols,
we consider that the participating entities SHALL generate their own
digital evidence.
Rules related to evidence transfer:
- Which non-repudiation protocol will be used?
Explicitly defined.
- Which are the channel assumptions?
Explicitly defined.

b) Rules for evidence storage: The TTP SHALL be audited before being able
to serve Internet Users. The database storage SHALL make at least an
hourly backup. Only the TTP SHALL have write permissions and every
input, query and operation in general MAY be logged (the format will
be established by the TTP itself). Timestamps signed by the TTP for
evidence validity and logging purposes MAY be issued as well.
What mechanism will be used for maintaining the validity of evidence?
Expiry date.
- How long should the evidence be stored?
Five years.
Does the evidence need to be confidential?
No.
Which are the access control rules for accessing the evidence?
Write permissions for the TTP. Read permissions for users. The access control procedure MAY be established by the TTP (e.g. passwordbased).
c) Evidence use: It MUST explicitly state under which circumstances the
digital evidence collected can be used (i.e., in which situations is considered legally useful) and MAY establish a period of validity (see [4] for
further research in this area). E.g. the evidence is only valid under the
judgement of specific arbiters specialized in CEM disputes on the Internet.
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The validity period of evidence for this service is 5 years (i.e., this service SHALL not be used if the originator needs to be able to demonstrate
recipients receipt of the message for a longer period).
d) Dispute resolution process: It has been already defined. Rules related to
dispute resolution:
Which entity will play the role of adjudicator?
Explicitly stated in the protocol policy. If it is a digital arbitrator,
X.500 DN (Distinguished Name) [82] MAY be used for instance for
uniquely referring to a specific entity.
Which parties should be involved in dispute resolution? And which

TTP?
Only participants. In normal executions only the originator. If exception occurs, the recipients MAY also be involved. PO is not involved.
What evidence should be provided?
Explicitly defined.
What are the rules followed in the resolution process itself?
Explicitly defined.
What is the expiry date of evidence?
Explicitly defined
Which law should be referenced to enforce the arbitration?
Depends on the country. E.g. LSSI in Spain.

Verifiability of TTP: The TTP (or PO) needs to be trusted, so it is not verifiable. However, if this is a preferred property, it can be straightforwardly
achieved. For this to occur, the PO needs to modify step 3' in the cancel
sub-protocol and 2' in the resolve sub-protocol:
1. signing all messages for entities
2. Including O's cancel request into cancel tokens
With those two modifications, the PO becomes verifiable when all the entities
behave honestly but, unfortunately, transparency of the PO is lost. The solution chosen depend on the application itself. In our Internet CEM application
for users, we MAY select a verifiable PO without transparency. In an email
application, the users would not care on the receipt format as long as it is valid
in case of dispute, and would rather prefer not to deposit full trust over the
PO, specially if in the Internet a lot of PO entities exist.
For a demonstration on TTP's verifiability with the proposed modifications,
we first enumerate the possible misbehaving actions the PO can commit:

a. Cancel the protocol without O's request
b. Cancel the protocol for recipients the originator did not request
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c. Not cancelling the protocol for recipients the originator requested
d. Store the message for R., when the protocol has been cancelled by 0 for
that entity
e. Cancel the protocol for entities which have already resolved
f. Store Ri 's evidence of receipt for 0 when it provided a cancel token to Ri
By the modification (2), (a) and (b) will be later demonstrated by the originator. In (c) if the PO does not cancel the request for an entity R , it needs
to provide 0 with R i 's evidence of receipt. If it does not so, the originator can
demonstrate it with the modification introduced in (1). Similarly in (d), (e)
and (f) there will exist an incongruence between the signature provided to 0
and to the recipients.
Transparency of TTP: As we earl see, even when the PO intervenes, its participation is transparent, i.e., if the protocol can be resolved successfully, evidences

obtained by the originator' do not change.

4.2 Multi-Party Contract Signing
There is no doubt that contract signing is a fundamental service in doing business.
As pointed out in the state-of-the-art study of 2.1, a number of two-party contract
signing protocols have been proposed with various features. Nevertheless, in sorne
applications, a contract may need to be signed by multiple parties. Less research
has been done on multi-party contract signing. In this section, we propose a new
synchronous multi-party contract signing protocol that, with n parties, it reaches a
lower bound of 3(n — 1) steps in the all-honest case and 4n —2 steps in the worst case
(i.e., all parties contact the TTP). This is so far the most efficient synchronous multiparty contract signing protocol in terms of the number of messages required. We
further consider additional features like timeliness and abuse-freeness in an improved
version'.
Since contract signing is a particular case of fair exchange, any fair exchange
protocol found in the literature in which digital signatures are exchanged can be
considered as related work and some of these schemes have been mentioned in section 2.1.2. On the other hand, also fair-exchange protocols can be constructed by
means of contract signing protocols (using digitally signed contracts as evidence tokens).
In all practical schemes, contract signing involves a TTP which plays the role of
a notary in paper-based contract signing and somehow shares the legal duties the
7 Mail
8 The

receipt.
work in this section has been partially published in [139].
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former ones have. In fact, designing and implementing a contract signing protocol
using an in-line TTP should not be a complicated task. In this case, if Alice and
Bob wish to enter into a contract, they each sign a copy of the contract and send it
to the TTP through a secure channel. The TTP will forward the signed contracts
only when it has received valid signatures from both Alice and Bob.
Nevertheless, in our continuous search for speeding up our daily life activities, it is
desirable not using a TTP in a contract signing protocol. Additionally, if the TTP is
not involved, the notary fee could be avoided. Some protocols appear in the literature
trying to eliminate the TTP's involvement using gradual or probabilistic exchange of
signatures [41, 58]. In [58], Even et al. propose a contract signing protocol which
makes use of oblivious transfer. This allows the transfer of a recognizable (e.g. signed)
message M such that the recipient can read it with a probability 1/2 while the
originator has no way of knowing whether the recipient could read it or riot. With
this tool, they provided a probabilistic contract signing protocol with a very high
success (fairness) probability.
Nevertheless, and specially for contract signing protocols, a signer would not like
to risk one million dollars when the deal is done. Therefore, these solutions may
not be accepted by signatories. Furthermore, users already deal with the presence
of TTPs when important contracts are to be signed (e.g., the act of selling a house
in which usually a notary is involved) in the paper-based world. Our objective is to
focus on deterministic optimistic contract signing protocols.
We compare our solutions in terms of efficiency with [27] because only Asokan
et al. addressed the MPCS problem in synchronous networks. Some authors also
considered the abuse-freeness property in [66, 39].
As asynchronous networks impose less requirements on the network, asynchronous
protocols need more rounds to fulfill fairness. In order to find a lower bound in the
number of rounds of an asynchronous MPCS protocol, let us repeat Garay's theorem:
Any complete and optimistic asynchronous contract-signing protocol with
ri participants requires at least ii, rounds in an optimistic run.

Ferrer's asynchronous protocol presented in [62] with only three rounds is an
exception. It claimed to use a number of rounds independent from the number of
participants (as we do in our synchronous approach). However, the protocol is flawed
as we will show later in this chapter.
In our proposal to be presented below, we use a synchronous model, in which we
assume messages sent among participants can be lost in the network, but a message
from a participant reaches the TTP in a finite and known amount of time. Attackers
can insert, delete and modify messages, but it is assumed that attackers cannot
break the clock synchronization of the network and cannot forge digital signatures.
Under this model, the number of rounds can be made independent of the number of
participants.
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4.2.1 A New Synchronous MPCS Protocol
We first present a simple synchronous protocol for multi-party contract signing. As
in Asokan's approach, ours is also based on two differentiated phases: a promise
to sign, and a real signature that a party releases only after receiving all promises
from the rest of participants. Again, in the same manner, we reach a lower bound
of 4(n — 1) steps in the all-honest case and 5n — 3 steps in the worst case when all
parties contact the TTP. This result will be further improved in the optimal version
by reducing the number of steps to 3(n — 1) in the all-honest case and 4n — 2 in the
worst case.

4. 2. I. 1

A Simple Version

Let us consider the following simple solution which uses verifiable encryption
of signatures based on a ring architecture for achieving transparency of the TTP.
Assume that the channel between any participant and the TTP is functional and not
disrupted. The following notation is used in the protocol description.

- C = [M, P, id, t] : a contract text M to be signed by each party Pi E P(i =
1, • • • , n), a unique identifier id for the protocol run, and a deadline t agreed
by all parties to contact the TTP.

- Cert i : a certificate with which anyone can verify that the ciphertext is the correct signature of the plaintext, and can be decrypted by the TTP (see CEMBS
- Certificate of an Encrypted Message Being a Signature in [35]).

A simple linear protocol for multi-party contract signing is sketched as follows:
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1.
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The above main protocol is divided into two phases. The parties first exchange
their commitments in an "in-and-out" manner. Note that P1 can choose t in the
first message (and others can halt if they do not agree). Only after the first phase is
finished at step 2(n — 1), the final signatures are exchanged. Following this simple
approach, only 4(n — 1) steps are needed.
If there is no exception (e.g., network failure or misbehaving party), the protocol
will not need TTP's help. Otherwise, the following resolve sub-protocol helps to
drive the contract signing process to its end. Pi can contact the TTP before the
deadline t.

1. Pi —> TT P : resolvep, mi,••,mn
2. TT P : IF NOT resolved AND resolvep, is received before t THEN
decrypts mi..mn
publishes Sp, (C), Sp„(C)

reso/ved=true
Boolean variable resolved is initialized to false. If the main protocol is not completed successfully, some parties may not hold all the commitments (m i , m a ).
Then, they just wait until the deadline t and check with the TTP whether the contract has been resolved by other parties. If not, the contract is cancelled. Otherwise,
they get the valid contract (Sp, (C), Sp„(C)) from the TTP.
If a party has all the commitments when the main protocol is terminated abnormally, it could initiate the above sub-protocol. Then the TTP will help to resolve
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the contract if the request is received before the deadline t, and the contract will
be available to all the participants (even after the deadline t). After the deadline,
the TTP will not accept such requests any more. In other words, the status of the
contract will be determined the latest by the deadline t. Note that no party can
cheat the TTP using a distinct deadline because in that case they will be cancelling
or resolving a different contract. If parties do not want to advertise this data in the
contract itself since timeout is not part of the text agreed, then the deadline can be
somehow (hashed together with) included in the unique id which is the main variable
used by the TTP to distinguish between different protocol instances as a contract
reference. In this protocol, the TTP intervention is simple, elegant and lightweight.
In this case, the dispute resolution process is straightforward. If a party holds all
the signatures the contract is assumed to be valid and signed.

4. 2. 1. 2 An Optimal Version
The protocol in previous subsection has two clearly differentiated phases: exchange of commitments and exchange of digital signatures. The number of steps
can be further reduced if we send more available information at each step and thus
merge both phases. This will result in an improvement to the previous simple version
protocol.
Using the same notation, an optimal synchronous protocol for multi-party contract signing is outlined as follows:

1.

P1 —>

P2

:

m i [= C, eTTp(Sp,(C)),Certi]

2.
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• •

SPn (C)
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The resolve sub-protocol used by participants to request TTP's help does not
change. Note that even though the two phases are merged, no party releases its
plaintext signature of the contract without having first received all the commitments.
If any party decides to quit before releasing its plaintext signature of the contract, the
rest of participants can obtain all plaintext signatures of the contract with TTP's
help. As the protocol is similar to the previous one, the same requirements are
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fulfilled (see next subsection) and identical dispute resolution process is used by the
adjudicator.
This optimal version allows overlapping the dispatch of promises with real signatures without loosing fairness. It improves the simple version presented in Section 4.2.1 by reducing the number of steps to 3(n — 1) in the all-honest case and
4n — 2 in the worst case. Note that for n = 2, three messages are sufficient and
optimal, as shown in [117].

4.2.2 Requirements fulfillment
Let us analyze the requirements fulfillment of our optimistic multi-party contract
signing protocols as defined in the previous chapter:
Strong Fairness: It is straightforward to demonstrate the fulfillment of this
property. No party will be in an advantageous situation at the end of the
protocol. That is, either all of them possess the contract (or have access to it),
or none of the ni obtains it.
The concept of evidence of submission and delivery is omitted here because the
TTP acts in an off-line manner.
Confidentiality: This requirement is not fulfilled because the contract is not
considered to be confidential data.
Efficiency: The protocols are optimistic. If all parties send all the needed
messages correctly, the TTP will not have to decrypt any commitment since
after the 3(n — 1) steps all parties have the signed contract (with n signatures).

- Timeliness: The status of a contract will be finalized either at the end of the
main protocol or the latest by a pre-defined deadline t. As the participants
riot holding all the commitments cannot determine the status of the contract
before the deadline t, the property of asynchronous timeliness is not satisfied.
We will further discuss timeliness in Section 4.2.4.
Policy: The policy for these protocols needs to be defined targeted to each
different application (e.g., depending on whether the contract imply considerable amounts of money) . The minimum elements it needs to contain are those
explicitly mentioned through the description of the protocol. For instance, the
policy needs to explicitly define which digital signature algorithms can be used
for obtaining a valid signed contract and for how long will a valid contract be
published in a TTP media storage after reaching the deadline.

- Verifiability of TTP: Let us identify the possible dishonest behaviors of the
TTP: (1) the TTP simply does not reply to participants' requests, or replies
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with invalid messages; (2) the TTP resolves the protocol but does riot publish
the contract.
In the first case, some parties could be beneficiated if they got the contract from
the main protocol while others did not. A possible solution is using multiple
TTPs and a secure media storage. TTPs have only the write privilege over
the media storage but do not control it. Participants in the contract signing
protocol have only the read privilege over the media storage. A participant can
multi-cast his request to the TTPs before the deadline t. As long as one of the
TTPs does not misbehave, the correct response will be available from the secure
media storage. A drawback of this design is the existence of a new (hardware)
identity over which participants need to place some trust. Nevertheless, this is a
solution recommended by the ITU in X.813 [86]. At the same time, replication
of the TTP introduces a (minor) cost in the infrastructure which needs to be
faced in resolving the protocols.
In the second case, the TTP could collude with some parties and resolve the
contract for them but not publish the contract for other parties. That means
some parties riot holding all the commitments will not get the valid contract.
To detect TTP's misbehavior, the TTP is required to sign the contract when
it is resolved, but this overrides TTP's transparency. It is difficult to reach a
trade-off between transparency and verifiability.
In summary, the TTP can only be partially verifiable in our protocol.

- Transparency of TTP: We use a cryptographic primitive (CEMBS), which allows any user to verify that a bit string is actually the encryption (with the
TTP's public key) of the sender's digital signature over the contract C. If
the TTP is invoked, it only decrypts the digital signatures and makes them
available to all participants. Therefore, after a successful protocol instance, no
evidence of the TTP's participation exists.
-

- Abuse-freeness: This is an optional property for contract signing protocols. In
our protocol, the last participant (Pa ) in the ring can decide whether to resolve
the protocol after receiving all the commitments from other parties. However,
as stated in [39], it is not possible to avoid this participant to control whether
the normal flow of the protocol continues or not, but all we can aim to is to
avoid that it is able to provide evidence to an outsider about its control over the
result of the contract. So, for Pr, holding m i , • • • , in,„_ 1 , due to the presence of
Cert, in m i that anyone can verify, it is possible for Pr, to abuse about the state
of the contract. We show in subsection 4.2.3 that the property of abuse-freeness
can be achieved.
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4.2.3 Achieving Abuse-Freeness
The MPCS protocol presented in previous section improved the lower bound of steps
in existing synchronous MPCS protocols. However, as we pointed out in the security analysis, it does not satisfy the properties of abuse-freeness and asynchronous
timeliness. Here we further improve our MPCS protocol to address these properties.
Although it is not possible to force a participant to keep on following the steps
of the protocol, we can design the protocol in such a manner that it has no way to
demonstrate to an outsider the contract is under its control. For this purpose, we
use a blind commitment that only the TTP can verify. With this concept of design
in mind, we modify the previous protocol to eliminate the "illustrative" information.
The main protocol remains the same, but Cert i is not included in m i . Instead,
evidence of origin of the blind commitment Commit, is generated:

Commit

Spi (h(C), eTT p(Spi (C)))

where h(C) is the hash value of C to be used to establish a unique link between
Commit, and C.

1.

P1 —> P2

: M1[ = C, eTTp(S pi(C)), Commit]]

2.

P2 —> P3

: Inl 1 M.2[ = C, eTTp(S p2 (C)), COMMit21

Ti — 1.

Pn-1

rt.

Pn

n+ 1.

Pa-i -->

2(n — 1).

-4

-4

Pn

Pn-1

mn-i[= C, eTTp(Sp, (C)), Commitn-il

:

M1)

:

rrin [L — e
- 7 eTT P (S pn (C)),C0771Mit n ], S p„ (C)

• •1

:

m n _i, 171 n , Sp,(C), S p„ (C)

P2 --* P1

:

at2, T/23, .., Tri n , Sp, (C), Sp, (C), .., Spn (C)

2n — 1.

P1— P2
P2

:

Sp,. (C)

2n,.

P2—P3
P3

:

S pi (C), Sp2 (C)

3(n — 1 ).

Pn-1 -- Pn

:

Sp,(C), S p2 (C), .., Sp,(C)

Pn-2

Each party needs to check whether all the blind commitments it has received are
valid before releasing its real signature of the contract. A valid blind commitment
Commit, means it is from P, (by checking its signature), linked to C (by checking h(C)), but does not guarantee that e TT p(Sp,(C)) in Commit, matches Sp,(C).
Commit i is correct if it is valid and also matches S p,(C).
If there is no exception (e.g., network failure or misbehaving party), the protocol
will not need TTP's help. Otherwise, a modified resolve sub-protocol helps to drive
the contract signing process to its end. P, can contact the TTP before the deadline
t.
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1. PiTTP : resolvep, =
2. TTP

: IF NOT resolved AND resolvep, is received before t
AND all Commit, are valid THEN
decrypts Sz verifies m i ..m r,

reso/ved=true
IF Sp, (C), .., Sp„ (C) ok THEN
publishes Sp, (C), ..,Sp„(C)
ELSE IF Pi (/ group f
publishes fail, group f , STTp(f ail, C, group f )
Boolean variable resolved is initialized to false. When a party holding all the
valid blind commitments initiates the above sub-protocol, the TTP will help to
resolve the contract if the request is received before the deadline t. The TTP
m n . If they are all correct, the TTP will publish
decrypts and verifies rn 1
Sp, (C), • • • , Spr,(C). Otherwise, the TTP will invalidate the contract by publishing
a fail token STTp(f ail, C, group f ) where group f indicates the parties misbehaved in
generating their commitments.
The dispute resolution process is changed when the fail token is introduced. If
party
can show this token, the contract is invalid. Therefore, with respect to
a
the simple dispute resolution process defined previously, now the arbiter needs to
interview both parties disputing the validity of the contract.
Furthermore, at the end of the main protocol, each party needs to check whether
e TT p(Sp,(C)) in Commit i matches Sp(C) for i = 1, • • • , j (assuming the encryption
algorithm is deterministic). If not, it should initiate the above sub-protocol to get
the fail token. A party Pi cannot get any advantage by providing different Commit i
in the main protocol and the resolve sub-protocol. If Pi provides correct Commit
in the main protocol but incorrect Commit'i in the sub-protocol, Pi will not get the
fail token, i.e., cannot cancel a protocol instance whose final state is signed. On
the other hand, if Pi provides incorrect Commit i in the main protocol but correct
Commie,: in the sub-protocol, Pi may get the signed contract if other parties did not
misbehave in generating their commitments, but any other honest party can initiate
the resolve sub-protocol to get the fail token, thus the contract is still invalid.
,

• • ,

Remark : It seems that an external adversary could generate valid looking or even
fake blind commitments himself. This would allow him to abort the protocol when
desired, but evidence of origin avoid this situation.
The blind commitment does not allow a participant to demonstrate that the
protocol state is under its control. In fact, in this case, getting all m i does not mean
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being able to solve the protocol as in previous protocols presented in this section.
Thus, it provides an abuse-freeness feature. Proof is straightforward, since there is no
point in the protocol in which an entity can ensure, even to itself, that the contract
is signed until plaintext signatures are obtained. The solution allows to maintain
the same number of steps as the optimal protocol in Section 4.2.1. Furthermore, the
TTP is still transparent in this sub-protocol because the signed contract published
by the TTP is the same as the one obtained in the main protocol.

4.2.4 Achieving Timeliness
In the previous protocols just presented, a deadline t is selected by the first participant. If other participants disagree with the deadline, they can simply abort the
execution of the protocol. Of course, this deadline could be negotiated among the
participants before the contract signing protocol is initiated.
If the main protocol is not completed successfully, some participants may hold all
the commitments while the others may only hold part of the commitments. For those
holding all the commitments, they have the freedom to either resolve the contract
with TTP's help before the deadline t, or take no action and just let the contract
being automatically cancelled after the deadline t.
As we have already mentioned, asynchronous timeliness is not fulfilled in our
protocols, where a deadline t is used, forcing all the participants to approximately
synchronize their clocks with the TTP's one. This task has been widely studied
and standard solutions exist (such as the network time protocol [108]). Nevertheless,
asynchronous timeliness fits better with user desires in MPCS protocols; since, for
instance, contract conditions can also change with time, not being favorable any
more for a group of entities.
For those only holding part of the commitments, they have no options but only
wait until the deadline t to know the status of the contract. Obviously, this is
unfavorable to these participants in term of timeliness. They should also have the
right to decide the status of the contract before the deadline t. As they only hold part
of commitments, they are not able to resolve the contract, so they can only choose
to cancel the contract. (Note that in our "in-and-out" architecture of commitment
exchange, for those participants only holding part of the commitments, even if all
of them collaborate, their combined commitments are still incomplete to resolve the
contract.)
Here we present a (j, n)-threshold cancel sub-protocol. As long as there are at
least j out of n participants that wish to cancel the contract before the deadline
t, the contract could be cancelled. The cancel sub-protocol is as follows, where
counter (initial value equals to zero) records the number of cancel requests received
by the TTP, and group, records the participants which made cancel requests. For
simplicity of description, it is built based on the main protocol in Section 4.2.1
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without considering abuse-freeness (but can be easily merged).
1.

PiTTP : cancel = C , cancel , S

2. TTP

, cancel)

: IF cancelp is received before t AND C is not resolved
AND C is not cancelled THEN
stores cancel p,; group, = group, + Pi ;
counter + +;

IF counter > j THEN
sets C as cancelled
publishes cancel, group,, STTp(cancel,C, group,)
The resolve sub-protocol is modified as follows:

1. P,

2. TT P

TTP : resolve p,

C, mi, .., rn a , S p,(C,mi, • , mn)

: IF resolve p, is received before t AND C is not cancelled
AND C is not resolved
decrypts m i ..rn,
sets C as resolved
publishes Sp, (C), Sp„ (C)

With the above cancel and resolve sub-protocols, each participant has at least one
option to determine the status of the contract before deadline t if the main protocol is
not completed successfully. Thus timeliness is achieved, and the extent of timeliness
depends on the threshold value j: strong timeliness when j = 1, and weak timeliness
when j = n.
However, the threshold value j should be selected carefully. If j is too small, a
few parties may collude to invalidate a contract. If j is too big, it might be hard to
establish a valid cancel request among j parties. A possible option is j = [n12] + 1,
with a weak majority to "vote" for the validity of a contract.
In the dispute resolution, the cancel token issued by the TTP has the top priority.
In other words, if a participant presents the cancel token, then the contract is invalid.
That implies that if there are at least j out of n participants who want to cancel the
contract before the deadline, even if they have released their plaintext signatures in
the main protocol, they together can still change their mind before that deadline.
This is a reasonable scenario in the real world because the situation defined in the
contract may change with time, even during the process of contract signing, and each
participant wishes to pursue the maximum benefit by taking appropriate actions
(resolve or cancel).
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As the cancel token from the TTP has higher priority than the signed contract,
those parties that have got the signed contract in the main protocol may need to
double check with the TTP about the status of the contract by the deadline t. (Note
that the double check does not mean the involvement of the TTP itself, but just a
query to a public file maintained by the TTP.) If they do not want to wait until that
deadline, they can send the resolve request to the TTP instead, thus blocking other
parties to enable the TTP to issue the cancel token.
With no special requirements and more importantly without introducing additional steps in the protocol, we achieved the abuse-freeness property which is very
important for contract signing protocols. In addition, by introducing the concept
of threshold cancel sub-protocol, we achieved a threshold asynchronous timeliness
property.

4.3 Analysis of an Asynchronous Multi-Party Contract Signing Protocol
In this section, we analyze in detail an optimistic N-party contract signing protocol,
and point out its security problem, thus demonstrating further work needs to be
done on the design and analysis of secure and optimistic multi-party contract signing
protocols for asynchronous networks. Ferrer's asynchronous protocol presented in [62]
with only three rounds with a ring topology is an exception to the theorem in 2.1.2.
It claimed some years ago to use a number of rounds independent from the number
of participants. As this supposes a huge improvement with respect to efficiency, we
analyze the protocol and demonstrate it is flawed [113].
It is not clear whether the informal argument given in the Garay's theorem apply
to this protocol, since at the end of the first round (that is, after the first n+1 steps
needed for all entities to distribute all messages in a ring topology), every party has
received at least the initial commitment from every other party 9 So we use the
argument on the number of rounds a TTP needs to determine whether a party is
.

misbehaving to make clearer that this protocol is not compliant with the theorem,
and demonstrate with an attack, the validity of our argument.

4.3.1 Protocol Description
The protocol description is as follows:
'Note that only one step would have been needed if a matrix topology is used and all distribute
their commitments at the same time.
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- M : message containing the contract to be signed. The contract specifies the
order of players in a ring for exchanging signature of principal i on the contract
M.
- h = Si (H(m)) : signature of principal i on contract M, where HO is a
collision-resistant one-way hash function.
- AC Ki = Si (H(h-ACK)) : signature of principal i on h-ACK , all the signatures
and acknowledgments given by other parties in the ring.
- AC K2 B = SB(11(AC KO) : last acknowledgment sent to the last player in the
protocol.
- cancel, cancel A , cancel c , finish: variables used by the TTP to maintain the
state of a protocol run.
Suppose A, B, and C are 3 parties that are going to sign a contract. A is the
first principal in the ring architecture, C is the last one, and all the rest (P2 • Pn _ 1
for n parties) behave as B. This has been previously agreed upon a setup phase by
all entities. The exchange sub-protocol is as follows:
1. A B : M , h A

2. B —> C : M,h A ,h B

3. C —> A : h B , h c
4. A —> B : h c , AC K A

5. B C : AC K A , AC KB

6. C A : AC K B , AC Kc
7. A —> B : AC Kc
8. B —> C : AC K2 B
If the protocol run is completed, everybody will hold non-repudiation (NR) evidence. In order to demonstrate to an external party the existence of a contract
signed by all parties, following NR evidence has to be provided:
• A holds h B ,h c , AC K B , AC Kc

• B holds h A ,hc, AC K A , AC Kc
• C holds h A , h B , ACK A , AC K B , AC K2 B
If there is an exception in the main exchange protocol, then the parties get involved in either cancel or finish sub-protocols with the TTP. First of all, the TTP's
intervention is to verify the correctness of the information given by parties. If this
information is incorrect, the TTP will send an error message to that party. Some
state variables (cancel, finish, cancel A and cancelc) are used, all of which with a
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value false at the beginning for a particular exchange. ACKTT p is the TTP's signature on H(M); this is equivalent to an acknowledgement from a party that should
have been sent.
If A "says" that she has not received the first message sent by C, A may initiate
the following cancel sub-protocol:

1. A —> TTP : h(M),h A
2. TTP ---> A : IF finish = true THEN ACKTTp
ELSE STTp(H(cancelled,hA));

TTP stores cancel = true
If the variable finish is true, it means B or/and C had previously finished the
protocol with the TTP (see paragraphs below). The TTP had given the NR token
ACKTT p to B or/and C, and now it has to give the same NR token to A. If B
and C had not contacted the TTP previously, the TTP will send a message to A to
cancel the transaction, and it will store this information (cancel = true) in order to
satisfy future requests from B or C.
If A "says" that she has not received the last message from C, A may initiate the
following finish sub-protocol:
1. A TT P : h(M), h

A , hB ,

hc

2. TT P —> A : IF cancel = true THEN STT p(H (cancelled, h A ));

TTP stores cancel A = true
ELSE ACKTT p;

TTP stores finish = true
If the variable cancel is true, it means B had previously contacted the TTP (see
paragraphs below). The TTP had given a message to B to cancel the transaction,
and now it has to send a similar message to A. Additionally, the TTP will store
the variable cancelA with value true to satisfy potential petitions from C. If B had
not contacted the TTP previously, the TTP will send the NR token ACKTT p to A.
In this case, the TTP will assign the value true to the variable finish, in order to
satisfy future requests from B or/and C.
If B "says" that he has not received the second message from A, B may initiate
the following cancel sub-protocol:
1. B —> TTP : h(M),hA,hB
2. TTP —> B : IF finish = true THEN ACKTTp
ELSE STTp(H(cancelled,hB));

TTP stores cancel = true
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If the variable finish is true, it means A or/and C had previously finished the
protocol with the TTP. The TTP had given the NR token ACKTT p to A or/and C,
and now it has to give the same NR token to B. If A and C had riot contacted the
TTP previously, the TTP will send a message to B to cancel the transaction, and it
will store this information (cancel = true) in order to satisfy future petitions from
A or C.
If B "says" that he has not received the last message from A, B may initiate the
following finish sub-protocol:
1. B —> TT P : h(M), hA,1 03, hc, ACK A
-

2. TT P B : IF cancelc = true THEN STTp(H (cancelled, hB))
ELSE ACKTTP;

TTP stores finish = true
If the variable cancelc is true, it means A and C (in this order) had previously
contacted the TTP (see paragraphs above). The TTP had given a message to A and
C to cancel the transaction, and now it has to send a similar message to B. If A had
not cancelled the exchange, the TTP will send the NR token ACKTT p to B. In this
case, the TTP will assign the value true to the variable finish, in order to satisfy
future requests from A or/and C.
If C "says" that he has not received the second message from B, C may initiate
the following finish sub-protocol:

1. C ---> TT P : h(M), hA,hB, hc
2. TT P —> C : IF cancel = true THEN STTp(H (cancelled, hc));

TTP stores cancelc = true
ELSE ACKTTP;

TTP stores finish = true
If the variable cancel is true, it means A or/and B had previously contacted
the TTP (see paragraphs above). The TTP had given a message to A or/and B to
cancel the transaction, and now it has to send a similar message to C. Additionally,
the TTP will store the variable cancel c with value true to satisfy potential future
petitions from B. If A or B had not cancelled the exchange with the TTP previously,
the TTP will send the NR token ACKTT p to C. In this case, the TTP will assign the
value true to the variable finish, in order to satisfy future requests from A or/and
B.
If C has not received the last message from B, C may initiate the following second
finish sub-protocol:
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1. C TT P : h(M), h A ,h B , h c , AC K A , AC K B
2. TT P C : IF cancelA = true THEN STTp(H (cancelled, ti c ))
ELSE ACKTT p;

TTP stores finish = true
If the variable cancel A is true, it means B and A (in this order) had previously
contacted the TTP. The TTP had given a message to A and B to cancel the transaction, and now it has to send a similar message to C. If A and B had not cancelled
the exchange with the TTP previously, the TTP will send the NR token ACKTT p to
C. In this case, the TTP will assign the value true to the variable finish, in order
to satisfy future petitions from A or/and B.
Note that the protocol considers the case in which one entity incorrectly cancels
the protocol and afterwards other entity tries to finish it. In this case, the protocol
will be finished (i.e., a NR token ACKTT p will be sent by the TTP). However, as we
will see later, not all cases are considered, specially when the number of participants
is greater than 3, since the three state variables used in the description are not
sufficient for maintaining the full state of the protocol.

4.3.2 Security Analysis
Once we have described the protocol, the first step of our analysis is to check whether
this protocol fulfills all the defined properties.
• It is an asynchronous protocol, i.e., messages can be lost or reach their destination in an unsorted way;
• It is effective, since no TTP participation is needed if all parties behave correctly
but,
• It is not fair, since some parties can be in an advantageous position at the end of
the protocol. Furthermore, this flaw cancels the rest of properties. It does not
fulfill timeliness, non-repudiation (parties could deny their actions), verifiability
of TTP, transparency of TTP (the TTP signs affidavits), and abuse-freeness
(it allows an entity to decide the final outcome of the protocol).
Using the TTP's resolution protocol just described, let us have a look at the
following scenario. Suppose there are 4 participants (A, B1, B2 C), where B 1 and B2
behave as B in the resolution protocol as they are the intermediate participants in
the ring architecture.
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1. A —>

: M) hA

2. B 1B2

:

3. B2 C

: 114 ,hA,h13 1 hB2

4. C —> A

: hB, , hs 2 , hc

5. A —> B 1

: hB2 ,hc, AC KA

m, h A hBi
-

,

: B 1 resolves:: cancel = true; and continues the protocol
6. B 1 —> B2 : h c , ACK A , AC KB ,
7. B2 -* C : ACKA, ACKB, ACKB 2

8. C —> A

: ACK B , , ACK B2 , AC KG

,

: A resolves:: cancel A = true; and continues the protocol

9. A —> B 1 : AC KB2 , ACKc
10. B 1 —> B2 : ACKc
: B2 resolves:: finish = true; gets the affidavit

: and continues the protocol
11. B2 -* C : ACK2B 2
: C resolves:: cancelled

In this arbitrary protocol execution, all entities contact the TTP for resolving
the protocol even though they continue its execution, getting different results. B 1
invokes its cancel sub-protocol in step 5, A invokes its finish sub-protocol in step
8, B2 invokes its finish sub-protocol in step 10, and after finishing the protocol C
invokes its second finish sub-protocol.
At the end of the protocol, and with TTP's help, B2 and C obtain different results.
This is due to lack of state variables to keep the actual status of the protocol. cancel A
and cancelc are not enough for controlling the status if n — 1 (n > 3) parties are
dishonest when they cancel the protocol. In other words, there is no sub-protocol
when B i says it has not received the last message from Bi (i > j) E [P2 • • Pn-11
and the wrong sub-protocol is used.
Furthermore, an inconsistency can be found in its explanation for 3 parties. In
the 3-party version, B and A cancel the protocol (in this order) but continue with
its execution. If the protocol stops before the last step, A and B have the signed
contract, but C can obtain only a cancel token instead. If priority to the cancel token
is assigned by the arbitrator, then the protocol is fair, since C presents its cancel
token to the arbitrator in case of dispute and the arbitrator settles that the contract
has been cancelled.
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But if the last step occurs, then now, all get the signed contract but A and B have
cancel tokens. In this case, priority to the finished state should be assigned, since the
honest party acting properly (C) got the contract. Nevertheless, the arbitrator does
not know who is the honest party, and cannot assign priority to the tokens. This is
a serious contradiction. And this happens with any sequence (e.g., also if A and C
cancel in this order while B is honest). As shown above, parties cheat about their
protocol state when contacting the TTP. Obviously, the TTP can detect it, but can
do nothing to repair the situation.
Moreover, in the original work, there is no dispute resolution process defined for
the multi-party version, which makes it more difficult to explicitly resolve possible
conflicts. We claim that in any design of a contract signing protocol, a well-defined
dispute resolution process has to be provided, such that this type of flaws are found
in the design phase.
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CHAPTER

5

Scenarios Supported by MNR Services

After studying and designing protocols in which non-repudiation is an integral requirement, we give a step forward looking towards real applications in which nonrepudiation can be integrated as an additional security service. The main idea is to
make use of those general MNR protocols in these scenarios.
The first scenario in which MNR has been integrated is DRM. DRM is an umbrella term for any of several arrangements which allows a vendor of content in
electronic form to control the material and restrict its usage in various ways that
can be specified by the vendor. These arrangements are provided through security
techniques, mainly encryption, and the distribution, in a detached manner, of content arid rights. This allows free access to the content by the consumers, but only
those carrying the proper Right Object (RO) will be able to process such content.
As a security service considered in different layers of the security framework defined
by ITU X.805, almost all applications need to consider non-repudiation in the very
beginning of their design. Unfortunately, this has not been done so far in DRM specifications due to practical issues and the type of content distributed. In section 5.1,
we analyze this service for a DRM framework and provide a solution which allows
the right objects acquisition to be undeniable.
This content could be shared among different users if the proper digital right is
purchased. With emerging decentralized technologies, peer-to-peer (P2P) content
distribution arises as a new model for storage and transmission of data. In this
scenario, one peer can be playing different roles, either as a distributor or as a receiver
of digital contents. In order to to give an incentive to the legal distribution of these
contents and prevent the network from free riders, we propose a charging model
where distributors become merchants and receivers become customers, and where a
non-repudiation service is integrated. To help in the advertisement of digital contents
and collection of payment details, an intermediary agent is introduced in the P2P
framework. An underlying P2P payment protocol presented in [24] is applied to this
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scenario without total trust on the intermediary agent.
It is possible to implement intermediary entities, as those we have described,
Mobile
Agents. Mobile agents play an important role in electronic commerce.
as
But there is still a lot of research to be done in this field. Security in free-roaming
agents is especially hard to achieve when the mobile code is executed in hosts that
may behave maliciously. Some schemes have been proposed to protect agent data
(or computation results). However, a known vulnerability of these techniques is
the truncation attack where two visited hosts (or one revisited host) can collude to
discard the partial results collected between their respective visits. Cheng and Wei
proposed a scheme to defense against the truncation of computation results of freeroaming agents [47]. Cheng-Wei scheme is effective against such an attack in most
cases. However, we demonstrate that it still suffers from the truncation attack when
a special loop is established on the path of a free-roaming agent. We further propose
in 5.3 two amendments to Cheng-Wei scheme to avoid such an attack.
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5.1 Extending an OMA-based DRM Framework
with Non-Repudiation Services
The traditional industry for multimedia contents has used classical technologies for
distribution and consumption. Nevertheless, with the introduction of digitalized
multimedia and the use of telecommunication networks, content production and distribution has become easier and faster than ever before. These contents demand more
protection from theft and prying eyes. This increasing need of content protection is
driven by two trends. The first is mass piracy and theft of intellectual property and
proprietary information. The second is that more "sensitive information" such as
financial statement, medical records, and contracts are available in digital form and
must be securely stored, shared, or distributed within and between organizations.
This is precisely the niche in which DRM comes out to offer us a solution. Technically, DRM is defined as a set of technologies and systems that can collectively
support the entire life cycle of contents (creation, manipulation, distribution and consumption) by preventing illegal copying, imposing fees, processing payments, tracking
contents, arid protecting each principal's right and profit.
In these systems, content and rights are distributed in a detached manner. This
technique simplifies the download of content and its management. No protection of
the content is needed, such that any user can download it. But, of course, in order to
consume it, a user needs to access (purchase) the corresponding digital right object.
Here, two possible approaches for rights management exist:

Centralized: A user needs to access the corresponding right from a central
manager each time it wants to consume content. It is very effective against
malicious users, but not so much against malicious rights managers. Additionally, this approach suffers from scalability problems.

Distributed: A user keeps its rights and just makes use of them when needed.
It overcomes the existing drawbacks of centralized systems, but nevertheless, in
order to avoid illegal use of the rights, a tamper-resistant hardware or Trusted
Personal Device (TPD) is needed (that locally manages the rights in a certified
and tamper-proof way).
With the advent of cellular networks, the distributed approach allows the convergence of user and industry needs. Combining DRM solutions with mobile networks,
users can access the digital rights by using their mobile handset as a TPD. Telecommunication operators can drive the users for accessing or purchasing digital rights
as well as certifying the secure management of digital rights in the handset (see
figure 5.1).
We modified a platform based on the OMA DRM specification 2.0 [116] (which
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Figure 5.1: Content Distribution

has become an approved standard from the Open Mobile Alliance) for the distributed rights management. The modified scheme proposed' in the European project
UbiSEC 2 , will enable a more secure framework for charging on the digital rights
acquisition, taking into account important issues as anonymity and efficiency (see
figure 5.2).
The distribution of the RO to the user through a Mobile Network Operator (MNO)
comes out as a final important step on the fair distribution of digital content (see
figure 5.3). Anonymous purchase of rights is supported, since the Content Provider
and the Rights Issuer (RI) do not require privacy details of consumers. Consumer
billing is performed through the MNO to whom the consumer is subscribed. Evidence
will be generated, such that, if any dispute arises among the parties, they will be able
to demonstrate their participation in the DRM scenario. Even though this solution
strongly relies on trusted third parties (MNO and RI), non-repudiation issues on
content distribution have to be considered, without having an impact on all the
above mentioned properties.
Considering the user as the customer which receives content and rights in order to
be able to consume such content, non-repudiation could be a (mandatory) valuable
service in the last phase when the customer has to access the Right Issuer (through
the Mobile Network Operator) to get the RO in exchange for the payment (the MNO
charges the user for the RO value in its monthly bill).
Even though the MNO and RI are considered trusted entities, there can be several
difficulties in the process (e.g., a network failure or loss of data) which can cud in
'This work has been partially published in [115].
Ubiquitous Networks with a Secure Provision of Services, Access, and Content Delivery (FP62002-IST-1-506926).
2
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Figure 5.2: DRM

disputes among parties. Such possible disputes could be as follows:
- The MNO charges the user for a RO it did not purchase or receive. It could
also occur that the amount of money charged does not coincide with the one
expected by the user.
- The user receives a corrupted RO while already having paid for it.
- The user denies having sent a request (RORequest) for purchasing the RO.
- The MNO denies having received a request from the user.
- Similar disputes between the MNO and the RI.
From this list, and according to the definition of non-repudiation services given
by the ITU, the non-repudiation of origin and non-repudiation of receipt services
have to be provided between the user and the MNO and between the MNO and the
RI, thus establishing a logical non-repudiation channel between the user and the RI.
It must not be possible for a Right Issuer to claim that he sent the RO when
he did not. In the same way, it must not be possible for a user to falsely deny
having received the RO. Evidence should be collected to resolve these disputes arisen
between participating entities in a DRM scenario. Using the agent-mediated protocol
described in 3.2, we have designed a protocol that is integrated into UBISEC's DRM
framework. It uses an intermediary and allows fair exchange of evidence in the RO
acquisition phase 3 . For more details in this DRM framework which is based on the
OMA DRM v2.0 see [125].
3 Although tile requests and responses are XML signed in the DRM specification, this does not
ensure fair exchange of items and thus, it does not provide a complete non-repudiation service.
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5.1.1 Protocol
Collecting, verifying and storing evidence about an electronic interaction is required,
but might be operationally undesirable for final entities. Hence, intermediary entities
are useful in such scenarios to help final entities to carry out their protocol exchanges.
It is clear that this philosophy matches the Mobile DRM approach in which the
Mobile Network Operator serves as an intermediary entity. Users have direct access
to the MNO and implicitly place certain degree of trust on it.
The MNO plays a critical role in this scenario, so it is important to analyze its
behavior. As the MNO has interest (billing) in a transaction, it will be willing to
reach a successful transaction. But occasionally, the MNO may collude with another
(external or internal) entity and, for instance, hide some evidence. Therefore, we
assume the MNO is not fully trusted. We assume that the MNO is not going to
collude with the user against the RI. This seems a reasonable assumption, since
collusion between the MNO and a customer against other Third Party Provider with
which it will have a more profitable contract, is unlikely to occur.
Prior to the protocol description, let us depict the scenario. The mobile user
access a Content Provider and obtain the desired content as well as a reference to
the Digital Rights needed for consuming that content (note that we do not make
explicit which device is used for downloading the contents). Using this reference
object and its TPD (e.g. mobile phone) it can access Price Information depending
on the Usage Properties it desires; for instance, one-time play, three times play
or an unlimited consumption right. We will call this selection PriceIn f o. With
this info collected, the user is ready to access the Rights Issuer (which can be the
same entity as the Content Provider depending on the market model) for buying
the corresponding right. It is in this moment in which the protocol designed in this
section takes place.
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5. 1. I. 1 Protocol Description
Detailed notation for the protocol is as follows:
I = h(U, RI, M NO , TT P,t, PriceIn f o, RO Request): label of message
RORe quest
t: a timeout chosen by the user U, before which the TTP has to publish some
information
E00 = S u ( f eoo, M NO, RI, TT P,1, t, RORequest): evidence of origin of having sent RO Request, generated by U
E00mNo = SmNo(f coo, RI ,TT P,1, t, ROM NORequest): evidence of origin
of RORe quest issued by the MNO for the RI
- EOR -= SRI( f cor, M N0,1, t, ROM NO Response): evidence of receipt of
ROM NO Request generated by the RI
EORAIN0 = SmNo(f cor, U, RI, TT P,1, t, PriceInf o,

ROResponse): evidence of receipt of RORequest issued by the MNO for U
and evidence of origin of RO Response at the same time
Con = Sg Tp(f con, M NO, RI, I, t, PriceInf o,
ROResponse): evidence of confirmation issued by the TTP
-

The protocol is as follows:
1. U —> M NO : f eoo, M NO, RI, TT P,1, t, PriceInf o, RO Request, E00
2. M NO --4 RI: f eoo, RI, TT P,1, t, PriceIn f o, ROM NO Request, E00 m No

3. RI —> M NO : f eor, M N0,1, ROM NOResponse, EOR
4. M NO —* U, TT P : f eor,U, RI ,l,t, RO Request, PriceInf o, RO Response,
EO Rm No

5. All 4-4 TT P : f con, M NO, RI ,l, RO Response, Con
The protocol works in the following way:
1. U sends the MNO evidence of origin corresponding to the RO Request message
and PriceInf o as obtained after browsing for rights. There is no breach of
fairness if the protocol stops.
2. The MNO distributes U's information (maybe after a negotiation or agreement with the RI and after having prepared ROM NO Request from user's
RORequest) and sends to the RI evidence of involvement in the transaction.
Again, fairness is maintained if the protocol is halted.
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3. The RI replies with evidence of receipt of RO Request together with the ROM NO Response.
It is assumed that a secure channel exists between the MNO and the RI. The
protocol still remains fair if it stops, since none entity obtains what they expected. (U needs RO Response whereas the RI and the MNO need final evidence of the transaction performed). Note that RO Request is uniquely identified in label 1 and it can be checked by any party involved in the protocol.
4. The MNO sends to U the Digital Rights Object (RO Response') together with
evidence of having received RO Request and sends a copy to the TTP. U and
the TTP will check all evidence carefully before proceeding to the next step.
For U, this is the only evidence it will collect from the MNO and will be used
in case of disputes to prove MNO's responsibility of the exchange. The MNO
will store RI's evidence of receipt in its evidence database and U can retrieve
it later if needed. The MNO cannot claim that it did not store this evidence
since EOR A/N o demonstrates it did if a dispute arises. U and the TTP check:

• 1 = h(U, RI, M NO , TTP, t, PriceIn f o, RO Request)
• the info received is signed by the MNO in EORA/No
• actual _time < t
If RO Response is the expected object (together with its associated price information), U does not need to continue the protocol (since it got what it needed).
Otherwise, i.e., if RO Response or the price information is not obtained or it
is corrupted, it goes to the next step. The following step undertaken with an
extra entity represents an addition with respect to the steps explained so far
in the DRM scenario.

5. The TTP releases the confirmation message. U fetches RO Response (if not
satisfied in previous step) and Con as evidence of the digital right purchased.
The MNO fetches Con as evidence that U received (or could fetch) EOR mN o
and RO (and the corresponding charge) offered by the RI. The RI fetches Con
as evidence to prove its origin. Note that if the MNO proceeds with the step 4
with actual _time > t, it will gain no advantage. Furthermore, U could get RO
without having to pay for it, since the TTP will not generate Con.
On the other hand, if the MNO tries to cheat the TTP by changing the deadline,
then it will obtain evidence Con which does not match with the rest of evidence
collected. Thus, all entities are safe after the deadline time t. This behavior
will only favour the user U, but by assumption, it is not possible a collusion
between the user and the MNO.
At the end of the protocol, each party will hold the corresponding evidence.
4 The

RO is embedded in ROResponse by MNO in such a way that only U can have access to it.
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• The user collects EOR A/No and/or Con as evidence from the MNO.
• The MNO collects EGO, EOR, and Con as evidence of origin and evidence of
receipt, respectively, which allows the MNO to demonstrate its good behavior
during the protocol.
• The RI collects E00 mNo as evidence of origin of RORe quest issued by the
MNO. Con must also be collected to complete the evidence.
This protocol takes only five steps and anonymity could be preserved, that is,
unless the consumer is willing to communicate with a pre-selected Right Issuer, neither the consumer nor the Right Issuer needs any knowledge (i.e., digital certificates)
about each other in order to reach a successful protocol end. This feature, preserves
the anonymity property of our DRM framework, arid can be used if the MNO is
allowed to select different RIs (e.g., depending on trust deposited or price information).
The main critic on this approach could come on the practical efficiency of having the user U producing digital evidences with its mobile phone. We will see in
next section that the implementation showed that nowadays technology allows using asymmetric cryptography in handheld devices. However, if very limited mobile
devices are to be used, the concept proposed by Asokan in [26, chp 4, sect 2] of
Server-Supported Signatures (S 3 ) can be integrated in our protocol using the MNO
as a signature server. In such a way, users do not need to be able to produce digital
signatures using asymmetric cryptography, but only need to be able to verify digital
signatures which can be much easier (if, for instance, RSA is used with a small public
exponent). At the same time, the user will need to generate hash chains which is
computationally less costly than public key cryptography (see "practical efficiency"
property of selected hash functions in 2.3.6).
In this approach, the mobile user generates a secret key Ku , randomly chosen
from the range field of its hash function. Based on it, U computes the hash chain
K° Kr' where

4 = Ku , Kb = hi(Ku ) = h(_[<77 1 )
with h i meaning applying i times hash function h. Vu = KT)'-' constitutes U's root
verification key and will enable U to authenticate n messages. U submits this key
to a CA for certification . A certificate for U's root verification key is of the form:
Certu = ScA(U, n, Vu ,MNO). Each MNO can easily access or acquire this type of
user's certificate.
With initial i=n; i is decreased during each run and the steps of the protocol are
slightly modified as follows:
- E00mNo SMNO(f coo, RI, TT P,1, t, ROM N 0 Request,i, Kti ): evidence of
origin of RORe quest issued by the MNO for the RI
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1. U —> M NO : f eoo, M NO, RI ,TT P,1, t, PriceInf o, RORequest,i,
2. M NO U : E00mNo
3. U --> M NO :K'
4. M NO RI: feoo, RI ,TT P,1, t, ROM N ORequest, PriceInf o, EOOMNO,
Kt, Kt-1

5. RI —> M NO : f cor, M N0,1, RO M NO Response, EOR
6. M NO —> U,TTP : f eor, U, RI 1, t, RO Request, PriceInf o, RO Response,
EORMNO
7. All TT P : f con, M NO , RI ,l, RO Response, Cori
In the second step, when receiving the message from the user U, MNO verifies Kt
based on U's root verification key and U's certificate obtained from CA, by checking
hn -i (Kb) Vu . MNO has to ensure that only one evidence of origin is generated
on behalf of user for a given (U, i, Kt). In this case, MNO records Kb as consumed
and sends signature back to U. This candidate non-repudiation token is needed by
U for demonstrating a possible MNO's misbehavior.
In the third step, U verifies the received signature and stores it. It also records
Kt as consumed by replacing i by i-1. It also reveals K7 1 for providing definitive
evidence. Note that U must consume each element in the hash chain in sequence
and must not skip any of them. In particular, U must not ask for a signature using
Kui-1 unless it has received MNO's signature under Kt. Otherwise, MNO could use
that to create a fake non-repudiation evidence, which U cannot repudiate during a
later dispute.
Dispute resolution process, as explained in next subsection, is not modified but in
case RI needs to demonstrate validity of E00 mNo signature; i.e., MNO's signature
on behalf of U, it provides it together with Kui-1 . The arbiter will do the following
(of course, checks are done by RI before sending step 5 as well):
• extract the root verification key from U's certificate
• as before, verify MNO's signature on E00mNo
• verify that lqj is in fact a hash of the alleged pre-image KV• verify that the root verification key Vu can be derived by repeated hashing
h'(4) =
If these checks are successful, U can still repudiate the evidence showing that
MNO is cheating by showing a different signature E00 mNo corresponding to the
same K.
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Although Asokan also proposed this approach for evidence of receipt, we do not
consider it because generally, the RI will not be a resource-limited entity. At the
same time, several other considerations show up, as for instance, how to avoid the
need for the user of storing all evidences generated on its behalf by the MNO, which
is an important consideration in limited-devices. This and other issues will not
be considered by us (see Asokan's thesis in which details are explained for further
reference).

5. 1. I. 2 Dispute Resolution
In our model, common disputes which might arise are depicted below. If evidence
has an expiry date, the disputes should be settled with the help of an arbitrator prior
to that date. Entities (including the TTP) only store evidence during its lifetime,
which usually will not exceed a 2-months period (if bills are paid in a monthly
mariner).
Disputes between User and MNO
If the user receives a corrupted Right Object while already having paid for it
but the MNO denies the fact, the user has to provide ROResponse, PriceInfo,
EOR mNo and/or Con to the arbitrator. The arbitrator will check the validity of
label 1, and also check that (1, ROResponse) is signed by the MNO in EOR mNo or
by the TTP in Con. If successful, the arbitrator determines that the MNO did not
provide a valid Rights Object to the user.
If the MNO charges the user for a Right Object (embedded in ROResponse) but
the user denies purchasing or receiving it, the MNO has to present E00 and Con to
the arbitrator. The arbitrator will check U's signature on E00 (demonstrating its
request) and the TTP's signature on Con. It will also check they are linked by the
label 1. If successful, the arbitrator settles that U got ROResponse (or could fetch
it from the TTP), and thus, the Right Object from the MNO.
Disputes between RI and MNO
If the MNO denies delivering message RORe quest (reformatted as ROMNORequest) to the RI, the RI presents evidence E00mNo and the arbitrator checks
the MNO's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that RORe quest,
originated from U, is delivered by the MNO to the RI. If the RI denies having
received message RORe quest, the MNO presents EOR and the arbitrator checks
RI's signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that the MNO delivered
RORe quest to the RI.
The RI fetches Con to demonstrate the transaction was finished with the user.
This is useful in case the RI charges the MNO depending on the number of successful
Rights Object distributions.
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5.1.2 Design and Implementation
We briefly sketch the design and proof-of-concept of the system (see figure 5.4).
Firstly, we identify the different operations (either as processes or part of an API)
to be implemented and describe in detail its functionality. The major operations are
shown:

Mobile

MNO

RI

Channels:
Mobile - MNO : HTTP (VVAP?)
Mobile - : HTTP (WAP?)
MNO - RI : Internet
TIP- MNO/RI : Internet

Figure 5.4: HTTP Communication Flow

U - Mobile Phone User: The user manages the mobile phone, obtaining
DRM services. The operations inside the mobile phone are:
• (API) ObtainROResponse. Enter: RORequest. Exit: [ROResponselError].
Internal Operation: Mobile phone negotiates with the MNO (sends E00 to
the MNO and receives EOR mNo ) and with the TTP (fetches Con from the
TTP), obtaining the rights inside ROResponse together with the communication evidence.
Side Effects: U must test and store EOR mNo and/or Con as evidence of
receipt. Notes: U contacts the TTP if EOR mN o is corrupted or lost.

MNO - Mobile Network Operator: It provides service for rights acquisition,
by contacting a TSP (Third-party Service Provider) that acts as a RI. The operations
are:

• (Process) ManageR0RequestFromU. Triggered by: EGO. Halt: on Error.
Internal Operation: The MNO receives E00 from U. It creates and sends
E00mNo to the RI, receives EOR from the RI, and creates and sends EORmNo
to U and the TTP.
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Side Effects: The MNO must test and store E00 and EOR. Notes: This
process must have an interface to access global resources from the mobile network operator infrastructure, such as billing databases and evidence databases.

RI - Rights Issuer: It listens to RORe quest messages from other entities, and
accesses the DRM Objects for obtaining an adequate ROResponse.
• (Process) ManageR0RequestFromMNO. Triggered by: E00 mNo . Halt:
on Error.
Internal Operation: The RI receives E00 mNo from the MNO. It calls the
DRM ROResponse Object with the RORe quest parameter. It sends EOR to
the MNO.
Side Effects: It must test and store E00 mNo .

TTP - Trusted Third Party: It receives right objects from mobile phone
networks, and distributes them alongside with other evidence information.
• (Process) ReceiveKeyFromMNO. Triggered by: EOR mNo . Halt: on Error.
Internal Operation: The TTP receives EOR mN o from the MNO. After testing
that the message has been received before the deadline t, it creates Con and
stores it for later use.
Side Effects: It must store message Con alongside with label 1. Later, U, the
MNO and the RI will fetch the message by using that label 1.
For MNO and RI, there is also another process which, if triggered by the previous
ones, and after deadline t, it accesses the TTP's directory and fetches and stores Con
as final evidence.
Although the TTP is a separated entity from the MNO, a GPRS connection
at network layer for contacting the TTP is possible as long as the http connection
supports SSL. Nevertheless, in our first implementation, we are considering a 802.11
connection (IP) with the TTP server, thus avoiding the flow of the protocol traffic
through the MNO. Of course, this is more an experimental test than a real scenario.
In our implementation, we used digital signatures as the main tool for managing
evidence. Nowadays, generating digital signatures with limited devices is not a restricting operation. For example, in our first tests, the mobile phone (model Siemens
SX1) [17] calculated all the cryptographic operations in 6 seconds.
For the implementation of the Mobile Phone system we used J2ME-MIDP 1.0
[20] whereas for the rest of components (RI, MNO, TTP) we used J2SE Java Programming and J2EE-Servlets in the server-side. Crypto operations are done (in both
J2ME and J2SE/J2EE environments) with the Bouncy Castle Crypto Lightweight Library 5 [21]. Finally, for XML-processing in constrained environments, kXML (Lightweight XML library for mobile phones) has being used [19].
'There is an on-going standard for MIDP, JSR 219 [18], which is at the time of writing of these
lines available, but it was not when the implementation was done.
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The protocol and implementation was validated as part of the validation process
of the UBISEC project. The validation perspectives were on a per-stakeholder basis
and a weighted criteria was used depending on the role. The validation criteria of
the proof-of-concept implementation (omitted here) concerns the fulfilment of the
requirements according to test cases previously defined.

5.1.3 Requirements Fulfillment
Let us analyze the requirements fulfillment of our non-repudiation protocol for a
OMA-based DRM framework:
Strong Fairness: As it has been depicted along the description of the protocol,
each party is in possession of proper evidence and no party is in an advantageous
position during a transaction even if it aborts it. As the TTP acts in a lightweight on-line manner, the communication channel from participants to the
TTP has to be resilient. Note that, even if MNO and RI collude, fairness in
the protocol is preserved, since they will need to present to a digital arbiter the
possession of non-repudiation of origin signed by the user. This fact also holds
for the case in which the user makes use of the MNO as a Signature Server as
explained in 5.1.1.
Confidentiality: This requirement is not needed in this protocol.
Efficiency: The protocol is not optimistic, but the TTP acts in a light-weight
manner (i.e., receiving information, processing it and storing digital evidence
in a network accessible directory with read-only permissions).
Timeliness: It fulfills synchronous timeliness by the use of a deadline.
Policy: Again, policy about which arbiter to use in case of disputes, which
cryptographic algorithms, etc., needs to be defined targeted to a mobile scenario. The minimum elements it needs to contain are those explicitly mentioned
through the description of the protocol as, for instance, the guideline to use
when entering a dispute resolution process. Nevertheless, we define here a more
detailed policy by answering the questions defined in 1.4.5 for this protocol and
considering the limited capabilities of user's device. For this task, we make use
of the verbs "SHALL" "MUST" and "MAY" which are to be interpreted as
described in [43].
a) Rules for evidence generation and verification: Cryptographic algorithms
to be used. E.g. RSA with a public exponent 3. This will help limitedresource devices to easily verify digital signatures without reducing the
security of the RSA algorithm if MNO is used as a digital signature server.
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If not, keys of 1024 bits are to be selected. Keys format and extensions
needed if X.509v3 digital certificates are to be used for verification. The
certificates (from MNO and TTP) will be stored on user's mobile memory.
Nowadays almost all phones are sold with preloaded digital certificates
which can be on Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) or X.509 format depending on the operating system implemented in the mobile phone.
For our implementation we used X.509 formatted certificates, although for
more limited devices, WTLS certificates can be used as well. WTLS defines a compressed certificate format which broadly follows the X.509 v3
certificate structure, but uses smaller data structures.
The policy MUST define the language (XML) for representing them, and
the hash functions to be used (SHA-1 which is still an alternative though
its end is approaching [128, 129]). Of course, all legal restrictions coming
from use of cryptography MUST be inherited. Rules related to evidence
generation:
What evidence should be generated in the non-repudiation service?
User U generates evidence of origin of the Rights Object request message. The Mobile Network Operator MNO generates evidence of U's
origin of this request to the Rights Issuer RI and evidence of RI's
receipt of the request (which serves as evidence of origin of the Right
Object Response as well). RI creates evidence of receipt for the MNO.
Which TTP should be involved in evidence generation?
Explicitly stated.
- What elements should be included in the evidence?
Explicitly stated.
Which type of evidence should be generated?
Explicitly stated.
Which are the parties involved in the generation process?
Each participant generates its own digital evidence (mobile user MAY
obtain the support of the MNO for the generation of digital signatures
in a verifiable way as explained).
Rules related to evidence transfer:
Which non-repudiation protocol will be used?
Explicitly defined.
Which are the channel assumptions?
Since the TTP acts in an on-line manner, the channel between all
entities and the TTP MUST be resilient for ensuring fairness.
h) Rules for evidence storage: The database storage SHALL make at least an
hourly backup. Only the TTP SHALL have write permissions and every
input, query and operation in general MAY be logged (the format will be
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established by the TTP itself). Timestamps signed by the TTP for final
evidence validity and logging purposes MAY be issued as well.
Regarding the mobile user, it MUST store all evidence received (EORmNo
and/or Con) for solving future disputes. Nevertheless, because nowadays
mobile technology supports the use of bluetooth connections and compacted memory cards, evidence can be off-line downloaded in other device
with less storage constraints. If this is riot possible, Asokan also suggested
in his thesis an approach for transferring the necessity of storing digital
evidence to the digital signature server (MNO) as well as an approach
for using this entity as a time stamping server. In case of using this last
modification to our protocol, the mobile user MUST store the hash chain
corresponding to its root verification key certificate as well.
What mechanism will be used for maintaining the validity of evidence?
Expiry date.
- How long should the evidence be stored?
Two months for expiration, since the mobile user will have an extra
month (assuming monthly billing) for repudiating any Digital Right
Object it has been charged for.
Does the evidence need to be confidential?
No.
Which are the access control rules for accessing the final evidence
(Con)?
Write permissions for the TTP. Read permissions for users. The access control procedure MAY be established by the TTP. E.g. passwordbased. Authentication is not really important because evidence is not
confidential and only valuable to intended users.
c) Evidence use: Explicitly stated.
d) Dispute resolution process: It has been already defined. Rules related to
dispute resolution:
Which entity will play the role of adjudicator?
Explicitly stated in the protocol policy. If it is a digital arbitrator,
X.500 DN (Distinguished Name) [82] can be used for uniquely referring to a specific entity. The user U MAY be involved in a dispute
resolution process using other device different from its handheld device (for which an evidence transfer feature MUST be available).
Which parties should be involved in dispute resolution? And which

TTP?
Only participants; i.e., U, MNO and RI.
Which law should be referenced to enforce the arbitration?
Depends on the country. E.g. LSSI in Spain.
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- Verifiability of TTP: The TTP needs to be trusted, so it is not verifiable.
On the other hand, MNO's behavior is verifiable and can be disputed by the
originator and RI with the help of an arbiter.
Transparency of TTP: As the TTP is lightly involved in every protocol execution, there is no transparency property.

5.2 Practical Service Charge for P2P Content Distribution
Nowadays several factors have lit a fire under the peer-to-peer (P2P) movement:
inexpensive computing power, bandwidth, and storage. In a P2P architecture, computers that have traditionally been used solely as clients communicate directly among
themselves and can act as both clients and servers, assuming whatever role is needed
at each moment. The new P2P networking paradigm offers new possibilities for content distribution over the Internet. Customer peers interchange roles with provider
peers, and compete in this new networked economy. A major differentiating factor of
P2P from traditional content distribution models is the lack of central management
and control. This very important characteristic of P2P systems offers the ability
to create efficient, scalable, anonymous - when required, and persistent services by
taking advantage of the fully distributed nature of the systems.
If a peer distributing contents gets paid for this distribution, why is this peer
going to distribute contents freely? This approach can incentivize a legitimate P2P
content distribution, hence avoiding the actual problems of free riders and legal issues
for which P2P networks such as eDonkey 2000 and Gnutella have been strongly
criticized [23, 67].
Popular software for P2P networking like eMule, Gnutella [5], and Freenet [6]
provides everybody with opportunities to exchange low value digital goods. But
potential merchants with low value goods (i.e., users inside a P2P network) have
no future in such a competitive digital world due to the hardness of collection of
payments and advertisement of their goods, compared with profits expected.
For such reasons, new solutions that help the merchant to gain entrance to P2P
e-commerce should be designed. Previous work on paid P2P service [75] relies on a
fully trusted on-line escrow server, which could be too expensive for those low value
transactions. In this section, we introduce a P2P service and payment protocol in
which the load of the merchant peer is significantly reduced for only distribution
of digital contents while a weakly trusted intermediary agent is used for the advertisement and collection of (small) payments [111]. This protocol makes use of a
non-repudiation session with an off:line TTP integrated inside the payment protocol.
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Some basic notation used throughout this section is as follows:

- M,C,B: merchant peer, customer peer, and broker/bank, respectively
- IN,TTP: agent and TTP, respectively
- KeyedHashK(inf): message inf is hashed using a secret key K;
- D K (inf): symmetric decryption of in f

5.2.1 Scenario and Requirements
A market study about P2P commerce is provided in [25 ] , where peers can find evaluation functions and results about the behavior of such a system, facilitating them
to take decisions in advance. In that study, different parameters are used to evaluate
the market such as cost of transportation, popularity of the contents and competitiveness of the peers. In this work, we intend to reduce costs of transportation, i.e.,
reduce involvement of the peers in the framework.
Figure 5.2.1 shows a general scenario we can find in a P2P application. In this
scenario, each peer entity desires to earn some money by selling its files (photos,
music, videos etc.). But it is hard for every entity to advertise its goods and manage
the (probably small) payments with so many entities. Then, such an entity can seek
a purchase agent for advertising goods and collecting payments, such that it only
needs to provide the digital goods/contents.

3. goods / evidences

2. redirect request

Purchase agent <
4 payment

Broker/Bank

Figure 5.5: P2P Service and Payment Scenario

We assume that the purchase agent is weakly trusted by the merchant peer in
the only sense that collusion with the customer is not possible (see section 5.2.4
for further reference). Tools and reasons for making this type of collusion harder
(although not impossible) can be found in reputation issues and incentive schemes.
As an incentive for the participation of the agent in this scenario, it could earn a
part of each payment or a monthly percentage of each user's successful transactions.
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On the other hand, collusion with the merchant peer or misbehavior of the agent by
itself has to be properly and efficiently treated in our protocol.
Provision of evidence to the peers for later dispute resolution would be important
to boost P2P e-commerce where exchanges are carried out between parties that
probably have no prior relations and whose identities could be highly volatile.
The following properties are desirable in the above P2P service and payment
scenario:
1. Confidentiality: The digital goods/contents should be disclosed only to the
intended party (i.e., only to customers).
2. Payer anonymity: Payers may prefer keeping their everyday payment activities
private, i.e., not allowing payees and in some cases even banks to observe and
track their payments. There are two levels of anonymity: untraceability simply
means that an adversary cannot determine a payer's identity in a payment
protocol; unlinkability means that, in addition, participation of the same player
in two different payments cannot be linked.
3. Fairness: The customer cannot obtain the digital goods/contents either from
the intermediary agent or from the merchant unless a payment is ensured to
the merchant.
4. Timeliness: The transacting parties always have the ability to reach, in a finite
amount of time, a point in which they can stop the protocol without loss of
fairness.
5. Non-repudiation: It is impossible for a sender peer, after a successful execution
of the protocol, to deny having distributed the digital goods. It is impossible for
an agent, after a successful execution of the protocol, to deny having received
the payment.
6. Light-weight merchant: Since the protocol is run in a P2P scenario, merchant
peers should not be overloaded with payment issues.

5.2.2 P2P Payment Protocol
General purpose electronic payment systems have been widely studied, which can be
classified into two categories: cash-like and check-like systems. In cash-like systems,
special tokens denominated electronic coins (or cash) are used [42, 118]. The payer
has been previously taken away an amount of money in a withdrawal protocol, hence
they are pre-paid payment protocols. In check-like systems, the payer usually issues
a form (whether it be a check or a credit card slip) to the payee [28]. There is no
previous withdrawal of money, and the payee must ensure that the payer possesses
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enough money to carry out the payment. So, consulting the payer's bank is necessary
prior to accept it. Such systems are also denominated as on-line verification payments
(e.g. [36 ] ).
An electronic payment system for P2P scenarios was proposed in [24]. In this
protocol, three entities are involved: merchant, customer, and broker/bank who is
trusted by the other entities. The same notation used in the original paper is listed
below for the understanding of this scheme.
- I D x : identity of entity X
- K x : secret key used by entity X (and known only to it)
- S er Num: unique serial number associated with every digital note
- Value: value associated with the digital note
- TO, Ti, T2, T3: time of issue, deadline of redemption, start time of refund, and
expiry time for the digital note, respectively
Each digital note is prepared by the merchant as follows.
- I

D Material = I D m ,Value, SerNurn,TO,T1,T2,T3

- Digital N ote = I D materia / KeyedHash Km (Ip materia i)
,

The main advantage of having the merchant creating its own digital notes is that
it can check double spending before-the-fact without contacting the broker/bank.
The merchant peer then transfers digital notes to the broker who adds a broker
stamp such that a stamped digital note format is [DigitalNote, BrokerStamp, SVC].
- Broker Stamp = 1D B , KeyedHash KB (DigitalNote, I D B )
- Stamp Verification Code (SVC) = h(Broker Stamp)
Once the broker transfers SVC to the merchant, the stamped digital note is
ready for circulation. Whenever the customer peer wants to purchase goods from a
particular merchant peer, he approaches the broker and obtains a certain amount of
digital cash (issued by that merchant peer and stamped and stored by the broker) using macro payment mechanisms such as credit card payment schemes. The stamped
unspent digital note should be kept secret and protected by the entity possessing it,
either by the broker or by the customer.
A merchant peer can redeem the value of digital cash before time Ti associated.
The merchant peer has to reveal the broker stamp to the broker. If the broker stamp
is valid, the broker credits the merchant peer's account and marks the digital note
as spent. Similarly, the customer peer can refund its unspent digital note before
expiration, that is, after time T2 but before time T3. A time is elapsed between Ti
and T2 in order to avoid clock synchronization problems.
For the transaction between merchant and customer peers, the customer sends
the stamped digital note excluding the broker stamp to the merchant, who verifies
that this S VC is unspent, and that current time is less than Ti. Then, a fair exchange
protocol is assumed for the exchange of the digital good and the broker stamp.
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5.2.3 Our Approach
We design a P2P content distribution and payment protocol in which the load on
the peer that plays the role of merchant is significantly reduced, hence motivating
the participation of peers in this type of evolving e-commerce. The basic idea is the
delegation of the merchant role to the agent during the payment phase. With this
change, the customer peer does not need special digital notes for each merchant peer.
Instead, he can buy digital contents from several merchant peers by interacting with
only one agent who represents these merchant peers'. Thus, the payment view of
the P2P network changes to a new model (see figure 5.2.6).
A prior notation needed for the complete understanding of the protocol is as
follows:
- DigitalContent: digital content that the merchant peer M sells to the customer
peer C
- descr: description of the digital content that C obtains before starting purchase
(e.g. from the agent's web site)

- Pm : identifier of the digital content and its price
- utsn: unique transaction serial number

- L - (utsn, Pm ): label of the current transaction
- lc,: session key generated by the agent and used by M to encrypt the digital
content
- Cipher = E kc (DigitalContent): ciphertext of the digital content encrypted
with lc,
- dc = h(DigitalContent): digest of the digital content
- IntegritySign = S m (dc, descr, Pm ): digital content verification code generated by M and available at the agent's web site
ETTP (I N111, kc ): ciphertext of the session key encrypted with the
TTP's public key
kTTP

5. 2. 3. 1 P2P Service and Payment Protocol
In our protocol, we assume that each peer (acting as a customer) can set up
a secure and confidential channel (SSL or IPSec) with its agent, broker/bank, and
the TTP, and the agent can also establish such a channel with the broker and the
TTP. Our protocol consists of a main protocol and two sub-protocols. In the normal
situation, only the main protocol will be executed among the customer peer, the
6 The

more merchant peers this agent represents, the more universal this digital notes will be.
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agent, and the merchant peer, while the TTP is off-line and not involved. If there is
something wrong in a transaction, the agent can initiate the cancel sub-protocol and
the customer peer can initiate the resolve sub-protocol to terminate the transaction
without loss of fairness.
The agent will prepare the digital notes for the merchants that it represents, and
send these digital notes to the broker for stamping. The customer can obtain the
stamped digital notes from the broker using a macro payment mechanism, and use
these digital notes in purchase of digital goods/contents from any merchant (via its
agent).
Suppose the customer C has obtained some digital notes from the broker B. At
the beginning, C accesses information in the agent IN's web page, and downloads
descr, Pm, and IntegritySign. Then, C launches the following P2P service and
payment main protocol.

1. C —> IN : M, L, DigitalNote, SVC
IN checks and IF correct follows
2. IN —> M : M, L,k,,k TT p, SVC, SIN(M,

3. C

_,

c KTTP,

SVC)

M : IN, L, Cipher, dc, kg-Tp, S m (I N, C L,h(Cipher),dc,kTTp, SVC)

4. C IN : Broker Stamp
5. IN ---> C : L, k, S IN(M C, L, k)
At Step 1, the customer C sends a digital note to the agent IN. IN makes all
necessary checks on the digital note before notifying the merchant M at Step 2 that
there is a request pending from C. Such checking includes that the current time is
earlier than the deadline of redemption Ti, and that the digital note has not been
spent yet. If correct, IN provides M with its signature which could be used to
prove the amount of payment to be credited to M's account (if the transaction is
completed) and the session key for encryption of the digital content. IN also encrypts
the session key lc, with the TTP's public key (in order to reduce the computational
load on the merchant peer host). After verifying the purchase request redirected
by IN, M prepares the encrypted digital content and its signature which could be
used to prove the origin of the digital content. C retrieves the encrypted digital
content from M at Step 3. Prior to submit the broker stamp to IN at Step 4, C
verifies whether M is committed that the digital content sent in ciphertext is the one
as C expected (by checking IntegritySign). IN releases the session key at Step 5
after obtaining the valid broker stamp from C. If the above protocol is executed
successfully, the customer peer obtains k, for the decryption of Cipher, arid thus the
digital contents. The agent obtains the broker stamp. Then the agent can send the
broker stamp to the broker for redemption.
If IN does riot receive the broker stamp in a pre-determined amount of time
before Ti, it can launch the following cancel sub-protocol.
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4'. IN —> TT P : IN, M, L, SVC, SIN(cancel, IN, M, L, SVC)
IF not resolved THEN

5'. IN <— TT P : STTp(cancel, IN, M, L, SVC)
ELSE

5'. IN 4 TT P : BrokerSt amp
-

In such a case, IN sends to the TTP a cancel request. Then, if the protocol has
not been resolved, the TTP verifies IN's signature on the request. If correct, the
TTP signs a cancel affidavit. If the protocol was resolved by C, the TTP gives IN
access to retrieve the valid broker stamp. Note that the agent can obtain the broker
stamp and a cancel affidavit, which results in an unfair situation. Nevertheless we
consider a poll solution to revoke the broker stamp redemption. In this poll solution,
the broker has access to the cancel affidavits from the TTP server and then, it
will execute that operation (searching for fraudulent redemption operations) before
redeeming the agent. Note that, however, a refund operation after T2 is allowed.
If C does not get the session key for decryption of the digital content in the main
protocol before time Ti, it appeals to the TTP in a resolve sub-protocol.

5'. C

TT P : IN, M, L,h(Cipher),dc,kTTp, SVC, Broker Stamp,
S m (I N, C, L,h(Cipher),dc,kTTp, SVC)
IF not cancelled THEN

6'. C

TT P : k,
ELSE

6'. C <— TT P : STTp(cancel, IN, M, L, SVC)
In such a case, C sends to the TTP all the information received from M as well
as the broker stamp. If the protocol has not been cancelled, the TTP verifies M's
signature, such that the TTP is not used as a decrypting oracle by the customer, and
checks whether the hash of the broker stamp equals SVC. If everything is positive,
the TTP decrypts kTTp, verifies that the key lc, is intended for IN and M, and
finally stores k c for C's access. If the protocol has been revoked by IN, the TTP
will provide a cancel affidavit.
Some financial issues should be taken into account. The agent could send all
broker stamps to the broker in batch mode. Similarly, the broker could credit the
agent account in batch mode, giving an elapse time for this operation, such that
it can retrieve from the TTP all the cancel affidavits and revoke the broker stamp
redemption (and hence the agent's bank account credit operation) if needed. None
of these financial assumptions seems to be hard to obtain.
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Finally, we would like to state that a complementary design based on a reputation
system [49] could help to boost the P2P commerce. Reputation is the only mechanism
available to peers in order to evaluate a candidate provider of a requesting service
in terms of quality, reliability and correctness and thus plays a significant role in
the selection of agents. So, if a situation arises in which an agent is misbehaving,
a network of reputation can "mark" this entity, thus preventing the next fraudulent
action.

5.2.4 Dispute Resolution
Disputes can arise, and we show how the resolution with an arbitrator proceeds for
all the entities involved in such a dispute.
Origin of digital content: If M denies having sent a particular DigitalContent,
then C gives descr, IntegritySign, IN, L, Pm, Cipher, de, kTTp,k,, SVC , and M's
signature to the arbitrator. The arbitrator checks:
- descr fits with DigitalContent
- dc = h(DigitalContent)
- IntegritySign is M's signature on (dc,descr, Pi p)
- kTTp = ETTp(I N, M, k)
- DigitalContent = Dk,(Cipher)
- M's signature on IN, L, h(Cipher), dc, kTTp, SVC
If all the above checks are positive, the arbitrator concludes that the digital
content is from M. If C receives a wrong digital content, some of the first three
checks in the list might be false. However, C can demonstrate the misbehavior of
M with IntegritySign. If M can present IN's signature on a different session key
kc for the same transaction L, the arbitrator concludes that IN is the misbehaving
party.
Payment received by IN: A possible dispute could arise between M and
IN if the latter did not credit M's account after transferring a broker stamp to
B for redemption. IN could obtain incentives from the merchant peers, and the
commission depends on how many successful payments it carries out. However, IN
may try to keep the entire payment of the digital good. If IN denies having completed
a transaction (L, SVC), M should present to the arbitrator M, L, k e , kTTp, SVC and
IN's signature on it. Then, the arbitrator checks the signature and, if IN cannot
present a cancel affidavit signed by the TTP for that transaction (L, SVC), the
arbitrator concludes that IN completed the transaction and must pay to M for it.
Note that if IN tries to misbehave by completing the transaction and obtaining a
cancel affidavit, it will eventually succeed. But B will prevent it from crediting IN's
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account if B obtains the cancel affidavit from the TTP. In this case, only C will be
benefited. C obtains the k, and thus the digital content while IN is not redeemed.
C could spend the same stamped digital note later again, or get refunded from B.
Invalid broker stamp: If C tries to misbehave by sending an invalid broker
stamp, two cases are possible:

- C sends the invalid broker stamp at Step 4. Assume that IN is not going to
collude with C as we discussed in 5.2.1, IN will detect an invalid broker stamp
using SVC and will reject it.
- C stops the protocol at Step 4, and contacts the TTP to resolve. If the transaction has not been cancelled, the TTP will check with SVC signed by M that
the broker stamp provided by C is valid before providing k, to C. Therefore,
when the agent access the TTP in order to cancel the protocol after waiting a
prudential amount of time without receiving the broker stamp from C, it will
obtain a valid Broker Stamp for the transaction.
Origin of SVC: If M colludes with C and sends at Step 3 a SVC which has
already been spent by C, then the latter could contact with the TTP and successfully
get k, with the resolve sub-protocol. Whenever IN tries to fetch the broker stamp
from the TTP, it will discover M's fraudulent behavior and go to the arbitrator. If
M can present IN's signature on the same transaction (L, SVC), the arbitrator concludes that the misbehaving party is IN, and IN will have to pay for the transaction
to M. Otherwise, M is identified as the colluding party.

5.2.5 Requirements Fulfillment
Now, we informally analyze whether our P2P service and payment satisfies the requirements described in section 5.2.1.
Confidentiality: The digital goods/contents are disclosed only to the intended
customer peer. Although the agent knows the deciphering key, it does not have
the knowledge about the encrypted digital content if it is transmitted over a
private peer-to-peer channel from M to C. Similarly, the TTP, if involved,
cannot get the encrypted digital contents either. There is a bunch of secure
P2P software which allows to establish private channels among users (JXTA
technology [16] from SUN, Magi P2P, GNUnet [14]).
Payer anonymity: Only the first level of anonymity is reached, that is, untraceability. A customer peer never needs to reveal its identity except its IP
address for receiving messages during the protocol.
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-

Fairness: As we mentioned before, our fairness is achieved under the assump-

tion of no collusion between the agent and the customer. In the main protocol,
fairness will not be lost until Step 3 since neither the agent has obtained the
broker stamp nor the customer gets the key to decrypt the digital content.
After Step 3, both of them obtain what they expect (digital good and broker
stamp) or none of them obtains any valuable information. As the TTP intervenes, it can produce affidavit tokens for later disputes. The cancel token can
be used to solve an unfair situation (agent obtains the broker stamp but the
consumer peer does not get the needed session key for deciphering the digital
content). That is, weak fairness is achieved.
Timeliness: After notifying the merchant of a request for purchase at Step 2,

the agent has the ability of cancelling the protocol, if needed, in order to reach
the end of the protocol without breach of fairness. On the other hand, the
customer can terminate the protocol at any time before releasing the broker
stamp, or initiate the resolve sub-protocol after Step 4. However, we should not
forget the deadlines used for the underlaying P2P payment protocol (TO, Ti,
T2, T3), which provides our solution with a synchronous timeliness property.
Due to this synchronicity, as usual, resilient channels are expected between
agent and customers and the TTP. This will ensure that digital notes can be
redeemed or refunded on time.
Non-repudiation: Proofs of origin of digital contents and payment received by

the merchant are discussed in section 5.2.4. If the digital content provided at
the end of a successful execution of the protocol does not fit with the description
signed by the merchant on IntegritySign, the customer can obtain the evidence
from Step 3 for a dispute resolution. If the agent cheats the merchant by falsely
denying receipt of the payment from the customer, the merchant can get the
evidence from Step 2 for a dispute resolution.
Light-weight merchant: For each protocol run, the merchant only needs one
signature verification and generation (although IntegritySign token is also

generated by the merchant, this operation can definitely be carried out in an
off-line process). More importantly, the merchant only receives one service
request from the agent, and makes the encrypted digital contents available to
the customer. The merchant does not need to take care of advertisement and
payment.
Efficiency: The non-repudiation protocol is optimistic, therefore the TTP does

not need to intervene when, either participants behave honestly, or there are
not channel failures.
Policy: Again, policy about which arbiter to use in case of disputes, which

cryptographic algorithms etc., needs to be defined targeted to a peer to peer
application. The minimum elements it needs to contain are those explicitly
mentioned through the description of the protocol as, for instance, the guideline
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to use when entering a dispute resolution process. Guidelines on how to make
use of the digital money (redeem and refund operations) is established by the
P2P payment protocol explained in this section. We make use of the verbs
"SHALL" "MUST" and "MAY" which are to be interpreted as described in [43].
a) Rules for evidence generation and verification: Cryptographic algorithms
to be used, e.g. RSA with 1024-bits keys, would be sufficient, since the
value of the operations is not too high. Keys format and extensions are
needed if X.509v3 digital certificates are to be used for verification. The
policy MUST explicitly define the structure of every element used in the
protocol. It also MUST define the hash functions to be used (SHA-256).
Of course, all legal restrictions coming from use of cryptography MUST
be inherited. The rules related to evidence generation are:
What evidence should be generated in the non-repudiation service?
The agent MUST generate the following evidence: (i) evidence of
operation initiated intended to the merchant peer M, (ii) evidence of
key k, intended to the customer and (iii) evidence of cancel request
(for authentication and registry purposes, since we assume the TTP
is trusted and will not generate cancel affidavits on its own). The
merchant MUST generate evidence of origin to the client peer while
the latter MAY not provide any kind of evidence.
Which TTP should be involved in evidence generation?
Explicitly stated.
What elements should be included in the evidence?
Explicitly stated.
Which type of evidence should be generated?
Explicitly stated.
Rules related to evidence transfer:
- Which non-repudiation protocol will be used?
Explicitly defined.
- Which are the channel assumptions?
There is no channel assumptions others that the stated in the protocol
description and discussion (which will have to be included in the nonrepudiation policy).

b) Rules for evidence storage: The database storage SHALL make an hourly
backup. Only the TTP SHALL have write permissions and every input,
query and operation in general MAY be logged (the format will be established by the TTP itself). Timestamps signed by the TTP for evidence
validity and logging purposes MAY be issued as well.
- What mechanism will be used for maintaining the validity of evidence?
Expiry date.
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How long should the evidence be stored?
One year.
Does the evidence need to be confidential?
No.
Which are the access control rules for accessing the evidence?
Write permissions for the TTP. Read permissions for peers and the
agent. The access control procedure MAY be established by the TTP
(e.g. password-based).
c) Evidence use: Explicitly stated in the dispute resolution process guidelines.

d) Dispute resolution process: It has been already defined. Rules related to
dispute resolution:
- Which entity will play the role of adjudicator?
It MUST be stated in the protocol policy.
- Which parties should be involved in dispute resolution? And which

TTP?
Only participants related to the dispute. TTP directory MAY also
need to be audited (processed).
- What evidence should be provided?
Explicitly defined.
- What are the rules followed in the resolution process itself?
Explicitly defined.

- Verifiability of TTP: The TTP needs to be trusted, so it is not verifiable.
On the other hand, agents's behavior is verifiable and can be disputed by the
participating entities in the P2P scenario.
Transparency of TTP: Except when the TTP generates cancel affidavits, it
behaves in a transparent way. Thus, we can affirm that the TTP is only
partially transparent.

5.2.6 Practical View
In order to give a more practical view of the involvement of the entities in our P2P
service and payment protocol, we give an instantiated execution of the protocol. We
define a typical P2P scenario where one of the peers tries to purchase a file. This file
description and associated advertisement are hosted in an agent server. Note that,
if an agent advertises similar files (belonging to different peers), an analysis about
the competition between different peers in the distribution of the contents should be
undertaken. A preliminary study can be found in [25 ] .
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We sketch a scenario (see figure 5.2.6) where a previous contract or relation exists
between a merchant peer and an agent. This is something totally necessary, since at
least, the merchant must register to use the agent's hosting services. As we analyzed
earlier, the merchant peer has a very light participation in the protocol; an important
property that will facilitate the involvement of peers distributing, in an exchange for
a small amount of money, digital contents over P2P networks.

Timo -papers. COM
--,off-linc generation of notes

BROKER

4,01,

off-line Purchase of notes

Legend:

I--...
digital note

fl _
L
I

broker stamp

encrypted file

Figure 5.6: Application Scenario

The different steps of this application are:
1. A peer, who is surfing the web, visits http://www.curious-papers.corn and once
inside, clicks the section "Snakes". He reads the abstract or description descr
and decides to buy it. So, he clicks on the button "Purchase". This operation forms a transaction label L, downloads the content verification code
IntegritySign token, and uploads a valid stamped digital note (excluding broker stamp).
2. The agent's server verifies the validity of the digital note, and checks that SVC
is unspent. If correct, it redirects this request to another peer who owns the
paper, along with the product information received from the customer peer
(L), the key needed to encrypt the contents (k0 ), and the fingerprint of the
broker stamp (SVC).
3. The merchant peer prepares the encrypted version of the paper (Cipher), and
generates a signature. Then, it notifies the customer peer to retrieve.
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4. The customer peer downloads the encrypted paper and the merchant peer's
signature. An add-in component in the customer peer's browser verifies the
merchant peer's signature and the fingerprint of the broker stamp. If correct,
the customer peer is asked for approval of the description signed by the merchant peer by clicking on the button "OK". In this step, the content verification
code token is checked using dc received.
5. Then the customer peer's computer sends the broker stamp to the agent. A
window of notification should pop up to advise the customer that once the
broker stamp is sent, it will be the non-return point of the transaction. The
add-in component waits for the session key.
6. After receiving the broker stamp, the agent proceeds to send the session key. At
the customer peer side, the add-in component will verify the agent's signature,
decrypt the paper, and display the paper to the customer.
7. If the agent does not receive the broker stamp within a determined time (before
Ti) a cancel sub-protocol can be launched, obtaining either a cancel affidavit
for the digital note or the valid broker stamp from the TTP.

8. If the customer peer does not receive the session key within a determined time
before T2, the add-in component process the XML non-repudiation policy file
and extract the identifier of the TTP to which redirect a request in order to
resolve the protocol. If the session key is received, the add-in component will
decrypt the paper and display the paper to the customer. If a TTP signed
cancel affidavit is received, the add-in component will pop up a window to
notify the customer that the transaction has been cancelled.
Redemption and refund phases proceed according to the underlying P2P payment
protocol. The broker has the ability of cancelling the redemption phase as stated
before.

Note that merchant peers have to prepare (encrypt) the content in each protocol execution, since it depends on the session key k, generated by the agent which
changes from one instance to another. One question arises whether it is possible to
distribute a fixed encrypted content. The main drawback of this approach is freeriding. Although our approach does not avoid this possibility, it is practically more
difficult to distribute the decrypted whole digital content than only the deciphering
key. That is, if the file remains encrypted with the same key, another user needs
just to execute the protocol up to step 3 and exit. Later, it will receive the key from
another user. On the other hand, if the file is encrypted each time with a different
key, provided by the agent and targeted to a specific client, a free rider needs the
decrypted content from other peer, which complicates a bit more free sharing. However, note that free sharing is unavoidable, and only incentive schemes (like this one)
can act against it.
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5.3 Analysis of a Free Roaming Agent Result-Truncation
Defense Scheme
Mobile agents are software programs that live in computer networks, performing their
computations and moving from host to host as necessary to fulfill their goals [88].
Free roaming mobile agents are free to choose their respective next hops dynamically
based on the data they acquired from their past journeys.
Mobile agents are especially useful in electronic commerce, and have attracted
lot of research interest. Furthermore, these mobile agents could implement our intermediary entity introduced in our protocols along this thesis. Nevertheless, as stated
in [89], there are still many security issues on mobile agents to be addressed. We
could summarize the free-roaming agent security goals as
- protection of the host from malicious code in the mobile agent, and
- protection of the agent from a malicious host trying to tamper the code and
the agent data.
The community has initially placed more attention in the first problem and come
out with some solutions, since the problem is similar to the one that already existed
with Java and ActiveX technologies in which the host has to run software coming
from untrusted sources. The most popular solution for such a problem is rather
simple, the sandbox solution; i.e., an agent cannot control the machine in which
it is executed. The agent is executed in a sandbox that blocks the access of the
agent to the real machine. This feature has been implemented in Java Mobile Code,
Telescript, and SafeTcl.
With respect to the second problem, we can distinguish two principal sub-problems.
In the first case, a malicious host tries to tamper the agent's code. To address
this problem, computing with encrypted functions such as homomorphic encryption
schemes is under research [121]. In the second case, a malicious host tries to tamper
the data carried by the agent. For instance, in a scenario that a free-roaming agent
is used to collect offers for an air-ticket, a malicious host may try to "hijack" or
"brainwash" the previously collected data to favour its offer. In our case, assuming
the mobile agent carries different digital evidence collected in its path, we will be
willing to protect these evidence from being extracted from the agent without the
originator knowledge (other optional properties, as confidentiality, might be necessary as well). This proposal' will be focused on the solutions of protecting agent
data (or computation results) in a general manner.
7

The work in this section has been partially published in [110] and [137].
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5.3.1 Security Requirements
Suppose an agent departing from host computer C o will obtain a list of encapsulated offers 0 1 , • , O, from different hosts C 1 , • • • , Cn selected dynamically when
the agent roams over the network. The security properties on the agent data protection defined in [88] and extended in [47] are as follows:

• Data Confidentiality: Only the originator Co can extract the encapsulated offers
0
I On1, • • •

• Non-repudiability: Ci cannot deny submitting O. once Co receives O.
• Forward Privacy: No one except the originator Co can extract the identity
information of the hosts C1 , • • • , Cn, by examining the chain of encapsulated
offers.
• Forward Integrity: None of the encapsulated offers O i can be modified.
• Publicly Verifiable Forward Integrity: Anyone can check the integrity of the
chain of encapsulated offers.
• Insertion Defense: No new offer can be inserted in 0 1 , • • • ,O without being
detected.
• Truncation Defense: No existing offer can be removed from 0 1 , • • • ,O without
being detected.
Several schemes have been proposed to protect agent data. Yee proposed to use
Partial
Result Authentication Code (PRAC) to ensure the integrity of the offers
a
acquired from the hosts [130]. In this scheme, an agent and its originator keep a list
of secret keys, or a key generating function. The agent uses a key to encapsulate
the collected offer and then destroys the key. However, a malicious host may keep
the key or the key generating function. When the agent revisits the host or visits
another host conspiring with it, a previous offer or series of offers could be modified,
without being detected by the originator.
Karjoth et. al. extended Yee's results [88]. In the KAG scheme, each host
generates a signing key for its successor and certifies the corresponding verification
key. Using the received signature/verification key pair, a host signs its partial result
and certifies a new verification key for the next host. Their scheme could resist the
modification attack in Yee's scheme but not a two-colluder truncation attack. In this
attack, two visited hosts (or one revisited host) can collude to discard the partial
results collected between their respective visits.
Cheng and Wei proposed a scheme in ICICS'02 to defense against the truncation
of computation results of free-roaming agents [47]. Cheng-Wei scheme is effective
against such an attack in most cases. However, we demonstrate that it still suffers
from the truncation attack when a special loop is established on the path of a freeroaming agent and propose amendments to avoid the truncation of computation
results.
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5.3.2 Cheng-Wei Protocol
We first sketch Cheng-Wei Protocol (N1) presented in [41 In this protocol, Cheng
arid Wei considered a shopping scenario in which an agent departing from host C0 will
obtain a list of offers from different hosts C i . • , C„ selected dynamically when the
agent roams over the network. Among all the security properties that the protocol
claims to achieve is the truncation defense, and in particular, defense against a twocolluder truncation attack. In this scenario, an attacker W captures an agent with
encapsulated offers 01, • • • , 0i-i, 0i, • • , O n and colludes with host Ci trying to
truncate all the offers after Oi and insert the attacker's offers to get the new chain
01, • • • , Oi_i, • • • , O w .
A public key infrastructure is assumed in the mobile agent environment. Each
host Ci has a certified private/public key pair (i i , u i ). Given a signature expressed
as Si (m), we assume that anyone could deduce the identity of Ci from it. The chain
of encapsulated offers 0 1 , 0 2 , • • • , O n is an ordered sequence. Each entry of the chain
depends on some of the previous and/or succeeding members. A chaining relation
specifies the dependency.
An important definition given by Cheng and Wei in order to avoid interleaving
attacks (proposed by Roth [120 ]) is as follows.
,

An agent is defined as A = (I, Co, St) where I is the identity, Co is the
code and St is the state of the agent. Both I and Co are assumed to
be static while St is variable. I is in the foi7n, of (I D A , Seq A ), where
ID A is a fixed identity bit string of the agent and Seq A is a sequence
number which is unique for each agent execution. The originator signs
HA, where HA = h(1, C0) is the agent integrity checksum and So(11A)
is the certified agent integrity checksum. The agent carries this certified
checksum, allowing the public to verify the integrity of I and Co and
deduce the identity of C0 .

In interleaving attacks, the attacker tries to use a previous host as an oracle,
running its own agent but with the attacked agent's chain of offers. As the certified
agent integrity checksum is sent in each transmission between the hosts, each host
can verify the consistency of the chain of offers (specially the one belonging to the
agent's owner 0 0 ) and the code. With this definition, an agent execution is uniquely
identified.
Protocol N1 uses a co-signing mechanism in which a host needs the preceding
host's signature on its encapsulated offer before sending it to the next host. It also
depends on the signatures of an integrity checksum generated by the two associated
preceding hosts; such that, the current host is able to verify that the preceding host
did not insert two offers in a self-looping mode.
The model and cryptographic notation used in the description of the original
protocol N1 is summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
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Table 5.1: Model Notation

Co =

1<<n
oi , 1 < i < n

The originator
A host computer
An offer from C. The identity of Ci is
explicitly specified in o i
An encapsulated offer (cryptographically
protected ai) from Ci
An integrity check value associated with
0, and the next hop
The chain of encapsulated offers

Table 5.2: Cryptographic Notation
A random number generated by Ci
Private and public key pair of Ci
Temporally private and public key pair of Ci
A message m encrypted with the public key
74 of Ci
A signature of Ci on message m with its
private key
A signature verification function for
signature a with public key u
Message m sent via a confidential channel

Protocol N1 consists of three parts: agent creation (with a dummy offer 00), agent
migration at C1 , and agent migration at C, (2 <i < TO (see figure 5.7).
Agent Creation
1. Offer encapsulation
Co : ho = h(ro, 01)

C0 : 0 0 = So (E0 (oo , ro),/, ho,

co

:

0- 0

= So(ho)

2. Agent transmission

Co

: 0,ao]

Agent Migration at Ci

3. Agent verification
C1: receive 00, i1 i, ao

•

: Ver(00, u 0 ), and recover /, h o , pd.

•

: Ver(o o, uo)
-
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4. Interactive offer encapsulation

• :

hi

= h(00, r 1, C2)

C1 -4 C0 : temp i = Eo (Si (01, ao), ri), hi, [12
01 = So (temp i )

C0 :
:

Co

Ci :
•

Ver(0i,uo)

:

Si(hi)

5. Agent transmission

-> C2 : 00, 01,[P2, ao, al]
Agent Migration at C i (2 < i < n)
6. Agent verification

• : receive 00, • • •

ai-2, ai-i

•

: Ver(0 0 , u 0 ), and recover I, h o , ¡L i

•

: Ver(0 i , u 0 ), and recover h i , // 2

1-4-1)) and recover h k ,/./ k+1 recusively
• : V er(ai-2,
• :V
•

:er (0

verify Ci_2

for 2

<k<i-1

Ci-1

7. Interactive offer encapsulation

• :

hi

= h(Oi_i, ri, Ci+i)

: tempi = Eo(Si(oi,

•:
•:

--->

ri), hi, bii+i

(tempi)

Oi =

•

gi-1))

: Oi
Ver(0i,
o-i = Si (h i )

8. Agent transmission

Ci ± i :

<k

ai-i, ail

in the
It is assumed that there is an authenticated channel between C i and
co-signing process. will store the records of the departed agents in such a way
that it would only sign once for Ci on the partial results of a particular departed

agent.
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Figure 5.7: Agent Transmission

Each host is responsible for checking and verifying all the messages as well as
the chaining relation in the agent state whenever it arrives. If any of the agent
verifications fails or Ci receives twice the same agent from 1 then it rejects the
agent.

5.3.3 Security Analysis
In this section, we present a two-colluder truncation attack on Cheng-Wei Protocol.
The protocol bases its security, among other properties, on the impossibility for a
host computer C which tries to collude with a host Cw (W > j), to request a
signature on another encapsulated offer 0'3 from the previous host C 1 in order to
truncate all of the encapsulated offers collected from the host computers between
C3+1 and Cw.
,

Our attack scenario is as follows (see figure 5.8). A free roaming agent that
has visited a host C3 re-visits ci after visiting another host C 3+1 , in other words,
C3+2 = C. Then, no matter how the agent will roam after visiting C 3+ 2, C3+2
can always collude with a host C w being visited by the agent to truncate all of the
encapsulated offers collected after C3+2. C3 +2 need not collude with C3+1 in order
to get a new co-signed encapsulated offer 03+2 from q +1 . Instead, q +2 can sign
it by itself with the temporary private key which was generated by C3 where
'

= q + 2!
Suppose the agent visited Co , C1 , • •• ,C, C3 +1, C3+2 (= C3 ), C3+3,
collected the encapsulated offers:

, Cw, and

00, 01, • • ' , 0j, 03+1, 03+2, 03+3, " • , Ow

The processes of interactive offer encapsulation and agent transmission at hosts
Ci , C3+1 and q +2 (= ci ) are as follows:
When the agent is at C i :
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oa

00,0 j pi +1,0j+2,CYW
truncated
chain

Figure 5.8: Attack Scenario

:

hi -= h(Oi_i,ri,Ci+i)

:

:
:

tempi

= Eo(Sj (oi , Uj2, j —1

oi =
ci : o i

(

tempi )

V er(0
= Si ( k)

C.;:

{ ok io < k

j},[tti+1,0 i- ai]
-

7

When the agent is at Ci+i:

— h(0i ,ri+1 ,Ci+2 )
tempi + i = Eo (Si + i(oi + i, cri _ i , crj ),
=

(ternpi ± i

Ver(Oi+i,
0 j+1 =
-

{Oki0 < k 5_ j + 1 ,
}

When the agent is at Ci+2 (= Ci):

+11

j+1), h+1, Pj+2
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:

hi+2 = h(0 3+i , r i+2 , Ci+3)

C

1

+2), hi+2, fii +3

tempi+2 = Eo(Si+2(0i+2, cri,

Ci±i

Cj+2

:

0j+2 = S

C3+1 —> C+:

+1

(tempi+2)

0 j-1-2

ver(Oi+2, p,i+i )

ci+ 2

ci+20-j+2 = Sj+2(hj-1-2)
cj+2C + : {00 < k < j + 2} ,[ + 3, +1, a j+2]
Suppose the agent roams to ci±3 , • • • , Cw after visiting ci+2 , and then Cw colludes with ci+2 (= c3 ). Cs7 +2 can initiate the truncation attack with the following
processes of interactive offer encapsulation and agent transmission.
Ci+2 (= Ci) prepares:

C

+2

:

h 2 = h(03+1 , ri+2 , Cw)

C

2

:

tempi' +2 = Eo(Si+2( 0i/ +2, cri, cri+]. ), ri+2) hi' +27 / L W

C

2

:

Oil + 2 = Spi+i (teMpil + 2)

Cj+2

C

2

Cij+2

cw

Sid-2(hj/ +2)

: {No k

+ (Yi+21,[Pw

oji+21

When the agent is at C w :

h'w = h,(0 j' +2 ,4v , C +1 )

Cw :

CwC+2: temp'w = Eo (Sw (o'w , i±i , +2 ), 4v ), h'w , p w±i
Olw = S,(teMp iw)

Cj+2

ci+2

cw :

cw :

ver(Ov, /13+2 )

Cw :

(3'w = Sw (K )

CwCw +i : {0 k l0 < k j + 1, Oji+21 OW}, [LIW+1) aj+27
f
° W]
In the above attack, C3 +2 and Cw can collude to truncate the encapsulated offers
03+2 , • • • , 0w. Then, Cw forwards the truncated chain of encapsulated offers

0 0 ,0 1 ,•••00,0'
3 3±- 3+2
,

,

,

W

to the next host Cw+1 . As we can see, further checks made by Cw+i , and even the
originator of the agent, will not be able to detect such a truncation attack.
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5.3.4 Amendments
The cause for the attack is that a host may possess sufficient information to forge a
signature that is supposed to be generated by its predecessor to establish a publicly
verifiable chain of encapsulated offers. To preserve the forward privacy property, each
encapsulated offer is not signed with a certified private key of a host. Instead, it is
signed with a temporary private key generated by a host being just visited. Then, if
a loop of C, —> C1+1 —> C, is formed by a free-roaming agent, the truncation attack
will succeed.
A simple solution to avoid this attack is to disallow such a roaming path. In
figure 5.8, when S1±1 is preparing the interactive offer encapsulation, it knows the
identity of its predecessor C, by verifying (xi and should not select C, as the next
host to be visited.
We could have a more generic solution to avoid the truncation attack even if a
loop of C, —> C1+1 —> C, is formed by a free-roaming agent. To protect against the
impersonation of C, +1 by C, in generating an encapsulated offer with a temporary
private key p i+i , the key pair i11+ 1 ) should be generated by C, ±1 itself rather
than by C,. Then C1+1 sends ii 1+1 to C, to testify that I...4 +1 is C, ±i 's temporary public
key. As fti+1 is only known to Ci+1 , impersonation is prevented while the forward
privacy property of the protocol is preserved. The protocol is modified as follows
(see figure 5.9).
Agent Creation
1. Offer encapsulation

Co : ho = h(ro,
C0 : Go = So (E0(00, r 0) , , ho)
Co : cro = So(ho)
2. Agent transmission

Co — C : 0o, [ao]
Agent Migration at Ci

3. Agent verification
•

: receive 00, ao

•

: Ver (0 0 , u o ), and recover I,

C1 : V er(cro,uo)

4. Interactive offer encapsulation
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hi = h(00,r1,C2)

•

:

•

—> C0 : temp i = Eo (S 1 (o i ,ao ),r i ),h i ,

ii

C0 :01= So (temp i )
Co —> C1 :

• :

Ver(0i, no)

• :

=Si(hi)

5. Agent transmission

CiC2

00,

0 1, [ao, al]

Agent Migration at C i (2 < i < n)

6. Agent verification

• : receive 0 0 , • • - ,

aj_i

• : Ver(0 0 , u 0 ), and recover /, h 0
• : Ver(0 i , u0), and recover hi, Pi
and recover hk,bik recusively for 2 < k < i —1
• : Ver(Ok,
• : Ver(o i _ 2 ,u i _ 2 )
-

• : V er(o i_i,ui-i)
-

• : verify Ci_2 Ci-i
7. Interactive offer encapsulation

• :h =
• —>

: temp i = Eo(Si(oi, ai-2, ai-1), ri), hi, Ai
O i = S_ 1 (temp)
: Oi

• :

Ver(0i, p i _ i )

• :

cri = Si (h i )

8. Agent transmission
—> Ci + 1: {0k10 <k[ai-i, ail
With the above change, even if the agent revisits one host, the host still has to
request to the previous host for a signature over its new encapsulated offer, and the
co-signing process cannot be forged since each host's temporary private key is known
to that host only.
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Figure 5.9: Amended Agent Transmission

5.3.5 Security Requirements Analysis
Here we give a brief analysis of our protocol with respect to the security requirements
outlined in section 5.3.1.
Data Confidentiality. Each offer o i (i = 1, • • • , n) that is encapsulated in 0, is
encrypted with the originator C o 's public key u o . Only Co can decrypt it to extract
the offer, thus confidentiality is preserved.
Non-repudiability. Each offer o, (i = 1,- • • ,n) that is encapsulated in 0, is
signed by C, with its private key. Therefore, C i cannot deny its offer oi once the
agent carrying O i returns to the originator Co.
Forward Privacy. Each offer oi (i = 1, • • • , n) that is encapsulated in 0, is first
signed by Ci but then encrypted with Co 's public key 7/ 0 . Therefore, the identity of Ci
will not be disclosed to others (except Co ) by examining O i . In addition, as a random
number r i is used in computing the checksum h i , it reveals no identity information
by examining h i . However, as ai will be sent to C1+1 and C1 +2 in order to verify that
two adjacent hosts are different on the agent migration path, the identity of C i will
be disclosed to C1+1 and C1 +2.
Forward Integrity. Each offer o i (i = 1, • • • , n) that is encapsulated in O i
is signed by Ci . Any change to the signed offer will be detected. Furthermore,
even Ci cannot change its own encapsulated offer 0, in the chain 0 1 , • •• , 0 i , • • • , 0,„
without being detected. Suppose Ci wants to replace o i with o. To make this change
undetected, Ci needs to get a new counter-signature O = SA ,_,(tempii ) from C1-1
which should also satisfy h(0 1 , ri + i, C1+2 ) = h(0, r1+1 , C1+2 ). Even if C1 _ 1 is willing
to collude on generation of cyi , the equation will not be satisfied under a collision-free
hash function.
Publicly Verifiable Forward Integrity. Each encapsulated offer 0, (i =
1, • • • ,n) contains Ci 's temporary public key p, i that is certified by C1 _ 1 with its
temporary private key With 0 1 , anyone can obtain p i and use it to verify 0 1+1 .
Therefore, the integrity of 0 1 , • • • , O ri is publicly verifiable.
Insertion Defense. Since all encapsulated offers 0 1 , • , 0„ are chained, if a
new encapsulated offer O w is inserted between 0 1 and 0 1+1 without being detected,
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sorne chaining relations have to be changed in 0, and 0, +1 . Suppose an attacker Cw
tries to insert O w as follows:

h w = h(0,,rw , Ci+1)
temp w = Eo (Sw (o w , , o i _ 1 , o ,),r w ), h w ,
-

-

O w S A ,(temp w )

a w = Sw (h w )
This implies that Cw at least needs to ask Ci to counter-sign tempw, and ask
Ci+1 to replace its signature in temp i+i as Si±i (o i+i , o , a w ) and Ci +2 to replace
its signature in temp i+ 2 as Sid-2(0i+2, aw, cri+1). Furthermore, the Forward Integrity
property explained does not allow any change in the offers without being detected
by the agent's originator. So it is impossible for Cw to insert Ow.
Truncation Defense. The chaining mechanism used in the insertion defense
also works for the truncation defense. Suppose an attacker Cw tries to truncate the
encapsulated offers 0 1 , • • , 0,, 0, ±1 , • • from O i+1 thereafter and may also add O w
after O. Then, Cw needs to revise 0, as follows.

= h(O i _ i ,r i , Cw)
temp = Eo (S,(o,, 0 ,_ 2 , a_ 1 ), r 1 ) , h, p i
0 ,1 =S _ 1 (temp)
cr

= S(h)

Obviously, Cw is unable to make the above revisions without collusion with Ci
and Ci _ 1 . In other words, our protocol defends against truncation attacks if there are
no more than two colluders. A straightforward extension of our protocol is possible
to defend truncation attacks with more colluders. That is, if defending against L
colluders is to be integrated in our protocols, L-1 co-signers for the 0, (from 8j-L+1
to Si _ 1 ) are needed.

CHAPTER

6

Conclusions

Even though a handshake is still enough in some traditional businesses, for most
business transactions just building on trust simply will not do. Unfortunately, today's
computer systems often require that we do just that. It would be better if we were
able to prove when a party is trying to cheat in a transaction. Particularly in complex
environments such as today's and tomorrow's Internet. Non-repudiation mechanisms
provide us with the means to generate irrefutable evidences for our transactions.
They can be used to prove who communicated, what about, and whether or not a
transaction was successfully completed.
Even though the non-repudiation service has not been taken into account as it
deserves, due to an evident difference and misfit of the digital world, it will definitely
need more attention if we really want to talk about the "digital era". We just do not
foresee a future in which digital exchanges will not mandatorily request the generation
of evidence tokens, as well as it is done in nowadays paper-based life. And here
again, non-repudiation does not substitute trust-based solutions and frameworks,
but complement them.
Therefore, a naive solution would be to force parties to include an evidence token in all their communications (when originating and acknowledging). But this
simple approach will not avoid unfair situations, the impossibility of demonstrating
a fact/transaction which certainly occurred, when network failures and fraudulent
behaviors are possible. So, the design of new protocols which cover all possible
situations is needed. And approaches with different properties exist for Alice and
Bob.
In a typical scenario, Alice wants to send a message (digital content, payment,
) to Bob such that Bob consumes (reads, processes, ... ) the message only if
Alice gets a token of receipt as evidence. At the same time, Bob could also require
an evidence token of origin for demonstrating that in effect, Alice sent that message.
Unfortunately there does not exist a deterministic solution without the intervention
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of a trusted third party. Here again, a straightforward approach is possible. Each
entity sends its needed information (messages and evidence tokens) to a TTP arid
the latter only distributes the information when its view is complete for both entities.
But this assumes too much trust and computational and network load over the
TTP. Thus, solutions, which try to reduce to the minimum TTP's participation,
have been studied. During this process, it has been always assumed that there
are two entities in the application (whether it is CEM, contract signing, ... ). But
undeniably, there are a lot of applications designed for simultaneous participation of
several entities.
In this case, not only previously defined requirements change but, at the same
time, the former methods remain inefficient. Consequently, a new step is needed in
the non-repudiation service. Designing multi-party non-repudiation protocols with
an abstraction on the number (n) of participants.
In this chapter we give the conclusions and results that can be extracted from
this research work. At the same time, future research activities are identified which
clearly identifies the line which extends this work. The main focus of this work has
been multi-party non-repudiation protocols, although other more specific multi-party
protocols for fair exchange, CEM and contract signing protocols have been studied
as well.
Our approaches to multi-party non-repudiation protocols have come in mainly
three ways:

1. n entities participate in the protocol
2. two entities are involved in an exchange but they seek the help (usually the initiating party will be the beneficiated entity as in the case of the DRM approach
or the P2P framework) of an intermediary.

3. n entities participate in the protocol with the help of an intermediary or agent
Following, we present arid discuss the main results obtained and the work which
remains to be done.

• Multi-party non-repudiation protocols
We have designed new protocols and analyzed their properties, when aiming at
multi-party applications, because the two-party instance of this service seems to be
too heavy considering the number of network messages as well as the amount of
evidence that the final entities have to manage.
In this dissertation, we clearly defined the properties that a non-repudiation protocol is required to respect. Following the first research conducted on multi-party
non-repudiation protocols proposed in [92, 101], we extended that scenario such that
sending different messages to different entities in only one transaction is possible.
This protocol uses a light-weight on-line TTP in every transaction. However, there
are situations in which the final entities could be willing to launch a non-repudiation
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protocol without the TTP's assistance (either because the TTP's service is expensive or because the entities have some kind of trust to each other) unless an error
or channel failure occurs. For these situations we designed an optimistic protocol
that uses only three steps in its main protocol. We further discussed the dispute
resolution process and the efficiency matters of each design.
• Agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols
Collecting, verifying and storing evidence about the transactions is an additional
task required as part of the non-repudiation service, but might be undesirable for
final entities when these transactions are undertaken with multiple entities and the
volume is considerable. Hence, intermediary entities are useful in such scenarios
to help final entities to carry out their business transactions. In addition, these
intermediary entities can act as 'hubs', increasing the market and opportunities for
both customers and merchants.
We analyzed a new entity that takes part in the non-repudiation protocol. This
intermediary entity can be just another module in an existing agent-based system,
facilitating the originator to carry out an e-commerce transaction. We introduced
different scenarios in which our approach can be easily fitted into, and demonstrated
the advantages for end users in the use of an intermediary service on reducing the evidence storage requirements and gathering different recipients. In our agent-mediated
non-repudiation protocols, the originator can be kept anonymous to the recipients,
and vice versa, as long as the originator and the recipients do not need to verify
each other's evidence. The intermediary agent can be distrusted and our approach
maintains the security requirements for a non-repudiable e-commerce transaction. In
general, the intermediary entity cannot collude with the entity initiating the protocol
if the other party is to be provided with a valuable object in exchange for evidence
(or other object).
• Simulation for obtaining parameters approximations
It is widely known that the role of the TTP is essential for many Internet security protocols. On the other hand, we have seen that most of non-repudiation
protocols include parameters whose values are not easy to specify, and some of those
parameters are directly related to the TTP operation. We have demonstrated how
event-oriented simulation can be considered as a tool to estimate the timeouts of nonrepudiation protocols. We have proposed a simulation model in order to estimate
the appropriate values of the parameters for an efficient use of a TTP in multiparty non-repudiation protocols. The model has been proved with some tests that
have helped us to estimate the most appropriate values for the simulated parameters.
• Extended multi-party CEM
We all know the value of a two-party certified email application. If an extension
to multiple entities is done, this kind of applications could be used for (certified and
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timely) notification of users. Therefore, pursuing this objective we have extended a
CEM protocol to support timeliness and multiple entities. Although a new cancel
sub-protocol is added, the main protocol remains unchanged. The additional messages included improve the timeliness property in an efficient and elegant way. At the
same time the extension for the distribution of the same mail (message) to several
entities in a certified manner is made in such a way that only those who reply with
evidence of receipt will obtain the message. Timeliness is also considered here and
though the Post Office has to deal with several entities if any of them launches a
sub-protocol, no significant complexity is introduced.

• Multi-party contract signing
Contract signing is a fundamental service for business transactions. Previous
work mainly focused on two-party contract signing. In some applications, however, a
contract may need to be signed by multiple parties. In fact, we daily sign documents l
and, in many occasions, these documents need the signatures from several entities
as for instance the signatures of a distributed examining committee after the on-line
discussion or lecture (e.g. e-lecture from e-lab at Warwick University [12]) of a PhD
thesis.
In this thesis, we presented a new multi-party contract signing protocol that
reaches a lower bound of 3(n — 1) steps in the all-honest case and 4n — 2 steps in the
worst case (i.e., all parties contact the TTP) with ri the number of signing entities.
The result improves the lower bound of 4(n — 1) steps for the all-honest case and
6n —4 steps for the worst case in Asokan et al.'s protocol [27]. Actually, our protocol
is so far the most efficient synchronous multi-party contract signing protocol in terms
of the number of messages required.
We further considered additional features like abuse-freeness and timeliness in
our protocol. Regarding timeliness, by introducing the concept of threshold cancel
sub-protocol, we achieved a threshold timeliness property.
With no special requirements and more importantly without introducing additional steps in the protocol, we achieved an abuse-freeness property which is very
important for contract signing protocols.
Besides, we analyzed an optimistic N-party contract signing protocol, arid pointed
out its security problem. This clearly demonstrates that if we want a bank deposit to
be made with several beneficiaries, further research is needed on the multi-party fair
exchange protocols and more concretely on multi-party contract-signing protocols.
This finding encourages us to study and improve existing multi-party contract signing solutions. Definitely further work is needed in asynchronous networks in which
an efficient approach is more difficult to achieve. An improvement of efficiency needs
to be achieved to bring these applications into reality with the user's confidence.
'doing so we commit to the document's content and automatically transform it in a contract
which means: .."I am aware of what the document says and totally agree on its content..".
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• OMA-based DRM framework assisted with non-repudiation services
As the technology evolves, content downloading will be an inexpensive operation.
In order to protect Intellectual Property Rights, distributed DRM appears as a very
good approach and it has been already taken care of by the main handset manufactures (e.g. most Nokia mobile telephones implement at least OMA DRM v1.0).
Furthermore, DRM frameworks will be enriched by the implementation of security
services from the very beginning. Non-repudiation is one of them.
We have designed a non-repudiation protocol for a DRM platform that takes into
account all participants in the acquisition of rights, namely, the user, the Mobile
Network Operator and the Rights Issuer, thus providing all of them with sufficient
evidence to be used in case a dispute arises. At the same time, the protocol has been
implemented, tested and integrated with the Mobile DRM framework designed for
the European project UBISEC.

• A practical service charge protocol for P2P content distribution
With the emergence of wireless technology, grid computing, and other technologies where the storage and transmission of data are carried out without a centralized
server, it is clear that new models of charging and distribution should not only comply with the requirements of this new topology but also provide with an efficient
and practical solution. Therefore, we introduced a new entity that without being
totally trusted, acts as a hub of the topology, helping the distributors in collection
of possibly small payments and advertisement of the digital contents.
We made use of an underlying P2P payment protocol and applied it to our practical P2P content distribution scenario. In this scenario a merchant peer's workload is
largely shifted to an intermediary agent, such that each peer can be easily involved in
distributing digital contents and receiving payment via the agent. We also discussed
the trustworthiness presumed to each of the entities in our model and integrated a
non-repudiation security service in the design of the protocol.

• Free roaming agents
Along this thesis, we have been talking of intermediary and agents. Although
we omitted implementation details, one possibility is to implement them as mobile
agents (in fact its functionality is independent of how it is implemented). In mobile
code systems more attention is needed in the design of protocols to fulfill the desired
properties. As a consequence of dynamically selected hosts on the path of a free
roaming agent, a host can be revisited, and hence, we must ensure that the information it possesses is not enough to carry out a truncation attack by colluding with
another party, or otherwise, properties like non-repudiation which has been considered in the initial design will be flawed as well. Furthermore, since digital evidence
could be truncated, user could deny having sent a specific offer (or message).
We proposed a new scheme that is effective in defending against the truncation
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attack. We also gave a brief analysis to demonstrate that our scheme satisfies other
security requirements on the protection of agent data.

• Future work
However, we should point out that even though contributions have been made
to this field, still there is a need for further research in the area, specially in the
adaptation of non-repudiation to the new applications scenarios appearing nowadays
(pervasive and ubiquitous computing scenarios in which multiple highly dynamic
users are involved) in order to make the service as proposed by the ITU more efficient
and robust.
In other words, mobile telephones and other resource and power restricted devices
are the main candidate to undertake users daily transactions. This will obviously
change some problem requirements. For instance, efficiency will be of primary concern and other schemes for avoiding the use of asymmetric cryptography as evidence
(and its storage) need to be considered. Sorne works [136, 55] already exist, but the
area remains generally unexplored.
As identity documents (passports, national cards) arid mobile phones are two
items which usually users carry with them and, in some countries, both integrate
the necessary digital material for electronic signatures, fair mobile contract signing
applications should be also studied and designed when several signatories participate.
With the advent of the eDNI [13] in Spain, we have the opportunity to materialize
new MPCS protocols for mobile environments.
Although not deployed in this dissertation, other path to follow in order to achieve
timeliness in contract signing applications when more than one entity is considered
to be honest is by means of p2p applications. In a first sketch, a client application
could share not only the user's commitment but also any other commitment already
received in our contract signing protocol. Of course, users who can access to this
common space is limited to those who participate in the protocol, and the p2p client
application has to integrate this security features. Nevertheless, this idea has the
initial drawback of collusion among several principals, which makes it difficult to
elaborate. This idea will be worked out in a near future.
We will try to find an approach in which the TTP's intermediation is as transparent as possible, since the transparency property become more important for contract
signing protocols. Redesigning of the TTP's sub-protocol considering an asynchronous network model seems to be a logical start. Future work also includes formal
security analysis of our protocol.
Our solution for P2P users greatly depends on an underlying anonymous cashlike payment protocol 2 ; therefore, making our approach more general and abstracted
from particular p2p payment solutions is the next step.

2

See Acknowledgments section.
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